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Manuscript Book, No. 5, Countermark 759.

Section 1 .—Accoun t of the Zemindar ofEmakalapuram, in the Din-

digul district, of the Coimbatore province.

(Stated to be copied from an original palm-leaf account.)

During the rule of the rayer in Cal. yug. 4520 Sal. Sac. 1341, my
ancestors were of the Camavar tribe ;

and Camulaca Nayaker lived

at Devunampatnam, near Cuddalore, being head-man of the district.

At that time the rayer had an unmanageable horse, which no one could

govern till the aforesaid Camulaca, going to the capital, taught the

keepers how to control the animal ; and, himself mounting the horse

rode out with it for three days together, in the most unfrequented

places and brought it back before the rayer on the fourth day, perfect-

ly quiet. The rayer was so well pleased, that he gave the head-man

the title of the horse, adding other titles, and distinctive banners ; and

relinquished the district at Cuddalore to him in free gift, therewith

dismissing him. At the time when Visvanatha Nayaker was sent

to take possession of the Pandiya kingdom, the aforesaid Camulaca
was ordered to accompany him, and afford aid. The household god of

Camulaca became an image at Emakalapuram, where he settled.

He received orders from Visvanatha Nayaker to furnish a quota of

'

troops, towards the charge and defence of the fort of Madura. Some

disagreement occurring between Kulase gara and Visvanatha, the

latter ordered the Emakalapuram chief to go against the former,

which he did
; and after much fighting the former laid an ambush, so

that Camulaca Nayaker was shot, as he was advancing with his peo~
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pie. Visvanatha had the funeral rites performed. His son was

Anantapa Nayak; who, in consideration of the manner of his

father’s death, received additional distinctions, and some villages in

free grant, from Visvanatha Nayaker. At the time when the

seventy-two chiefs each had a bastion of the Madura fort confided to

him, this chief was appointed to the seventh bastion. He died after a

chieftainship of thirty years. Camulaca Nayaker, his son, succeeded

and ruled thirty-five years ; he fulfilled his appointed duties, but with-

out any thing special occurring. His son was Laqumaya Nayaker,

and, as in the last case, died after a rule of seventeen years. Anan-

tapa Nayaker, his son, governed seventy-five years and died. Ca-

mulaca Nayaker, his son died after a rule of twenty-seven years.

Lagumaya Nayaker, 33 years,

7. Anantapa Nayaker, 25 >>

8. Camulaca Nayaker,
if

9. Laqumaya Nayaker 30
» >

Thus far there was a regular descent from father to son, ruling their

own lands, without paying tax or tribute. Anantapa, the son of Laqu-
maya, ruled at the time when the Mysore ruler at Seringapatam con-

quered the Dindigul province ; when a tribute was imposed of one

hundred huns. Anantapa ruled twenty years. His son Camulaca
Nayaker, in the time of Hyder sahib, had an additional tax of fifty

imposed; paying anunally one hundred and fifty huns; and ruled

twenty-one years. His son was Anantapa Nayak. In the time of

Meer sahib, his Amil, named Syed sahib, doubled the tribute

;

making it in all 300 huns ; I myself Laqumaya Nayaker, who am
his son, for some years had the lands without tribute. Subsequent to

the rule of the Honorable Company over the Dindigul province Mr.

Commissioner McLeod fixed my tribute at four hundred and fifty huns.

It was afterwards raised to one thousand six hundred and twenty huns,

which was paid during eight years. Afterwards, in consequence of not

paying the tribute, the Honorable Company assumed the district and

my petition is that the Honorable Company will shew me favor and

protect me.

Section 2 .—Account of the zemindars of Dottiyn fort.

(Copied from a palm-leaf account.)

At the time when the padshah came against the raver, before the

capital was taken, the rayer sent red garments out ; with the message,

that so many as were willing to leave their families should put on those

garments, and prepare for war. My ancestor Macala Nayaker of

the Penjaivalla tribe, with his people, assembled and, after defeating
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the invaders, came to the rayer’s presence. The rayer, being greatly

pleased, honored him with various insignia of favor ; and directed my
ancestors to build a fort 30 miles due west of Madura : in consequence

of which a mud fort named Dottiya-cottai was formed. Two of the

tribe were Bommana Nayaker the elder, and Bettalu Nayaker;
the eldest governed for twelve years. The second in succession

Bettalu Nayaker cleared away some waste lands. But as he was

very young, and the country was that of the Kallar caste, he did not

find himself at ease there. At that time Vira Segara Cholan having

invaded the country of Chandra Segara Pandxyan, the latter, be-

ing unable to resist, went to the rayer
;
who sent with him N agama

Nayaker to reinstate him in his possessions. Bettalu Nayaker
accompanied the pandiyan to the rayer ; expecting, if the pandiyan were

restored, that his own district would be secured to himself. But in

consequence of Chandra Segara having only five illegimate sons, he

made over his kingdom to Visvanatha Nayaker; and Bettalu

Nayaker derived no benefit from waiting on Chandra Segara. At

a later period, when Visvanatha Nayaker, in conjunction with

Ariya Natha Muthaliar, had fixed appointments to bastions of the

fort, in reply to a petition my ancestors were confirmed in the posses-

sion of the Dottiya fort and lands. Subsequently, when the king went

to fight against Kayattattur fort, Bettalu Nayaker was appointed

to guard the royal tent ;
for his service on which occasion, he received

some acknowledgments. A tribute was fixed of one hundred chacrams.

He ruled thirty-five years. His sons were, Bommalu Nayaker, the

eldest, Chinduma Nayaker the younger. Bommalu was the third

in succession, and ruled twenty-two years. The fourth in succession

was Bettalu Nayaker, who ruled thirty-eight years. His tribute was

153 chacrams ; 5th, Bommalu Nayaker ruled 20 years, paid 150 cha-

crams ; 6th, Bettalu Nayaker, 27 years, paid 150 chacrams; 7th,

Macala Nayaker, 26 years, paid 200 chacrams ; 8th, Chinduma

Nayaker, 27 years, paid 200 chacrams ; 9th, Bettalu Nayaker. In

his time Ramapaiyan general of Firumala Nayaker, being about

to proceed against the Sethupathi, called for the said Bettalu Na-

yaker, and gave him orders to construct, with his people, a bridge at

the straits of Pamban ; which bridge was built with great labour, so that

the entire army' passed over to the island of Pumesvaram, and, the

Sethupathi being conquered, Bettalu Nayaker received honorable

notice for the great trouble which had fallen to his share. He ruled 50

years.

3 n 2
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The 10th, Bommalu Nayaker, younger brother of the preceding,

ruled thirty years, paying 300 chacrams as tribute. His son Macala

Nayaker, was called on to attend Choka Natha Nayaker in the

war against Vijaya Raghava of Tanjore ; and received a front wound

in that war. He ruled 25 years, paying 300 chacrams. The 1 2th in

succession was Bettalu Nayaker, who ruled 24 years, paying 300

chacrams ; 13th, Bommalu Nayaker ruled 27 years, paid 500 chuc-

rams ; 14th, Bettalu Nayaker ruled 13 years, paid 500 chacrams.

This tribute was paid to Meer sahib.

15th, Bettalu Nayaker 5

16th, Bommalu Nayaker was his younger brother. In the time of

Syed sahib he paid 700 chacrams. In the time of Commissioner

McLeod an additional hundred was imposed ; in all 800 chacrams. In

the time of Mr. Winch the same. In the time of Mr. Hurdis the same.

After the measurement by survey the tribute was raised to one thou-

sand two hundred and fifty-six chacrams. The country in consequence

becoming ruined he sold his personal effects, the proceeds of which

were paid into the court of the collector, Mr. George Parish. He
ruled 40 years. The 17th in succession, is myself Chinnala Naya-

ker, and paying my tribute into the treasury of the collector Mr.

Rous Peter, I continue to obey the orders of the Honorable Company.

Section 3.

—

Account ofthe zemindars of Tavasimadu, in the Dindi-

gul district.

(Copied from a palm-leaf manuscript.)

Before our ancestors came to the possession of this Pdlliyam (feudal

estate) they were resident in the province of Gooty. In consequence

of the Muhammadans demanding our women, we abandoned jewels and

other property, and came to the Pandiya country in the south. Being

impeded by a deep and rapid river, we applied to our gods, when a

punga* tree was caused to incline over the river, so as to enable us by

its means to cross over to the southern side. Being followed by the

Muhammadans to whom we had refused to give wives, the tree, before

they came up, recovered its usual position, so that being unable to cross

the river, they returned. The whole of the emigrating body proceeded

till they came to a small hill, to the north-west of Madura; at the

foot of which they took up their encampment. Chotala Nayak the

head-man, placed a light (in token of divine homage) and continued

day and night in severe penance ; directed to his tutelary god. The

latter visibly appeared, and directed him, as the reward of his penance,

* Cuja galedupa, Rumphius. Dalbergia arborea, Willd. Kurrunja, Sans.

Ainslie.

—

Mat. Med. Ind.
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to clear the country around
; to take it in possession, and to build a town

on the spot, where he had performed penance, to be called in comme-

moration of that penance, Tauasu-medu (or the hill of penance).

Subsequently during the disagreement between Nagama Nayaker and

Chandra Segara Pandiyan, the former, while proceeding by way of

Dindigul towards Pyney to visit the shrine at the latter place, was

taken ill ;
in consequence of which it occurred to him, that if he called

the aforesaid penitential head-man, this person would be able to cure

the disease. Being sent for, he came ; and, putting Viputhi (or sacred

ashes) upon the patient, cured him. In consequence Nagama Naya-

ker gave him permission to clear away land, build a town, and call

the place Tavasu-madu, therewith dismissing him. At a subsequent

period when Visvanatha Nayaker and Ariya Natha Muthaliar

went to fight against Kayattattur, they called Chotala Nayak and he

was appointed to guard the viceroy’s tent. Chotala Nayak fell in the

battle. The second chief, son of the former, was named Raghu Rama
Chotala Nayak. He ruled 42 years. The third son of the last, and

bearing the same name, had charge of one of the bastions of the fort of

Madura, and ruled 49 years ; 4th, of the same name ruled 50 years ;

5th, same name, 2 years
;
6th, Pona Sami Chotala Nayak, 10 years ;

7th, Raghu Rama Chotala Nayak son of the last, was called upon to

accompany Rama Paiyan in the war against the Sethupathi, during

the time ofTiRUMALA Nayaker of Madura ; and on the return from

that expedition, was dismissed with presents. He ruled 42 years.

8th, Chotala Nayaker ruled 40 years; 9th, Raghu Rama Chotala

Nayaka was called upon to guard the tent, and to accompany the expe-

dition against Tanjore ; from which returning victorious he was dis-

missed with presents ; while obeying orders from Madura he ruled 45

years; 10th, Chotala Nayaker, 33 years ; 11th, Raghu Rama Cho-

tala Nayaker 30 years ;
1 2th, same name, 19 years.

The whole of the preceding twelve were sons in direct succession.

With the mention of the name and rule of the twelfth, the writing ab-

ruptly concludes.

Section 4.

—

Account of the zemindars of Pattiya pa Nayaker, of
Dindigul district.

Our ancestors were of the Penchai district. In Sal. Sac. 1357,

Cal. yug. 4536. Wali sahib, the officer of the Delhi padshah, invad-

ed the rayer’s capital. Yallala Maki Nayaker was summoned
;

and going against the invaders, returned victorious ; on which account,

the rayer being pleased with his services, gave various honorary dis-

tinctions and villages in the south. He fought with the Vedars and
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Kaltars of those districts ; and put them to the edge of the sword. He
ruled there 33 years. His son was named Lakaman Nayaker, who
ruled 42 years. Vellala Maki Nayaker, 15 years. This same
person went to Madura

, and had an interview with Chandra Segara
Pandiyan, when his tribute was settled at one hundred chacrarns. It

is then again added that he ruled 19 years, but his son is most proba-

bly intended. His son was Cama Nayaken. His son was Yettama
Nayaken, who ruled 23 years. His son wras Palliyapa Nayaken
who paid 100 chacrarns, and ruled 41 years. This chief built a mud
fort, also a Vaishnava fane, and a porch to Ganesa. His son was

Canacula Nayaker, who built an aqueduct for the better irrigation

of the lands of several villages, and ruled 38 years. His son was

Cottama Nayaker, who at the time when Visvanatha Nayaker,
the son of Cottama Nagama Nayaker, came to the government of

Madura, went thither and had an interview with that viceroy ; at

which interview the yearly revenue was settled at 200 chacrarns, and

Cottama Nayaker returning to Allipuram ruled 38 years. His

son was Palliyapa Nayaker. His neighbours, Ammiyapa Naya-

ker, and Vali Kondama Nayaker, wrested from him two villages ; the

former took Vechandiyur, the other took Chettiyampatti, with its re-

servoirs of water. Palliyapa Nayaker paid 200 chacrarns as tri-

bute, and ruled 41 years. His son was Chacala Nayaker. A
famine arose, in consequence of which the whole tribe took refuge with

the Virupacshi Poligar. He had before wrested from them some vil-

lages, and they pledged to him Allinagaram for sixty calams of millet,

which they were subsequently disposed to repay, requesting that place

to be restored to them; which request was refused; Chacala

Nayaker ruled 21 years. His son was Anavara Nayaker, who

paid his tribute of 200 chacrarns, and ruled 27 years. His son was

Born Nayaker, wdio made several improvements for the better irriga-

tion of the villages of his district. In the time of Vencata rayer he

went to an interview with that chief at Dindigul

;

and he was there

required to pay 300 chacrarns as tribute ; he ruled 45 years. His

son wras Bommalu Nayaker, who paid the same tribute to the same

place, and ruled 41 years. His son was Canchi Varada Nayaker>

who paid his tribute, and ruled 41 years. His son was Chacala

Nayaker. Meer sahib then ruled at Dindigul, and raised the tribute

to 700 chacrarns. When Syed sahib ruled, he raised the tribute to oue

thousand chacrarns. Chacala Nayaker ruled 39 years. His son

Palliyapa Nayaker succeeded, paid the same extent of tribute, and

ruled 25 years. The Dindigul province having come under the govern-
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ment of the Honorable Company, the aforesaid tribute of 1000 chac-

rams was paid during the collectorships of Messrs. McLeod, Rankin,

and Wynch. In the time of Mr. Hurdis the same. “In the Nala

year I paid 700, and being unable to pay the other 300 my district

was assumed; and Mr. Hurdis protected me, by giving me an allow-

ance of sixty rupees monthly.” The lands were surveyed by measure-

ment; and it would appear as if a committee investigated the subject in

the time of Mr. Parish, adjusting the tribute at the rate of 561 chac-

rams. The account is written by the grandson of the beforementioned

Palliyapa Nayaker, bearing the same name. He dates his acces-

sion in Fusly 1221 ;
with the mention of which date the writing con-

cludes.

Section 5 .—Account of the zemindars of Succampatti, in the Dindi-

gul province .

(Copied from a palm-leaf manuscript.)

The same origin from the north, the founder of the race served with

Visvanatha Nayak against the Muhammadans, and was sent down

to the Pdndiyan country. One of the chiefs fell in the struggle

against an illegitimate son of the Pandiyan. On this war there are

some things in the document worth consulting. The war against the

Sethupathi, and against Tanjore are also noticed. For the rest the

minute details much resemble the preceding.

Section 6 .—Account of the zemindar of Ammaiya Nayak palliyam, in

Dindigul district.

This account is copied, it is stated, from records writen on copper,

and carefully preserved by the family. It indicates a like origin with the

other preceding chiefs from the north, and has much minuteness of de-

tail concerning the different chiefs, and some notice of the discovery of

an image, and founding of a fane, whence the chief derived his title. For

the rest the account does not contain the mention of new or command-

ing events.

Section 7.—Account of the race of Copaiya Nayak, zemindar in

the Dindigul district.

The origin from the north ; they were sent to the south to assist in

collecting the rayer’s tribute, they were established in the town named

after Copaiya Nayak, by Visvanatha Nayaker, and had charge of

one of the bastions of the Madura fort. Like the preceding they came

under the Mysore government, after the Mysore conquest of Dindigul

province. There is however nothing special added to the details of

leading events before given.
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Section 8. Account of the race of Culapa Nayak, zemindar of
Nila-cottai in the Dindigul district.

The account commences with the summons of the rayer, given by
sending round red garments, to raise troops to resist the Muhamma-
dans. The repulse of the first hostile manifestations of the Muham-
madans induced the rayer to present the founder of this race with va-

rious honors and to send him down to the south. He represented that

the country was so wild, and unsettled, that he wished to have it for ten

years free of tribute. The assumption of the Pandiya kingdom, the

war against Kayattatur, where the five illegitimates ons of the Pandi-

yan were conquered, appear as before. The 13th chief, Culapa Na'gama

Nayaker, was an author; and composed the moral work entitled

Viraviduddthu, (said to have been printed by a native at Madras .)

Conquest of Dindigul province by Hydek Ali mentioned. Nothing

else very particular
;
except the assumption of the Pulliyam.

Section 9.—Account o/Carupa Tambiran, zemindar ofCottai Kadu
6-duccam, in the Dindigul province.

This pdlliyam (or feudal estate), had its origin at a somewhat later

date than the preceding ones ; and was founded by a Tambiran, or one

of the class of ascetics. The account is very destitute of incident. It

is illustrative of opinions, and manners.

Section 10.

—

Account of the race of Bodi Nayak, of the Dindigul

province.

The account commences with the destruction of Vijayanagara, by

the Muhammadans, when the ancestors of this race fled towards the

south. The first of the race purchased his estate from an ascetic, who

had before held it by a grant from one of the earlier Pdndiya kings.

In the reference made to the former possessor there would appear to be

' some illustration of the hog-hunting, which figures in the Madura

St’hala purdnam, as attended with important consequences. Nothing

very special appears in the subsequent history of the various chiefs, or

possessors of the estate.

A petition to the Honorable Company to repair a certain annicut (or

water-course) follows, of no permanent consequence.

There is a copy of an inscription commemorating a grant of land from

one Condama Nayak to a Brahman. Also copy of another inscrip-

tion commemorating a gift of land by Appaiya Nayaker, a poligar, to

a female slave of a Vaishnava fane. These three last documents are

not reckoned in the list of contents of the book
;
and seem to have been

pasted in after the book had been bound up.
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Section 11 .—Account of Periya Mutthu Samiya Nayaker, of the

Devaram palliyam, in the Dindigul district.

The Mahratta did not pay tribute to the padshah, when the latter di-

rected the ancestor of this poligar to go against the Mahratta ; and, as

the doing so was attended with success, the padshah rewarded the

chief with honors and distinctions. The padshah passing one day near

the latter’s residence, demanded one of the females of the tribe in mar-

riage ;
threatening to take away the same person by force if refused.

An evasive answer was given ; and the account abruptly breaks olf.

The inference is that the tribe fled to the south, to get away from the

Muhammadans, as mentioned (Section 3rd) in the account of a forego-

ing chief.

Section 12.—The local legend of theJane of Comba-palliya-patta, in

the Coimbatore province.

A legendary account of a fane to which at first a Sudra was hiero-

phant ;
but which acquiring celebrity, from some alleged cures of people

who had been blind, obtained afterwards a Brahman as officiating cere-

monialist. Except as illustrating native manners, and opinions, the

section has no special value.

Section 13.— The local legend of the fane of Ranga Nayaker, in the

Devaramfeudal estate.

A peasant struck against a stone, while going on his work, and fell

;

on which being angry he was going to break the same, by which means

it was discovered to be an emblem of Vishnu
;
and, a fane being built

over the stone, it became in some degree celebrated ; but falling into

decay, at the prayer of some devotee for rain, a form appeared saying,

that if the shrine were honored as it used to be then there would be rain.

Nothing further is added.

An account of Choli mali-alagarfane, in the Devaramfeudal estate.

A boy, of the ordinary people, named Carupen, was frightened and

chased by a spectre ; which circumstance he narrated to the village peo-

ple ; who, recognizing the spectre to be an appearance of Aeagar

(Vishnu), came and saw the place, and afterwards built a fane in com-

memoration of that appearance.

Section 14.

—

Account of thefane of Kalatesvarer in TJttama-palliyam

of the Dindigul district.

A person had been accustomed to go as far as Culastvi on pilgrimage

;

but, one day a form appeared, and told him it was not needful to take

3 o
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so much pains in going so far ; that underneath a tree, pointed out, there

was a form of the same god, which could be there worshipped. A fane

was built there ; which a trader afterwards enriched by a considerable

donation, and it was enlarged and ornamented.

Section 15.

—

Account of the differentfanes in the Uttamam-palliyapet

district.

It was anciently a teak forest, visited by the five Pandavas, and by

them considered to be an excellent country ; whence the term Uttamam

signifying “ excellence.” There follows some other matter, concerning

Nila-Candesvara fane, so evidently fabulous as not to merit much at-

tention.

Copy ofan inscription on thefane of Callate'svarer in Uttama-palliyam.

It is dated in the reign of Mangama'l of Madura in the Cali yaga

year 4794, and in Sal. Sac. 1415. (In the latter date there is an error,

the figure of 4 must on the inscription itself be 6 ; as appears both by the

known period of Mangamal’s rule, and the date of the Cali yuga era

which is correct; we must by consequence read Sal. Sac. 1615.) It

commemorates a gift of land, to the fane ; and is of no importance, as

belonging to so recent a period.

Copy of an inscription on copperplate in the samefane.

Dated Sal. Sac. 1655 in the time of Bangara Tirumala Nataker.

It commemorates a gift of two pieces of land, to the said fane, in perpe-

tuity ; and those who pervert the gift, from the fane, are threatened

with the severest visitation for the crime.

The St'hala purana of Pulavinesvarer svami.

The legend is very brief ; among other things it appears that, the

images having been destroyed, the god appeared in a vision to a ruler,

and said that next day an ark would float down the stream, in which

would be found a female image, which must be consecrated, and placed

in the shrine. The box came down the river, having a female image,

with some citrons and other fruits ; and the consecration took place.

The names of Vira Pandiyan, and of Vicrama Pdndiyan, appear in the

legend, but both names may be merely titular. No mention of any

date occurs.

Memorandum of a gift of an agraharam (or Brahman almshouse)

made by one named Narasapaiter. The place was called Narasapa

bhupala Samudram. The recorded documents perished by fire.
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Legend of the Surab’hi river.

In consequence of the penance of an ascetic, Siva came to the wil-

derness, where the said ascetic resided
; who, asking that a river might

be caused to flow through that wilderness, Siva directed Surab’hi (or

Cdmadhenu), the cow of the gods, to be metamorphosed into this river ;

which accordingly took place. Certain marvels occur there ; and the

beating of drums, and sound of other musical instruments, are heard

there at midnight. As the river flows from a rock, so any thing which

falls into it becomes petrified.

Legend ofthe village called Camban.

A man selling bracelets passed by an ant-hillock at this place, where

a female stood, who asked him to affix a pair of bracelets ; while doing

so, two other arms appeared, on which two other bracelets were placed

;

and she directed him to go, and get paid by Para'crama Pa'ndiyan ;

who not only complied, but built a shrine over the spot, where the god-

dess had appeared. In later days a poligar built a town near the place ;

and, at a still later period, Kothai Verma raja built a town, and a

fort, in the neighbourhood.

Legend of a place, where a fair, or general market of commodities,

used to be held, but long since disused. It is to the south of the last

mentioned town called Cambam, and south of the river Surab'hi. The

legend amounts to little, or nothing ; but the situation, on the borders

of the ancient Pandiya, and Chera, countries, throws a feeble gleam of

light on the extensive commerce which anciently took place between

those countries ; encouraged by the intercourse of European traders

with the western coast.

Legend of Pashu-mali, or the Cow-mountain.

A cow-herd, not finding food for his cattle, drove them to the foot

of this hill, and then ascending it, chose a cool station for rest : one

cow strayed a long way from the herd, and at a forest-pool met a hun-

gry tiger. The cow pleaded, that it wanted to go and suckle its calf, and,

after the security of an oath that it would return, the tiger permitted

it to go. The cow went for its calf, and met a snake by the way, to

whom it told the tale ; it then brought its calf, and the snake to the

tiger, but the tiger, struck with such a display of veracity, refused the

meal. The cow remonstrated, in vain. At length Siva came, disguis-

ed as a Brahman, when the cow ran at him ; but, evading, he disap-

peared; and returning with Parvati, and the thirty-three crores of ce-

lestials, he gave beatitude to the cow, to its calf, and to the snake. The

mountain acquired the name of Pashu-mali. (This inane legend is

3 o 2
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either purely such, tasking credulity to the utmost ; or else it is a fable,

couching some other circumstances under the veil of symbols, but if so

there is no clue to the precise meaning.)

Copy ofan Inscription on the fane of Kiidal Alagiya Perumal,in the

Dindigul district.

Dated in S. S. 1591, Collam era 844
;

gift of land, by one named

Kucasegara Perumal; with a strict injunction, that the gift be not

perverted to any other use, than the service of the said fane.

End of Book, No. 5, C. M. 759.

General Remark. It was not my intention to take up the accounts

of southern poligars, or local legends, at so early a period, but this book

was found to be in so pitiable a plight, from the paleness of ink, and de-

struction effected by insects, that I gave it to a copyist, quite uncertain

whether he could effect its restoration. This has however been accom-

plished ; the sense being generally preserved ; though with occasional

breaks, of no great consequence.

The accounts of the southern poligars (of which the present may be

accepted as a specimen, out of many more) are useful ; chiefly in giving

a great variety of details, as to the subversion of the old Pd/idiyan dy-

nasty, by the power of the rayer of Vijayanagaram, and the subsequent

events of the northern rule at Madura.

The local legends, herein contained, exhibit a state of society such as

we should not imagine, without such testimonials. The precise nation-

al character, at any given period, can however only be certainly known

by such documents.

Manuscript Book , No. 21. Countermark 775.

Abridged accoumt ofthe Vedas, Sastrus, Puranas, various temples

,

and books ofgeneral literature.

1. The four Vedas aud connected books. The Mimansa, and later

Vedanta books.

2. The Upanishadas, 32 in number
; summary explanations of

their contents, including the designation of the four leading divisions of

castes among the Hindus.

3. Law treatises on the Manu-niti books of eighteen authors enu-

merated, some of them of great antiquity.

4. The eighteen Purunas, the names specified
;
distinguished into

S-aiva, and Vaishnava kinds.

A concise indication of the general nature of their contents.
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5. The eighteen Upa-puranas, the names of them are given. The

general nature of the contents is specified.

6. The Bdratham, the Ramayanam, and some other books, contents

explained ; the matter of some of them is censured, as tending to

bewilder mens’ minds, and sink them into gross sensuality.

Notice of some books connected with the life of Crishna; the ad-

ventures of Nala, and other books, of the kind of poetical, or extrava-

gant, romance.

7. The Nataga works, or dramas.

8. The Jambu class of books, or abstracts of ancient and extensive

compositions ; the said epitomes having been made by Caxi-dasa, and

other poets or learned men ; and being adapted to aid as a guide to an

outline acquaintance with the originals.

9. The Bana class of books.

These are explained to be erotic treatises, teaching the art of fasci-

nating the eye
;
according to the common fable of arrows.

10. Upa-janna, books of adventures
; these describe the great suf-

ferings of certain personages, and the happiness which followed. They

refer to Harischandra
;
Nala ; Cusala, son of Rama; and Sita,

wife of Rama.

1 1. The Rigandas ; seven are mentioned. They are of the diction-

ary kind, containing works with synonimes or explanations.

12. The Ramayanas, or various Tamil versions of this poem ; four

are mentioned.

13. The Bdrathams, or versions of the Mahdbharata ; various other

tales, fables, and the like kind of works.

14. Books peculiar to the Vaishnava system ; a considerable list of

these is given, thirty-eight in number ; several of them have the word

mystery added to the specific name. Accordingly to the explanation,

they relate to the spiritual interpretation of the symbols employed by

the sect, or to the esoteric doctrines, and much of the contents apper-

tain to a future state of being.

15. The Vedanta-sistras.

The Purva mimansa of Jaimini : comments of Batta'charya,

Veyasa, Sancaracharya, and some others.

16. The Jyotisha system, or astrological works.

These blend, what we term astronomy and astrology together ; they

are ascribed to eighteen rishis, whose names were probably attached to

them by later writers. The amount of the whole is stated at four lacs

of slocas or four hundred thousand poetical stanzas, in the Grantha, or

Prakrit , of the south.
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- 17. Epitomes of the foregoing systems.

18. The Calijndna systems.

These relate chiefly to magic
; with a few exceptions such as the Ba-

ratha sastra relating to dancing, and such as relate to ceremonies.

Others profess to teach such arts as flying in the air. Stupifying ene-

mies, casting arrows, neutralizing the effects of fire, and a variety of

similar matters ; the total amounts to sixty-four kinds of such arts.

19. St'hula puranas of the Chola-desam.

Forty-six of these are mentioned, relating to various places, within

the twenty-four Kadams, or yojanas of the Chola country
; of which the

boundaries are mentioned in the explanation ; and which country is

usually estimated at two hundred and forty square miles.

20. Names of fanes in the Pandiya country, eighteen of these are

mentioned, each of them having its local puranam.

21. Local puranam of the hill country.

One only is specified.

22. Fanes in the Chera country.

Fourteen are mentioned, each having its local legend of marvellous

circumstances.

23. Fanes of the middle country.

Two are specified, with their puranas.

24. Fanes of the Tonda country.

Conjeveram and other fanes, to the number of thirty-seven, are enu-

merated, with their puranas.

25. Local puranas of the north country.

Ayodhya is the chief ; and, connected with it, eight others are enu-

merated.

26. Miscellaneous puranas.

Eleven are mentioned ; it being added, that there are many more.

27. Miscellaneous Tamil books.

A very long list of these books is given forming a useful index, in

connexion with the brief explanation of each which is attached : of

course the value of these works is not uniform. The particular sec-

tion of dramas is here noticed, because the list contains several which

are formed on events mentioned in the Christian scriptures, and which

are supposed to be the productions of Roman Catholics. The list of

medical books is somewhat full. To the mention of Saiva works some-

thing expressive of condemnation is usually added.

28. Grammatical works.

Thirteen of these are mentioned ; of which in particular the Nannul,

Tolcdpiam , and Tonnul are well known.
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29. Another list of astrological works.

The former list was of Grant'ha books ; this of works in Tamil-

Twenty-one are specified.

30. Miscellaneous arts, mechanics, building, &c.

Art of constructing forts, houses, fanes, of settling a village, naviga-

tion, and a variety of other similar things ; enumerated as taught 'in

thirty-six works, the names of which are given.

31. Local puranas of Saiva fanes. Sixty-three of these are specie

fied ;
they are to the north of the Caveri.

32. Fanes on the south bank of the Caveri river.

One hundred and twenty-seven are enumerated, each having its Sf-

hala puranam, of which, in the brief explanation, some mention of the

origin is given ;
but without specification as to each particular legend.

33. St’hala purdnams of the Pandiya country. Fourteen of these

are mentioned.

34. Hill country.

—

One puranam.

35. Cdnga nad, local legends.—Seven are enumerated.

36. The fanes in the middle country. Twenty-two, with each one

Its legend, are enumerated ; the productions of Appak, Suntarer and

Ma'nicavasacar.

37. The legends of fanes in the Tonda country : thirty-two are enu-

merated.

38. lrza nad, local legends.

By lrza nad here seems to be meant Ceylon , as the puranam is said

to describe the Candi desa, surrounded by the sea.

39. Local legends of the north country.

Five are mentioned, Kailasa being included.

40. Names of St'hala puranas of the Tuluva country.

Gokernum is alone mentioned.

The total of Saiva fanes, and legends, is here stated to be two hun-

dred and seventy-four.

41 . The A’gama sastras .

The 28 Saiva dgamas ; the names are given
;
but, though a general

indication of the subjects is added, yet for fuller information a reference

is made to brahmans versed in those books.

42. Summary or recapitulation.

The contents of this summary form a rather interesting synopsis of

the various religious systems and some of their peculiarities, within

the extensive country usually denominated India.

43. Total of the books before mentioned.

A few further remarks on the distinctive classification of the various

books contained in the preceding enumeration.
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Observation. The foregoingis a sort of catalogue raisonnde, although

not in logical method. The preparation of it must have demanded

considerable pains and care. I imagine that several persons must have

been engaged in its arrangement. The language is neat and correct,

wherever there is detail or explanation. Altogether it seems to be a

valuable document for occasional reference. It was written on country

paper, completely eaten through by termites, causing distinct perfora-

tions ; so as to leave some words irrecoverable or doubtful. It has

however been restored with sufficient, and satisfactory, accuracy. A
full translation might be desirable, as being adapted to present the

learned in Europe, or elsewhere, with a more complete view of the pre-

cise nature of native literature in the Tamil country, than could else-

where be obtained
;
and certainly, such as no European could prepare.

Manuscript Book, No. 16. Countermark ( not legible
.

)

Section 1 .—A Malayalam book, containing an account ofKerala desam,

translated into Tamil.

This book is the Kerala Utpatti translated, as noted at the end of

the document, from the Maliyalam MS. of the late Mr. Ellis. On
comparison with the copy of the original Kerala Utpatti, in this collec-

tion, it was found that the translation was begun, not at the commence-

ment, but farther on ;
the omitted portion being appended at the close.

The translation also differs, a little in a fewr places, from the original

;

intimating some small differences in the two copies of the original. The

book (No. 16,) containing this translation, being in a greatly injured

state, arising, not as usual from insects, but from having seemingly been

exposed to damage from sea water, it claimed attention, if from this

cause alone. In consequence the whole has been re-copied
;
and at the

same time the proper order of the translation restored.

Section 2.—A copy from an original manuscript in the possession of the

Lady of Cannanore in the Malayala country.

It is (improperly) styled the Kerala Ulpatti.

Subsequent to a certain flood, and in the Cali yuga era 3491, the

Kerala raja was crowned, at twenty-five years of age ; and he ruled

sixty-three years. A list of fifteen kings, and the period of each one’s

rule is given. A prophecy of an astrologer is then introduced, in-

timating that evil days to the Kerala country would come ;
foreigners

would rule ; the king would turn Muhammadan ; and the country

adopt that religion. The birth of the child, through whom these

changes were to happen is then particularly adverted to, being the
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Cheruman Perumad who went to Mecca. He was 40 years old

when he went away
;
and his instructions, to be observed during his

absence, are stated. He died on the return ; only his companion reach-

ed Kerala
,
who turned the family of Cheruman Perumal to the

Muhammadan faith; and styled the son of the late king, Sultan Mu-
hammad Ali. This was in Hegira 64. A list of descendants follows

with Muhammadan names, sixteen in number, and then two female rulers-

Certain feritighis (foreigners) came in the year 359 (Hegira supposed),

and fought with the Muhammadans, in the Maidive islands, turning some

of the people to the foreign religion
;

in consequence of which, aid was

sought by the Muhammadans ; the leading men among whom came to

Cannunore in a dhoney, and an agreement being ratified, and recorded

on copper-plates, aid was sent ;
the foreigners were extirpated, and the

power restored to the Muhammadans. They were subject to the Can-

nanore rulers ; but one or two among the island chiefs assumed inde-

pendence, leading to wars and interventions. This notice of the Maldives

is introduced as belonging to the time of Isar Bokhar in the year

455. The. list of kings, down to the second of the two female

sovereigns, was before given.

Remark .—This is the most plain, matter of fact, document regard-

ing the Malayalam country which I have as yet met with. The

appended statement concerning the Maldives is exceedingly curious. It

seems to me that the whole document, which is but brief, claims full

translation ; as offering matter proper to be compared with other docu-

ments, concerning Malayalam, wherebygeneral results may be dedu-

ced.

B. MALAYALAM.
Book No. 3. Countermark 896.

Section 1 .—Chronological notice of Malayalam, containing the dates

o/’Crishna, of the Pandavas, and of Cheruman Perumal.

Crishna was incarnate and flourished on earth for 107 years. He
lived during 94 years of the close of the Dwdpara yuga, the remainder

in the Cali yuga, and was contemporary with some other connected

persons, such as Dherma Raja, and Arjuna : about the same time

was the era of the great war. Various dates are given connected with

the close of the Dwdpara, and beginning of the Cali yuga. In the

distress which followed the great war, a brahman came to Crishna

and Arjuna, and complained of the loss of his nine children. Crishna

was silent, but Arjuna, on learning that the brahman’s wife was preg-
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nant, guaranteed the life of the child, even if necessary by himself

entering the fire, as a sacrifice to Yama, to save the life of the child;

Crishna rebuked Arjuna for so rash a promise, and took him to

Vaicant’ha, where the nine children of the brahman were found to be

comfortably seated on the lap of Lacshmi. They were brought back

to earth, on a celestial car ; and the place where this descended, called

Tiruponutara (near to Cochin) was afterwards set apart as a holy

place, in the fifty-first day of the Cali yuga. Chrishna died in the

eleventh year of the Cali yuga ; D’herma Raja died also in that year ;

with a difference between the two periods of only 25 days. In the

year 148 Pcidma ndba sviimi was established. (This is the image

worshipped in the capital of Travancore.) Subsequently in the year

3444 Cherumal Perumal flourished at Tiruvangi-culam (A. D. 342).

He distributed the country under various chiefs, and gave the official

emblems of office. He died in 3508 (A. D. 40G). The arrival of a

foreigner at Collam (Quilon

)

is noted in the 425th year of the Collam

era (A. D. 1249). Tirumala dever svami, was established at Cochin in

C. E. 469. In C. E. 971 (A. D. 1795), the Vetta raja was killed by

foreigners, the Landa-para, (apparently designating the English.)

Remark .—This short paper seems to merit a full translation.

Section 2 .—Account of the modes of hunting in the Malayala country.

There are three modes, one that of Arjuna, one that of Ayyapen ,

one that of Cdttala (or foresters). The various descriptions of people

requisite to hunting specified. Certain hunting phrases explained, and

terms which, as signals, designate the nature of the animal to be pur-

sued, and the number. Six other kinds of hunting are afterwards spe-

cified. Mythology, and a visit to heaven to fetch down four images

thence, mingled with the other matter.

Remark .—To some this section would be curious, and interesting

;

it is however of no further use than to aid in describing manners and

customs.

Section 3 .—Account of agriculture in Kerala desam.

Invocations to Rama and Ganesa. The people of the land address-

ing Parasu Rama stated that, though the land was fertile, yet that

they knew not how to cultivate it. He in consequence is represented

as giving them instructions how to proceed. The first part relates to

preparation of the ground, care of oxen, and qualifications of the cul-

tivator, who must not eat flesh, nor use intoxicating liquors, nor allow

himself indulgence in sleep ; with various other details. The second

part is put into the mouth of a rishi, as deputed by Parasu Rama,
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It relates to choice of seed, and propitious time for sowing-, in well

ploughed ground, by oxen well fed, near to places where there are

many inhabitants and where water can be obtained, as without water

the best labours will be fruitless. Other connected details.

The third part relates to manure by decayed skins, ashes, dung and

the like. The rainy season when water descends in torrents from the

mountains, to be attended to, and the streams collected into reservoirs.

The planting and cultivation of rice. The planting of cocoanut trees,

areca, palms, pepper, vines, and other trees, as productive of great

advantages. These, and similar matters, are given in detail.

The fourth part refers to the following topics. Times of beginning

agricultural labours, on reference to astrological configurations. Time

of harvest ;
rules as to the choice of horses, bullocks, and other cattle,

in the purchasing of them, and modes of managing or taking care of

them so as to become most useful for agricultural purposes.

The four parts are in poetical language. They form a kind of brief

georgics ;
not well capable of being abstracted. This paper on agri-

culture in full, might be interesting to the curious
; and would be re-

quisite in any general description of the Malayala country.

Section 4.-

—

Regulations, (or laws of the Kerala-desa .

)

Discrimination between the person of integrity, and one devoid of

truth. Qualifications for good government, and for exercising the offi-

ces of a statesman. The duty of a king to protect the four classes of

the people or the brahmans, military, merchants, and cultivators.

Local customs, and subdivisions of people. One who abuses a

brahman is to have his tongue cut out. The distance to be observed

by a Sudra in approaching higher classes ; different classes of Sudras

having different measures of distance assigned to them ; rules of debtors,

loans and interest : modes of recovery in case of dishonesty. Recom-
mendation not to go to law

;
but to refer the case to brahmans or other

special arbitrators.

Laws of marriage. A brahman may marry four wives, and of each

of the inferior classes in order, without crime. Law of bonds for debt,

which hold good for only twelve years ; and after that period must be

renewed in order to be valid. Laws for regulating the forming of

lands, and settling disputes which may arise thereupon, which subject

closes the document.

Remark .—This paper seems to be of some importance, towards any

just explanation of the great peculiarities that obtain in the Malayala
country.

8 p 2
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Section 5 .— Original account of Kerala desa.

This is the Kerala Ulpatti in the Malayala language, before ab-

stracted ;
see first report Art. C. and restored MSS. vol. 1 C.

Section 6.—Biographical notice of Sancar acharya.

This notice is written in the Malayala character, and in the San-

skrit language.

It contains an account of the birth, education, and subsequent pro-

ceedings of Sancaracharya, the great disputant; the opponent of

Ramanuja ; and founder of the Adwita brahmans ; whose leading

tenet is that the deity and the human soul are not two thing*, but one

and the same. This account is written in a series of Sanskrit .sljcis,

or stanzas. There are other documents in this collection, concerning

this polemical champion, better fitted for abstracting than inflated poe-

try. This paper has received attention in a few places, where the

great paleness of the writing indicated the need of restoration. All the

remainder is in a very good state of preservation.

Section 7 .—Memorandum of Maliyalam hooks.

This is a brief list of books illustrating the history or manners of the

Malayalam country, w'ith an indication as to the persons in whose

hands they may be found, one of the works referred to, is contained in

this collection, in a Tamil translation, being the document from Canni;-

nore, noted at the close of the foregoing Tamil manuscripts. There is

also mention of the various rajas, or chiefs, in Malayalam at the time

when the document was written.

Section 8 .— Regulations of the Malayala country, relating to laus

and manners.

This section is headed Vivahara Samudra, and is a Sanskrit ver-

sion, in Malayala characters, of the same general subjects as those

treated of in section 4. That section is in plain and ordinary language

;

but this is in verse, and differs a little from the other ; but in so far

as rules or laws are concerned, not to any material degree. Each sldca

has an interlined Tamil translation ; apparently made with a view of

aiding the late Mr. Ellis in his inquiries, since the document bears a

note, that a copy of it was transmitted to him. The document has

been restored, and may form a useful record for the sake of reference.

Section 9 .—Account of the tribe of Mapalamar, at Panniyur village,

in Malayalam.

Answer to an inquiry by the collector in 1812, concerning the ori-

gin ot the AiUhammadans in Malayalam.
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The writer, Jain Uddin Mahud, in reply states, that in the time

of Cheruman Perumal a ship came from another country in which

were Jews and Nazarenes, (Christians,) together with their families,

who were permitted to settle ;
that a second ship came from Arabia,

bringing Muhammadans, among whom was a sheikh, and that Ciie-

ruman Perumal inquired from him much concerning the religion and

customs of the Muhammadans; that Cheruman Perumal became a

Mussalman, and after making over his dominions to his relatives and

others, left the country ;
that a ship being provided, he went with the

sheikh by sea, the ship touching at various places ; and, at length, at

Mecca. It is added that the king, residing there some time, studied

various books ;
and then came back, bringing with him several teachers.

His health was not good ;
and he in consequence charged those to

whom he had delivered over his pow:er to receive and propagate the

Muhammadan religion. After his death the Muhammadan system was

disseminated in some places, and mosques were built.

Answer to the question, what are the peculiar manners and customs

of the same people as now naturalized in the country.

The reply adverts to the cultivation of pepper, and trade in that

article, originally carried on by this people. Three feringhi ships

came to Calicut for the purpose of trading. The feringhis began

to form plantations, and to monopolize the pepper trade, demanding a

recognition of the supremacy of their flag, and allowing no vessels to

trade, except such as carried a license from themselves. Under these

circumstances application was made to the Sultan of Rourn ( Constanti-

nople ?

)

in consequence of which three Arab vessels armed, were des-

patched. Disputes and fighting with th e feringhi people followed
;
the

result of which was that the Mdpalas had greater facilities for com-

merce than for a time had been allowed them.

In Hegira 904, (A. D. 1489-10,) a great man of their tribe came

from Arabia
;
and being on good terms with the Calicut raja, he re-

quested and obtained leave to build additional mosques in the country.

These buildings were erected, and the people, together with their reli-

gion, flourished.

At a later period the padshah took the country, and distinguished

these people, as being Muhammadan, with favors and privileges.

But from the time when the English acquired power in the country,

their privileges had not continued, and they were consequently aggrieved.

Connected with Fondni-nagara , there are sixteen mosques ; for the

maintenance of lights and other matters in which the sirkar allows

nothing.
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The writer closes with some brief mention of his ancestors and

himself, from which it appears that they and he had been hereditary

chiefs of the Mapalas.

Section 10.

—

Account from Yogiyar (or religious ascetics ), at the

village of Alipudumbu, in Malayalam.

The ascetics of the said village address Mr. Baber, who had direct-

ed certain queries to them, and after briefly adverting to the formation

of the country, the location of brahmans in sixty-four villages, the

choice of a king, and privileges of the Namburi brahmans, they pro-

ceed to state, in answer to an inquiry, as to ancient books, that the

Kerala Ulputti exists in the common language, and that a copy of the

work in Sanskrit may be found at Codangnur, ( Cranganore ?

)

In

reply to another inquiry they state, that there are no inscriptions on

stone remaining; to another reply as to events subsequent to Parasu
Rama, they state that Parasu Rama formed the country and located

therein the brahmans, in sixty-four villages, charging them with certain

duties and ceremonies
; that these brahmans introduced Cheruman

Perumal as king ; that Cheruman Perumal appointed other chiefs,

and subordinate divisions of government. They further state, that the

Malayalam country property extends from Gokernam in the north, to

Canya Curnari (or Cape Comorin

)

in the south ; and they advert to

the religious foundations, and different images worshipped within the

boundaries of the country. (The whole of the reply is very concise.)

There follow a few Sanskrit slocas (stanzas) in the Malayalam ?

character, supplied by the chief of the beforementioned ascetics, and

simply confirmatory of the brief account given : it is not stated from

what book or record the stanzas were obtained.

Section 11.

—

Account of the Cottai yatta, chief of the Mapala caste,

in Malayalam.

(This title in the index of the original does not well agree with the

contents.)

• Certain persons, whose names are given in reply to certain queries

from the cutcherry made in July, 1806, wrote to this effect.

There are no stone or copper inscriptions in the country concerning

ancient kings, they had learnt from their forefathers, that in the dis-

trict of Paracu-mitil (the Wynaad country), to which their answer

refers, of old, there were no other inhabitants than Verdars (wild

hunters), under rulers termed Verda raja. In those days a Cumbala

raja, proceeding from the north on a pilgrimage to a shrine named

Tirunelli, had to pass through the Wynaad country, and was taken by
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the people. Being carried before the Verdar raja he stated his rank

and object. The Verdar raja told the foreigner that he must marry

one of the daughters of the kingly tribe here, or else he would not be

suffered to depart. The stranger objected that he himself was of the

Cshetriya caste, and could not marry into the Verdar tribe ; but not-

withstanding if the latter raja would consent to the entire ceremonial

being performed according to the Cshetriya rites, that then he would

agree to the marriage. The Verdar raja consented, and the other

then directed that himself and intended bride should be kept in sepa-

rate rooms up to a certain propitious day specified
; that meantime a

large pandal (or booth) must be erected and lined entirely with silks

and other costly materials, and the whole place must be filled with the

fruits of the nelli (Emodic myrobolan) Phyllanthus emblica—

P

inn.

and tani (Terminalia bilirica.

—

Roxb.)

The Verdar raja was also to cause all the people, bearing arms in

his country, to assemble by that time in a certain fort. To these in-

structions the Verdar raja consented. The Cumbaia raja had two

companions, one a Jadadhari, (or ascetic with matted hair,) the other a

Sudra Vellazlmn ; by the instrumentality of these persons he wrote to

the king of the Curumba country, and to the Cotta raja, mentioning the

precise time fixed, and bidding them come just then with all the forces

they could command, and to enter the fort at the giving of a certain

signal by sound of trumpet. At the time of the marriage ceremonies,

musicians were appointed, the Jadadhari being their leader, who gave

the projected signal ;
when the Curumba and Cotta chiefs entered the

fort with their troops ; by whom the Verdar raja and the greater portion

of his people were slain : a few escaped. On coming to the place where

the Cumbaia raja was confined, he told them who he was and came out

to them. The other chiefs then asked him as to the future government

of the country thus acquired. He replied that his own country was too

distant to admit of his having any thing to do with this country
;
and

that it was sufficient to be saved from the disgraceful marriage that had

been intended. The other twro chiefs then gave him presents and com-

plimentary honors
;
and seeing him well attended, sent him away to

his own country. The Jadadhari received a district of land to rule

over. The before intended bride was given in marriage to one of the

Nambiya caste, who was entrusted with the government, under the

Curumba and Cotta chiefs. These next consulted how they should

divide the country ; so as to avoid disputes. They agreed to set out in

different directions, and to make the spot, wdiere they should meet the

boundary. This plan does not seem to have answered ; and the Cotta
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raja desired the Curumba chief to take the whole country
; and should

his posterity fail, then it should come to the Cotta chief, or to his pos-

terity, and so on alternately. The Curumba chief obtained the power.

The aforesaid Jadadhari had a daughter, who married the Cotta chief,

or his descendant, and transferred her hereditary possession with her-

self. Subsequently the Cotta and Curumba chiefs were at war with

each other ; a state of things which was put an end to, by the country

coming under the rule of the East India Company.

The foregoing account is attested by the signature of fourteen indi-

viduals, as being that which they had received from their forefathers,

by tradition.

Remarks.—This document to say the least is curious. The Verdar

chief, the Hindu raja, and the Curumba chief, seem to have been of

distinct races of people. The Cotta chief is understood to have been a

Hindu. The abstract above given is rather full
; but the original do-

cument being copied and embodied in the second volume of restored

manuscripts, can at any time be consulted for the purpose of full trans-

lation if considered to be desirable.

Section 12 .—Account of the tribe of Fiyare-jati in the Malayala

country.

A legendary account of the origin of the tribe from seven females,

descended from the world of the gods; by whom Siva, assuming, the

form of Agnesvara, had seven sons. These seven sons were fixed

by Parasu Rama, in the land as heads of tribes. The names of the

tribes are given Their occupation is to procure the sap of the palm

tree, and deal in the fermented, or distilled liquor. One of the tribes

descended from one of the seven, named Cama< an, having received an

insult from a Sudra man, emigrated with his clan to the Irza country;

whence Cheruman Perumal sent to recal them, and allowed them

to revenge the insult by retaliation They subsequently resided in the

country. They know of no stone, or copperplate inscription among

them ; but such as exist at Travancore.

Section 13 .—Account ofPurakun Mitil.

Brief notice of the arrival and settlement of a tribe of Muhamma-
dans in the neighbourhood of Calicut ; their wars with some neighbour-

ing chiefs
; and the privileges and immunities which were granted to

them.
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Section 14.

—

Account of Manikya Chendu, a trader
, a Jaina inha-

bitant of Calicut.

The statement is written by Maniicya, who derives his ancestry from

Gujerat where his forefathers were traders, and of the Jaina religion.

The account is very brief.

Section 15.

—

Account ofMusata, chief Inhabitant of Mangatambalam,

a village in the Malayala country.

A reply to questions the same as proposed to other classes of people.

They have no inscriptions. Parasu Rama formed the country into

sixty-four districts ; but did not establish any images or fanes. These

were afterwards formed by Cheruman Perumal, and the brahmans.

In Tuluva there were 32 village districts, and 32 in Malayalam proper.

The people of this village came originally from Rama Natha Kara.

Parasu Rama, when he brought them hither, promised to them pro-

tection, whenever they should think of him; and then went away.

They wished to try his veracity, and called him without necessity
; on

which he testified great anger, and, saying he would not on any account

come among them again, disappeared. Legend of the origin of a fane

at Muriyur, founded on the circumstance of a stone giving out blood,

when used as a whetstone. Some particulars are given of the extent

and proceeds of the land possessed by the writer, named Musata, a

chief man and belonging to one of the six subdivisions of the Nambiiri

brahmans.

Section 16.

—

Account of Panniyur village in the Cuta-nad district.

No inscriptions : a reference to the location of brahmans by Parasu
Ra'ma at Rama nad (said to be near Calicut, or distant from it about

8 miles) and to local arrangements made. In reference to an inquiry

as to some disabilities to which the brahmans of this village are liable,

the reply traces up the occasion to an Agnihotra, or kind of sacrifice,

at which a king of Calicut named Samanda refused to allow these

brahmans to assist ; and he died without offspring, in consequence of the

anger of brahmans, which he thereby incurred. There are some few

other connected details. The dates of a particular sacrifice ; of the es-

tablishment of an idol named Varahu svami, and of the ascendancy of

the Muhammadans, are given ; but with some added expression of un-

certainty. In reply to another inquiry, as to the cause of the aforesaid

king’s rejection of the brahmans, an answer is given, deducing it from

their unwillingness to give up ancient rights by concessions to the raja

of Calicut. The ascendancy of the Bauddhas is noted ; concerning

whom a council of brahmans was held
; and a Jangama rishi’s advice

3 Q
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was followed. By doing homage to Varaha svami according to the

Jangama rites, they succeeded in getting rid of their rivals and adver-

saries. Ciiola Perumal is mentioned as participating in the affair

;

and he was killed in consequence by a brahman, named Kokatta Ka-

ranava pada, who for some short time afterwards, took on him the

management of the government
:
possessing an ascendancy over all other

rulers of Malayalum an inquiry as to the time of arrival of a Numburi
brahman, referred to in the account of that feud, and as to the time

of the Ganga coming to Malayalam, is not answered with certainty
;

but it appears, that when the sacred water came, a dispute arose be-

tween the Calicut raja and the Vella tta raja as to which should first

bathe in it, and this dispute led to fighting, in which several of their

people, on both sides fell. Inquiry as to the legend of the fane at

Panniyur. The answer refers to Parasu Rama and his calling the

brahmans from Uai-cshetriyam, to come to Malayalam ; which they

refused to do, unless in that country as well as in the one where they

resided there should be a Varaha svami, and a sacred Ganga. In con-

sequence Pa rasu Rama performed penance, and effected substitutes

for both things desired
;
whereupon the brahmans came, settling at

Chovur and Panniyur

;

between whom afterwards disputes, and fight-

ing arose. In later days the Vaishnava brahmans reside at Panniyur

and the Saiva brahmans at Chovur, being at enmity with each other.

An inquiry as to the origin of the celebration of the coming of the

Ganges once in twelve years into the tank at Panniyur, is not met by

a direct answer ;
but reference is made to the rejection of an outcast

man ; wTho had presumed to approach at the time of the Ganyes water

coming to the fane. In reply to another question some discrimination

is made between two subdivisions or classes of brahmans at Panniyur.

They do not know the cause why a particular Tumbiran, or ascetic,

acquired celebrity.

The signatures of six Namburi brahmans are affixed to the docu-

ment in attestation of its veracity.

Section 17 .—Account of Suvaccudu ayirrad in the district of Hob-

ha lli.

No inscriptions. Replies to inquiries (possessing a close similaritv

to the queries transmitted by Mr. Baber to other places), do not appear

to offer any thing specially interesting. The account, sent in, is at-

tested by the signature of three persons of the Sudra class.

Section 18 .—Account of ancient matters relative to the Curumba nad.

Reference to the formation of the country bv Parasu Rama and the

introduction of the brahmans. These afterwards invited a king from
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the Pandiya race, who was crowned on the summit of the highest moun-

tain in the country. Subsequent to the rule of seventeen kings, each

ruling twelve years, Cheruman Perumal ruled as the eighteenth, and

did so for thirty-six years. He divided the country among several per-

sons, one of whom was the Curumba raja, w'ho governed thirty-six ka-

dams, (or yojanas.) The race failed, and an adopted son wTas made chief.

Bounds of the district stated. At a later period being troubled by the

Muhammadans, the people emigrated from the district. The English

rule was greatly welcomed.

Section 19.—Account of the tribe of Caniyara Pannikar.

In reply to an inquiry concerning their tribe they state ; that their

ancestor was a brahman and give a legend of mythological kind, to

account for the degradation of his posterity : astrological matters are

mixed up with the legend.

General Remarks. The contents of this book, of so very varied

value, have had a note in passing. From the seventh section tothe

end the documents are loose papers, tacked into the book and written,

for the greater part, on so fragile a material as China paper. It was

therefore judged suitable to re-copy them in a more permanent manner.

Some of the documents are not without value. They are the results of

queries circulated by Mr. Baber, perhaps at the suggestion of Colo-

nel Mackenzie, as is rendered very probable, among other reasons, by

the first inquiry ahvays being respecting inscriptions
; and it would ap-

pear that, in Malayalam, there must be a greater paucity of inscriptions,

than in other parts of India.

Professor Wilson has entered this book Des. Catal. vol. 2, page

xcxi, Art 3, giving only a transcript of the English headings of sec-

tions prefixed to the book. In Section 6, the word “ originally” is not

in the said headings, and its insertion in the catalogue conveys an error.

The entry is “ History of Sankaracharya composed originally in the

Sanskrit language.” The document is still in the Sanskrit language,

though written in the Pahyalam character.

C. TELUGU.
Palm-leafManuscripts.

1 .— Cali yuga Raja charitra or account of kings of the Cali yuga,

No. 131, Countermark 330.

This manuscript reckons, at the commencement, by the era of Yudis-

t’hira : the whole of which era is stated to include three thousand and

forty-four (3044) years. In this period the following kings reigned.

3 q 2
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Era of

Years. Yudist’hira.

Paricshit, .. 60

Janamejaya, 30 90

Suba Satanica, 10 100

Ballana raja, .. 204 304

Sudra maha raja, .. 182 486

Sukethan, .. 142 628

Vishnu Verddhana, .. 286 834

Chandra Gupta, .. 210 1044

Vicramaditya, (a son of Chandra Gupta,) . .. 2000 3044

era of Vicramaditya, beginning with him, continued 135 years

Years. Vie. Era.

Bhoja raja, .. 114

His son (name illegible), ... 21 135

To the south of the Narmathi (Nerbudda), river the reckoning bv

the era of Vicramaditya ceased ; bnt continued to the north of that

river. The era of Sulivahana followed ; containing eighteen hundred

years. In this period the following kings reigned.

Years. Sal. Sac.

Salivahana, 21

Madhava verma, 30 51

Kotta Kevana, 70 121

Nila Canda, 33 154

Mukanthi, 66 200

Choda maha raja, and his race, 217 437

Yavana Bhoja, 41 478

His race during eight generations, 417 895

Subsequently came Rama deva-rayalu and others. There were

from Sal. Sac. 895 three thrones, that is, the Narnpati, the Gajapati

and Asivapati

;

the whole of whom ruled during a period of five hun-

dred and ninety-one (691) years. The Narapati, and the raver dynas-

ty, (of Vijaynnagaraj) the family names of the two dynasties being

Shampita and Calagola. The Gajapati are the Vaddi kings foi Oris-

saJ, the family name of the dynasty being Mirydla. The Aswa-

pati are Muhammadans. The Ganapati ruler, (of Warankal,) named

Rudka, yielded them no obedience, and inclusive of Prata'pa Rudra
and his race, a period of 160 years is reckoned down to S. S. 1505.

This race is stated to have governed fourteen principalities. The Ga-

japati race is said to have ruled for 155 years, during which they built

many agrahdras (or almshouses) for brahmans. The accountants
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employed by them were of the Tamil country and the head inspectors

were Caurcts (a class of Telugu) people. Both were afterwards re«

moved to make way for the Niyogi brahmans. This was in Sal. Sac.

1210. Subsequently six generations of the Reddivaru ruled, during

one hundred years down to Sal. Sac. 1310. There follow some details

in which the concerns of the rayer dynasty and affairs of the Gajupati

,

MuJcanthi, and Muhammedan rulers, are much interwoven. The ac-

count comes down to the grandson of Alum Shah, named Ahmed
Shah, Sal. Sec. 1672, (A. D. 1750,) after which period and down

to Sal. Sac. 1720, (A. D. 1798,) it professes ignorance.

Remurk.—This manuscript of nine large-sized palm leaves fully

written is, for its size, respectable There seem to be some anachro-

nisms, and an occasional inversion of the order in which the ruler’s men-

tioned governed ; and it is quite evident that too long periods are given

to individuals, especially at the commencement
; but these periods are

not always to be understood as wholly occupied by the individual men-

tioned. He may be the head of a race, or the only person of any note

during that period ; and sometimes such authors, as the present one

must be understood as doing the best they can. Upon the whole this

manuscript might deserve full translation ; the requisite checks and

comparisons to be supplied by annotation. The hook is complete and

in tolerably good preservation : insects have begun to attack it ; but as

it will require to come under notice again, its restoration has been for

the present postponed.

2.—Parasu Rama Vijuya, or the Triumph of Parasu Rama, No. 84,

Countermark 388.

Vyja'sa and Valmica, being in the celestial world (or Sverga-loca'),

narrate to Indra the events which occurred in the Treta yuga, or

second age of the world ; to the following purport. The chucra, or

missile weapon of Vishnu disputed wdth its holder, telling him that by

means of itself (the chucra

)

Vishnu had gained his victories, over

the asiiras and others. In
.
consequence of this presumption Vishnu

condemned the chacra to be born on earth. Accordingly the chucra

came into the world as the child of Krita Viriya, but without either

legs or arms. The astrologers, being consulted, recommended the

monster’s being abandoned, and exposed in the woods, or waste places.

Being so exposed, Athiseshan fed it with poison, considering the

case to be desperate, as if not nourished it must die ; and the case could

be no worse if poison failed of yielding nourishment. The child surviv-

ed, and the serpent carried it to a fane of Siva, and left it there ; af-
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ter committing it to the protection of Siva. Bv command of the god,

the brahmans belonging to the fane reared up the child. Subsequent-

ly Siva asked the lame and helpless monster what gift it wanted. It

requested five hundred hands, and a thousand legs. The petition was

granted ; and, the name of Karta Viriya Arjuna being bestowTed, this

uow powerful being was appointed a Chncra verti, or emperor. He
ruled in Jamhunu-puvi, atown built for him by Vjsvacarma, (the ar-

tificer of the gods,) who was specially summoned for the purpose.

While he was thus ruling on the banks of the Nurmathi (Nerbuddu), in-

dulging in the usual kingly recreations, Ra'vaxa came thither; and bv

his orders, was imprisoned. In consequence of this imprisonment a

war arose as the younger brothers, and other relatives, of Havana did

their best to effect his release ; but their efforts were too feeble ; and

Karta Viriya merely sent his son against them, by whom they

were conquered. Vibhushana, younger brother of Ra'vaxa, there-

upon went to Pulast’hya (the great rishi), from whom their family

was descended, and besought his interference. Pulast’hya in conse-

quence interceded with Karta Viriya, representing that Rama Chan-
dra was appointed to come and kill the said Havana ; on which re-

presentation Havana was released. Subsequently Karta Viriya

contemplating the extent of his power, his numerous family, clients and

dependeuts, became elated, and greatly vexed the brahmans.

(In this place there occurs a chasm in the manuscript.)

Parasu Rama, being greatly incensed, comforted his mother with

the assurance that he would go and kill this Karta Viriya, who had so

slain his father, (i. e. Jamadagni.) Taking with him the bow which

he had received from his preceptor Subrahmanya (which the latter had

derived from Inura), he proceeded to Jambuna puri, and sent a chal.

lenge before him, by a messenger, announcing to the tyrant Karta

Viriya that he was coming to do deadly battle. The monarch in-

censed prepared to go out to war, by collecting troops and munitions

;

but his younger brother Sittira Viriya represented that the occasion

did not call for so much, and that, if permitted, he would proceed to

meet this enraged brahman. Sittira Viriya was accordingly sent,

but his troops were destroyed, and himself slain. The king hearing of

this disaster, was again about to proceed when another younger brother

named Sashi Mucha, made a representation, as the other brother had

done ; and was, in like manner, sent forth with troops : in fighting with

Parasu Ra.ua he also fell. The son of the monarch named Haya-
haya now came forward; and, after considerable fighting with Parasu

Rama, he could not conquer, but himself was killed. The monarch
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was distressed ; and wondered that a brahman could possess so much

prowess. His wife’s brother named Camacrotha offered his services,

and was sent forth at the head of troops. He went to the contest, and,

after sacrificing his troops, also perished in the combat. Karta Viriya

now took counsel with his ministers who represented to him that the

brahman was certainly an incarnation of the divinity ; so that it must

be useless to attempt resistance ; that consequently the proper course

would be to effect a treaty of peace, when the adversary would become

a protector. His queen named Caruniya-devi' made similar represen-

tations, which were disregarded ; as were also the cautions of his other

advisers. Having already lost his nearest relatives, he disdained to

crouch, merely for his own life, to a brahman. Sending out missives

to all his warriors, he assembled them, and putting himself at their

head he entered his war-chariot, and went forth to battle. The contest

lasted fortwenty-one days ;
when Karta Viriya’s people were all slain.

Parasu Rama now took counsel with Nareda as to the expediency

of fighting with Karta Viriya, when Nareda observed that the

adversary was the Chacra, and that specially for the purpose of

killing the incarnation of that weapon he (Parasu Rama) had been

born. Encouraged by this information Parasu Rama came to the

personal contest. It continued for seven days ; and, at the close,

when Karta Viriya was injured and disabled by the arrows which had

been poured in upon him, Parasu Rama came to close quarters, and

with his axe chopped off his five hundred arms. Karta Viriya now

made the last desperate attempt to fall upon, and thereby crush, his

assailant; but in the attempt Parasu Rama forcibly struck the mo-

narch’s head with his hand, and deprived him of life. The whole of

the celestials witnessing this result greatly lauded Parasu Rama. The

queen, and the other families of the palace, who had lost their husbands

in the battle, were desolated with grief; but Parasu Rama dispatched

Nareda to them, with the consoling assurance that all things had hap-

pened by superior causation (or by destiny). The whole of the said

females burned themselves on the funeral pile, with the bodies of their

slain husbands ; and thereby obtained beatification.

Parasu Rama returned to his mother and announced, that the pre-

existing cqpse of enmity had been to the fullest degree avenged ; and,

upon receiving her commands he, in obedience thereto, returned and

assumed the government of Jumbunn puri, releasing from prison all the

persons whom the late king had confined therein. While he was pros-

perously ruling there, the whole of the brahmans assembled and repre-

sented to him that on account of the fault, which had a reference to his
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mother, he had previously, in promise, made over the whole of the land

in free-gift to them (the brahmans), and could not equitably assume

the reins of government himself. Not to forfeit his veracity he deter-

mined to act up to his promise ; and relinquishing the whole land to

them, retired, and built himself a hermitage of branches and reeds.

The brahmans however still pestered him ; asking him if it was right

to sell jewels, and other valuables, when he had made over every thing

to them. Incensed beyond endurance he went away, and besought a

territory from the sea, which he received, in accordance with his re-

quest ; and there he resided. While living there Rama. Chandra

together with Sita his consort, came that way. Parasu Rama
scolded him for taking the same name, saying, “ I am Rama, but if

you indeed are Rama then bend this bow.” The other Rama did so
;

but according to this authority (differing from the Ramayana) it broke.

Parasu Rama perceiving the stranger’s strength paid him great com-

pliments, and then, dismissing him, sent him away to Ayodhya, Para-

su Rama himself continued to reside on the territory which he had

acquired.

Observation.—The chasm in this manuscript (extending it appears

to 41 palm-leaves), would in a literary point of view be serious, espe-

cially as the book is a copy of a poem become, as I understand, very

scarce, and not to be met with elsewhere at Madras.

In the bearing of the half legendary, half historical, subject on the

leading object of the present researches the deficiency can be briefly

supplied from other sources to the following effect.

The rishi named Jamadagni, father of Parasu Rama, possessed

the cow of plenty Cumadhenu or Sarab/ii, and by means of this cow on

the occasion of a certain hunting party, all the suite of Karta Viriya

were satisfied. The monarch, in consequence, considered the posses-

sion of this cow to be an object to him, and asked it of Jamadagni
who refused it, as a matter of course, it being the cow of the gods. No
solicitations or molestations being sufficient to obtain the cow as a gift,

Karta Viriya killed Jamadagni, to get at the desired treasure, by

force. Hence the resentment and vengeance of Parasu Ra'ma. It

is probable that the missing leaves would contain an account of the

birth of Parasu Rama. Towards the close of the poem, the brah-

mans remind Parasu Ra'ma of the fault concerning his mother which

is rather equivocally expressed, but most probably alludes to the fol-

lowing circumstance.

Jamadagni’s wife, the mother of Parasu Ra'ma, was named Re-

nuca ; and one day, for a mental transgression of strict conjugal fide-
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lity, the father in anger told Pa rash Rama to take his axe and cut off

her head. He obeyed, and cut off the head of his mother, near a

Parcheri or hamlet of out-caste people, as well as the heads of some

of those persons, on their opposing his design. The father approving

his proceeding, asked what reward he required, when he requested

that his mother’s body might be re-animated. The father consented

to his request, having at the same time power to fulfil it, and gave di-

rections to his son as to the mode in which the head and body should be

joined together
;
promising to re-unite, and re-animate them. In the

hurry of the moment instead of his mother’s head, Parasu Rama
applied the head of an out-caste woman to his mother’s lifeless trunk

;

when the whole became re-animated. It is stated that on this legend

the Pariars, (or outcastes) found their worship of various local numi-

na, being none other than ideal forms of the wife of Jamadagni, con-

sidered to be divine as having given birth to an alleged incarnation of

the divinity.

I have no doubt, that all the alleged avataras of Vishnu shadow

forth, each one, some great historical event ; not always possible to be

rescued from the obscurity of fable. The preceding ones seem to

have had their site out of India, but from Parasu Ra'ma downwards,

all clearly appear to have occurred within the boundaries of this coun-

try. Hence I think the incarnation of Parasu Rama points to the

first acquisition of power by the brahmans, after their coming to India

from the northward of Himalaya. There is however much more con-

nected with the destruction of the Cshetriyas, or aboriginal rulers of

the land, than can with propriety be founded on so comparatively slight

an authority as this poem. The whole however will probably come

under view ; and it may be safer to advance step by step, than to ha-

zard conclusions without carrying full conviction to the mind of the

reader.

It is superfluous for me to notice the oversights in this poem, by its

author, as to dignity and consistency of subject. A weapon reproaches

its wielder, is sent down to the earth for penance, and followed by the

offended deity to overcome it there ; and the deity, without foreknow-

ledge, is in some doubt as to the prudence of attacking its own in-

strument, under so formidable an appearance, until set right by that very

questionable character, and meddler in all mischief, termed Nareda i

to which may be added the existence of a duplicate avatdra, and the

elder portion not recognizing the younger one. These noddings of

intellect are however so common in Hindu mythology that they must

3 R
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not be thought strange. It is the inseparable concomitant of falsehood,

that it carries, within itself, the evidence of its own character.

In the minor matter which regards the condition of this manuscript,

it is sufficient to observe that it is old, and worn away at the edges.

If complete it might be restored ; but, until it can be completed from

some other copy, it may lie over for the present. The abstract given

will suffice for every valuable object of these investigations. It is

briefly mentioned in Des. Catalogue, Vol. I. p. 333, and therein term-

ed “ a prose narrative.”

3.

—

Tanjuvur Charitra or account of Tanjore, No. 122. Counter-

mark 325.

The book commences with the mention of the appeal of Chandra Se-

gara Pandiyan to Vijayagara, and the sending of Nagama Naya-
ker to repel the invader of the Pandiya kingdom, that is Vira Segara

Chola ; whose invasion was thereby nullified, and his own dominions,

the ancient Chola kingdom, conquered. Over this kingdom Chevapa

Nayaker was appointed viceroy in consequence of his having married

Murti-yammal the younger sister of Tirumalamma, thewifeof Achy-

uta deva-rayer ; this viceroyship being the dower. He built, and im-

proved, various fanes. His son was Achyutapa Nayadu. His son

was Raghu Natha Nayadu. His son was Vijaya Raghava Nayadu
who built a new fort at Tanjore, and made many other improvements.

He built a Mantapa at Mayuram (perhaps Mayaviram), he daily fed

12,000 brahmans, and eat himself afterwards. In a rainy time he was

advised to cease doing so ; but he- maintained that his own household

could not be allowed to eat, till the brahmans were fed ; and when an en-

tire want of fuel was stated to exist, he ordered every wooden material

about his house to be taken down or pulled to pieces in order to supply

fuel. In three days this supply was exhausted ; he then directed all the

vestments in the palace to be dipped in oil, and made use of for fuel.

At this time a most valuable jewel became missing from the nose of the

female idol in the Sri-ranghum fane, and the head brahman was great-

ly molested, as being suspected of the theft. A brahman woman be-

came possessed ; and, speaking in the name of the said goddess, said

that the jewel would be found in one of the pots used by Vijaya Ra-

ghava for boiling rice ; where accordingly it was found, to the no small

joy of the said ruler. In consequence he gave twenty-four thousand

pagodas to the fane ;
and, having another image made, the precious

jewel was put in its nose, and sent in state to the shrine. He daily

went to that fane, befove breakfast, keeping 50 bearers as station-run-
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ners to carry him. Choka Natha of Madura sent an embassy to demand

a wife of the family of Vijaya Raghava, which was refused, in anger :

and the reason stated to be, that a Tanjore princess married to Tiru-

mala Savuri, from a simple preference given to her father’s town, so

hurt the pride of Tirumala Nayak that he put her to death ;
and the

Tanjore family then made a vow never in future to give a wife to the

Madura rulers. The messengers were contemptuously treated. A war

was the consequence. It interrupted Vijaya Raghava’s visits to Sri-

rangham ; but he built a lofty hall in Tanjore ; and there, with his face

towards Sri-rangham, performed his daily ceremonies. The war pro-

ceeded to the disadvantage of Vijaya Raghava, because of certain

incantations, with pumpkins, performed by a brahman, at the request

of the Trichinopoly king. When the fort of Tanjore was assaulted,

Vijaya Raghava made preparations for the combustion of the fe-

males of his palace, lest they should fall into the possession of the adver-

sary. That combustion took place ; but not until the crowned queen

had sent off a nurse with a young child, four years of age. Vijaya

Raghava became reconciled to his son Manara ; and the latter fell

in a personal contest, hand to hand, with the commander of Choka
Natha’s troops. The ruler Vijaya Raghava personally engaged in

the contest, and is stated to have requested that musketeer’s might not

fire on him ; as, if he so died, he could not obtain beatitude. He was

killed (as he preferred) by the sword. An apparition of himself fully

attended as usual, came to the gates of Sri-rangham, and demanded

entrance, which was conceded ; under an idea that he might have made

peace with the ruler of Trichinopoly

.

After the usual ceremonies had

taken place, nothing more was seen of him, and the circumstance being

reported to Choka Natha the king, he observed, that it was because

of his being a very great devotee of the god. He gave prompt orders

by post for the performance of all funeral ceremonies to the bodies of

the deceased ;
and then assumed the whole of the country. He con-

fided the charge of it to Alagiri, the child of the nurse, by whom he

himself had been reared, being his foster brother. Meantime the nurse

that had fled with the child of Vijaya Raghava remained at Nega-

patam ; the child passing as her own, till it was twelve years of age ;

when Vbncana a Niyogi brahman, a Rayasam or secretary of Ra-
ghava, heard of the matter, and went thither to see the child. In the

course of twelve months he assembled about a hundred dependents of

the late Vijaya Raghava ; and, taking the nurse and child, proceed-

ed with these, and those dependents, to the Visapur padshah where

they met with a favorable reception, and a promise of aid
;
being, liow-

3 a 2
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ever, kept in waiting for a short time. In the interval Alagiri, to

whom the fort of Tanjore had been confided, affected airs of indepen-

dence by writing on terms of equality to Choka Natha ; and when

reproved for doing so, he returned no answer. Choka Natha was

deeply displeased ; but restrained, for the time, any expression of anger

;

considering that Alagiri had strengthened himself and could not be

assaulted without mature preparation : under these circumstances the

Mahratta chief approached. He was sent by the Visapur padshah,

with a small force to reduce Alagiri, which force he increased by

auxiliaries, derived from his two brothers at Bangalore, and Ginjee.

Alagiri went out to meet the invaders, and a pitched battle was fought,

with considerable numbers engaged ; when 400 Mahrattas, and 500 of

Alagiri’s people fell ; and Alagiri being quite unable to inspirit his

people, so as to maintain the engagement, these fled, without looking

behind them, till they reached the fort of Tanjore. Thence Alagiri

sent a supplicatory letter to Choka Natha of Trichinopoly ; but the

latter guided by pride, and resentment (rather than by policy) refused to

interfere, or send any aid. Eckoji now laid siege to Tanjore and Ven-

cana, the aforementioned Viyogi brahman, it seems, was inside the

fort, busied in promoting disaffection. The manuscript states that

Alagiri finding himself in danger of being arrested, and imprisoned

in consequence of the machinations of the brahman, fled, with all his

family and immediate dependents, by night, and took refuge in Mysore.

In consequence Eckoji had the son of Vijaya Raghava mounted on

an elephant; and the said son, named Chenga Mala Dasu, made a

public entry into Tanjore. Eckoji committed the ceremonials of his

being crowned to the Niyogi brahman ; and retired to his troops with-

out the walls. The ceremony of crowning took place. Subsequently

the nurse pointed out the spot, in the palace, where the treasure, ac-

cumulated by the young man’s ancestors, had been deposited ; whence

were taken twenty lacs of pagodas, and six lacs of pagodas in jewels.

With this treasure, a portion being reserved for the newly installed king,

munificent donations were made to Eckoji, and others who had been

concerned in the restoration. To defray the expenses incurred by the

troops, Eckoji received the districts of Combuconum, Manarkoil, and

Papavinasam ; the revenue arising from them to be so applied. It being

customary for a king to have a Daluvayi, or prime-minister, the gene-

ral voice was in a favor of an appointment of the ISiyogi brahman,

named Vencana to that office, and arrangements to that end were be-

ing made ;
when the young man, consulting his nurse, whom lie regard-

ed as bis mother, she strongly urged the appointment of the Chetty (or
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merchant) who had protected them in their distress, and this advice

prevailed. The Niyogi brahman, bitterly disappointed, counselled

Eckoji to assume the country, which he declined to do. At length,

however, by repeated solicitation, Eckoji explained to him that by such

a proceeding he should incense the padshah, and endanger the lives of

his father, and kindred. While engaged in conveying secret informa-

tion of the state of things to his kindred, news came of the padshah’s

death ; and Eckoji, being exempt from fear from that quarter, next

directed his precautions towards Trichinopoly, inquiring if he had to

anticipate opposition thence. The brahman told him not to fear, but

simply to come with his troops and he (the brahman) would insure him

the fort
;
perhaps without firing a shot. In the fort the brahman busi-

ed himself with magnifying the anger of Eckoji concerning arrears un-

paid
;
and on the intelligence of Eckoji’s troops being in motion the

panic was wrought up to such a pitch, that the young man fled, and

thought himself happy in receiving from the poligar chief of Ariyatur

assurances of hospitality and protection. Eckoji entered the fort with-

out opposition ; and from that time downwards his descendants ruled.

Their names are mentioned. The names of the children of Chehga
Mala Dasu, and some of their marriage connexions are added. They

received fiefs first from Choka Natha ; and, at a later time, when

Trichinopoly had been taken by the Mysoreans, these also extended pro-

tection to them. During the time of Tippu sultan the king of Candi

sent for some of the existing dependents ; married them to his relatives

:

and gave them fiefs in Ceylon. At the time when the manuscript was

written, a descendant of Vijaya Raghava was living in the village

close by the fane of Jambukesvara. With the mention of this cir-

cumstance and the statement that such is a full account of Tanjore, the

manuscript ends.

Remark .—This manuscript is in a very good state of preservation,

and by consequence does not need to be restored. It is historical, and

valuable. The opening portion very clearly connects the close of the

Chola dynasty with the commencement of the rayer’s acquisition of that

country, and fixes the time to the reign of Achyuta raver. This is

an important point gained ; and one which I had not before met with.

The native line of viceroys from Vijayanagara, become princes by the

fall of that capital, is another acquisition. The other events confirm or

explain the statement contained in the Telugu manuscript, translated

and published in the second volume of oriental manuscripts, with some

variations
;
as must always be expected in two distinct, and independent

narratives of the same events. On the whole, I consider this document
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very valuable, as a contribution towards the history of the Tanjore

country during the whole of the 15th and 16th centuries, and as such

I strongly recommend its full translation.

Professor Wilson has entered this manuscript in his Descriptive

Catalogue, Vol. I. p. 310, Art. XIII. He mentions two copies, but I

have only met with one* and that one is complete. The notice of the

contents which is given in the catalogue, is entirely wrong ; and if it

do not proceed from a mistake in having classed together two different

works as two copies merely of the same work the error is otherwise un-

accountable. With the title of Tanjawur raja Cheritra, the notice

entirely relates to the viceroys or princes of Madura ; of which the

account given is correct, as far as it proceeds, and must necessarily

have been deduced from some other authority ; but it is entirely incor-

rect as any exhibition of the contents of this manuscript. I am however

too sensible of the difficulties attending these researches to consider the

error as any otherwise than unintentional, and if the native assistants of

Colonel Mackenzie gave to Professor Wilson so false a representa-

tion of the contents of this manuscript (being moreover Telugu brah-

mans by birth) they alone are inexcusable. I had made my own

abstract before seeking out the document in the catalogue, and com-

paring the two notices.

4.— Tanjawur Chantra, (or an account of Tanjore,) No. 121.

Countermark 316.
•

The above is the English title on the cover, and a Telugu title on

the other cover is Tanjawur rajalu purvottaram , or an ancient record

of the kings of Tanjore. Both these titles are wrong. On a palm-leaf

inside, the book is entitled “ an ornamented poetical acouut of the four

gates of the fort of Tanjore." This title fully and accurately describes

the contents. It contains merely exaggerated descriptions of the four

gates ; with such inventions connected therewith, as are natural to the

imagination of a native poet. By consequence, whatever may be its

value as a poem, it is worthless in any historical point of view. There

is a very slight deficiency at the end of the first section—(on the first

gate)—apparently of a few stanzas : for the rest of the manuscript is

complete ; and, though old, yet it is in tolerably good preservation. At

the end there is a short poem appended, containing praises of Vishnu
;

so much may suffice for this book.

Note.—I do not find this manuscript entered in the Descriptive

Catalogue, as a distinct work ; and therefore conjecture, that it must have

* See the following article.
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been classed by mistake as the duplicate copy of the preceding manu-

script, Indeed I have scarcely any doubt to the contrary.

5.

—

Maliyadri Narasimha Chandasu, (or a Treatise on Prosody, dedi-

cated to Maliyadri Nurasimha, aform of Vishnu,) No. 94. Coun-

termark 487.

This work which attracted my attention from having the word Cha-

ritra, or history, (erroneously written in English letters for Chandasu)

on the cover, is by Kavi-Kethani, and treats on the art of Telugu

poetry
;
giving the laws that should guide the construction of the differ-

ent kinds of metre. It is of some length, in a beautiful hand-writing?

and in good preservation. The poem is valuable, on the subject to

which it refers
; but does not bear on the leading object of this inves-

tigation.

The work is briefly entered in the Descriptive Catalogue, Vol. I. p„

353, as a “Treatise ou Telugu prosody, by Lingaya Mantri of

Veylutur." This name probably designates the author’s patron.

Manuscript Book, No. 33. Countermark 787.

Section 1 .—An account of the Chola-rajas.

Vayal Vakzi Aditta Cholan was crowned at 16 years of age at

Caliyur, west of Trichinopoly. He confided the government to a

minister, and occupied himself in the worship of Siva. He fostered

the Saiva religion. A wild elephant greatly troubled the country. A
hundred men were sent to take it

;
and the elephant, being pursued,

met in the way an ascetic, bearing a garland of flowers sacred to Siva,

which it seized and tore : the ascetic greatly incensed killed the 100

men, with an axe which he carried, and also the elephant. The Chola

king, hearing of the circumstance set out with a force to destroy the

adversary ; but on coming near, and seeing only a devotee of Siva, he

kept his followers at a distance, and alone approached : he addressed

the ascetic in terms of great humility. The ascetic was so overcome

with sorrow at having killed the elephant and people of so devoted a

follower of Siva, that he took the king’s sword to kill himself, which

the king prevented
;
and a dispute ensued, which should kill himself.

The king because his people and elephant had offended so devoted a

votary of Siva, or the ascetic, because he had killed the elephant

and people of so exemplary a king. As a child was born to the king

on that propitious day (Suba-dina) the child was called Suba-cholan

who being installed by the care of his father, the latter died after ruling

350 years. Suba-cholan married and came to live aiJambhu kesva-
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ram,, where he ruled 35 years. Some fable follows, about the birth of

Jambhukesvarer, the tutelary god. The son of SuBa-cholan was

called Vara Guna Cholan. He dedicated his wife to the service of

the god, in the fane of Jambhukesvarer. He led her to the fane by
the right hand, and soon after all her body except the right hand was
found to have been taken into the image. Vara Guna, considering

that he had taken hold of this right hand, earnestly inquired what crime

he had committed, that he should be so marked. Soon after the hand
also was drawn in. After some time the god, in the shape of a brah-

man, appeared to the king
; and reproaching him for offering up his

wife, invited him to make a sacrifice of himself also, which he is stated to

have done, when he rejoined his wife on a celestial car, and both acquir-

ed beatitude. He ruled 75 years. Pugerh Cholan formed the town

of Uriyur and ruled therein, with great credit, for 60 years. By
the advice of his mnntiri (or minister) he engaged in an inroad on the

Chera king ; in order to get plunder, with which fanes and brahman

choultries, might be built, and fame in the world acquired. The

Cheran repelled the invasion, and the mantiri, who was also general,

only just escaped with his life ; but, to make it appear as if he had con-

quered, he brought a hundred skulls and shewed them to the king.

Among these heads one was discovered to be that of an ascetic, from

having braided hair ; at which circumstance great grief arising and the

loss of the kingdom being feared, the head was put into a case of gold.

A fire being kindled the king prepared to commit himself to the flames

along with the head; but Siva appeared, on his bullock vehicle, and

told him his devotedness was accepted, that the fault of the war was

his minister’s, not his, and commanded him to live prosperously. At

his owm request, notwithstanding he was beatified, holding the said skull

in his hand. Hence his epithet Pugerh Cholan or “ the praised.” Kri-

bala Cholan succeeded, and became accomplished in knowdedge. In-

stead of taking one-fifth as his predecessors had done from the cultivators,

he contented himself with one-sixth part. He acquired great ascen-

dancy, and ruled with great equity. By reason of it, the tiger and the

cow rested in the same shed ; the cat and the rat dwelt in the same

place
;
the snake and the frog were like mother and child, (symbolical

language). Thus his people were without strife, or divisions. Injus-

tice was unknown. Notwithstanding, the king fearing neglect on the

part of his ministers, or servants, had a bell erected between two pillars

in the public street, proclaiming that if any one was aggrieved, it was

only necessary to sound the bell, and the king's attention to the case

would be given. He thus ruled with great prosperity until 64 years of
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age, without the alarm-bell of justice having been even once rung.

After his 64th year he had a son born to him. He greatly rejoiced

and distributed gifts, on having a child born in his old age. Vithi

Vidangam was the name of his son ; and the usual education was given

him. About this time an incarnation of various celestials took place in

the form of a deceptive cow. (The description is here translated because

it may be of service in understanding other symbolical language in other

books.) “ Parvati and Paramesvarer on the bullock vehicle, Brahma,
Vishnu, and the remaining 33 crores of deities, the 48 thousand rishis,

the asnras, the malia sactis (female powers of gods), setting out from

Cailasa, came down to be incarnate on earth, in the following form. The

four Vedas became the four legs
; Brahma and Vishnu, the two horns ;

the sun and moon, the two eyes ;
the Vindhya mountain formed the

body
;
(Para Sacti) the female energy of the supreme Brahrn (or first

cause) became the abdomen ; D’herma Devati (the goddess of the air)

became the udder ;
the svd-loca, the sva-miba, the sva-riiba, the sva~

uchiyam (four degrees of beatitude) became the four teats. Vayavu
(god of wind) became the tail ; the atmosphere (acasam

)

became the

two ears ; Lacshmi became the womb ; the sea became the urine ; the

eight serpents (at the eight points of the compass) became t.he intestines
;

wisdom, was the milk
; thus deceptively (or symbolically) a cow was

formed, and Yama (death) was its calf.” This description is quite

sufficient to prepare for symbol, and exaggeration, in the incident to be

narrated. This cow, with its calf, went from the fane of Tiydgara,

Swami to bathe and, when returning by a certain street, the king’s son

Vithi Vidangam was making a public procession. The cow and calf

became separated in the crowd, and the calf, being bewildered, got

under the chariot of the king’s son, and was run over by the wheels, being

thereby cut in two. The king’s son was greatly alarmed, and meditat-

ed on Tiyagarar, (a name of Siva in the form worshipped at Tiruva-

rurd) The cow went all over the town seeking for the calf, and on

finding its remains, put both halves together, and sought to give it

milk. As it would not receive any, the cow arose and wept tears.

The alarm of the king's son continued. The cow went to the justice

alarm bell and rung it, on the hearing of which the king ICribala

Cholan swooned. On recovering he directed his minister to go and

see what was amiss. The grief of the king, and of his wife the young

man’s mother, is described at length. The wife suggested as a remedy

that she would go, and fall under the chariot wheels, and be cut in two

by them, as an expiation of the crime. But the king determined that

the son himself however precious to them, must in that same manner

3 s
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perform the expiation. In consequence he summoned a hall of audi-

ence, and therein formally commissioned his minister to gc and see

justice so rendered. The minister set out in state; and, on informing

the young man of his orders, the young man gave his consent. The
minister was in a sad dilemma, regretting on the one hand to kill so in-

tellectual a young man, and bring on himself the guilt of blood-

shedding, and on the other fearing punishment from the king, if he

disobeyed orders. To extricate himself from the difficulty he slew him-

self with his own sword. The king’s son being astonished continued

his meditation on Piyagarar

;

expecting some further interposition in

his behalf. The king was embarrassed at the double accumulation of

evil. His wife blamed him for not listening to her first suggestion.

The king rejected it as not good ; and appointed the minister’s son to

succeed to the crown. The king set out, surrounded by a multitude

of deeply-grieving people till he came to his son at Tiruvatur. The

son remonstrated ou the advantage that was about to be given to envi-

ous neighbours, such as the Pandiyan and the Cheran. But the king

considering that, if he did not sacrifice his son, there would be no rain,

and no crops, ordered the chariot to move on, which ran over the young

man, when prostrate on the ground and cut him into two pieces. The

people greatly rejoiced at the spectacle. The two pieces of the king's

son were presented before the cow to its great joy ; and the crime of

slaying the calf was expiated. The king next considered that he had

now to expiate the sin of having occasioned the death of his minister.

He accordingly was about to strike himself when the aforesaid Trimprti

and other gods, composing the illusive cow, stayed his arm ; and at the

same time, raised to life again the minister and the kings’ son. The

son was installed under the title of Bhu’pala Cholam. The gods

decreed that the old king, as a reward, should have the pleasure of

seeing his son rule with himself. Afterwards without being exposed

to the pain of any future birth, the king (for his merit), the king’s wife,

and the minister also, received final beatitude. On account of his long

reign, distinguished by so many virtues, the gods ordered him to be

commemorated by the title of Knbala Chola, or “ the gracious ruler

he ruled eighty years.

Bhu'pala Chola, being crowned when sixteen years of age, and

having married when twenty-five years old, exceeded his father in bene-

ficence, and prosperously governed. In a hunting excursion he dis-

covered a large chasm which consumed and wasted the water of the

Caveri river. He directed a great many men to be employed to fill it

np
; all their efforts to fill it up were unavailing. Though much money
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was expended and every possible method taken, yet the chasm still swal'

lowed up the Caveri as before. The king resided eight years in the

neighbourhood ; the better to superintend the work. A rishi, living near,

told the king, that his labour was in vain, seeing that for some cause the

chacra of Vishnu had entered the earth there, and by consequence the

remedy was that either some enlightened king, or else some virtuous

rishi (or ascetic), must enter the chasm, and be seated beneath on the

chacra
,
when the gulph would close. The king took leave and returned

to his town ;
where he assembled his council and declared what he

learned. After many donations, he proceeded in state, with the intention

of casting himself into the chasm. The minister told the rishi, that if

the king plunged into it, the same would be dishonor
; but that if he

(the rishi

)

entered, it would be to him lasting fame. The rishi accord-

ingly entered the chasm which immediately closed. A fane was built on

the spot called Tiruvala anchur, (or the sacred whirlpool turning to the

right hand.) The king and his suite returned to the palace
; where he

prosperously ruled, but the Caveri now did damage, by overflowing its

banks
;
and the king went to the wilderness, and did penance six years,

on that account ; when Siva, sent a shower of mud, which raised the

embankment, and kept the river within its proper channel.

A certain chief by the favor of Ranga Sva'mi (Vishnu) built the

fane of Sri Ranga, with the spoils which he had plundered from the

people even to the extent of snatching away the tali, or sacred token of

marriage. Many laborers were employed, and a great balance remain-

ed due to them, which the said chief had not the power to defray. He
in consequence inveigled them all into a boat, promising to pay them

in the middle of a branch of the Caveri

;

and, when there, he upset the

boat, and they all perished ; but as this was a sacrifice to Ranga Sva'mi,

all the laborers so sacrificed obtained beatification. Hence the spot ac-

quired the name of Colidam (corrupted into Coleroon*).

The king, expending a great deal of money, had the Caveri conduct-

ed to the westward of Combaconum, and opened channels for irrigation

^o a great extent around ;
effecting a communication between the Caveri

and Coleroon rivers. Of the additional produce so obtained, he took

l-6th, and gave the rest to the people. At Combaconumhe built many

fanes and prosperously ruled. His reign lasted 70 years. He had no

son ; but his wife was three months pregnant. The Pandiyan took ad-

vantage of this time to attack the kingdom, and the aforesaid Chola

king being worsted, took refuge with Cumbhesvarer, and did penance in

* This is a current tradition as to the origin of the name of the Coleroon ; the

meaning of Colidam is “ the place of slaughter.”

3 s 2
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the shrine sacred to him
;
and after a time, he obtained beatification.

As he had done so much benefit to the country, in the embankment of

the river he was called Cari Canda Cholan.

APPENDIX.

The Chola rajas were so called because of their being of the solar

race. (The derivation of Chola, from Surya, is not clear.)

Uttunga Cholan ;
Kulottunga Cholan ; Tirumudi Cholan ; Aruntapa

Cholan ;
Rajendra Cholan ;

Manunithi Cholan ; Ala peranta Cholan ;

Vara-guna Cholan ;
Ala peranta Cholan ; Ariloru kadamai kondai Cho-

lan ;
Anatana Cholan ;

Cadu-vetti Cholan.

Another list of the Chola princes is given, with the explanation of the

names ; and shewing three different names sometimes given to the same

individual. The period of reign, in all, is too great. There were in all

23 kings of this race it is said. After Cari Cara Chola the race

ceased.

Remark.—The preceding paper is of importance in many points of

view ;
and the origin of the fane at Seringham, as herein stated, needs

to be compared with other documents.

Section 2.

—

Discourse between a Tiger and a Cow.

This account is either a mere fable, or else a symbolical account of

some transaction occurring near Conjeveram ; in which a cow seized by

a tiger pleaded for a loan of life, on certain reasons alleged, promising to

return on a fixed day. The tiger gave the required leave, and the cow

punctually returned.

The section is incomplete ;
and since it professes to be translated

from the Tamil, which original work, if I mistake not, is found in the

collection, any consideration of it may be deferred till that work comes

under notice. This fragment, to the best of my judgment, is useless.

Section 3.

—

Abridged account of Isvaba, Vishnu and Brahma.

This paper contains a description of the divisions, and residents, with-

in the regions of Vaicont'ha and Kailasa, similar or the same, (differ-

ence of language being excepted,) to the Tamil manuscript translated

and printed in Or. Hist. MSS. vol. 2. App. B. Any further notice of

it here is, by consequence, superfluous.

Section 4.

—

Account of the temples of Canchi or Conjeveram.

The legend of the place, as collected by Cavellt Vencata Boriah.

It was a chosen place by Siva. Parvati shaded the sun and the moon,

being the eyes of Siva
;
by reason of which darkness covered the earth;
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and to blot out the fault so committed, Parvati came down to do pe-

nance under a mango-tree, at that place. Siva sent various rivers, the

origin of which are mythologically stated.

Visvacarma built a temple ; and after many intermediate matters

(which however are not stated) in the time of Crishna rayer, even as

he had rebuilt many other temples so he rebuilt the fane of Ecambar-

isvara , There are other mythological or pauranic statements of the

foundations of other places, based on fables concerning Brahma, Vishnu

and Siva. At a later period there is mention of four towns around, to

which roads led from Conjeveram

;

that is first, Mahabalipuram ; second,

Devalapuram to the south ; third, Virinchipuram, and fourth, Narra-

yanapuram, (first, ' Vaishnavu ; second, Saiva ; third, Saiva ; fourth,

Vaishnava.)

Vishnu born as Nareda introduced the Bauddha system, to expiate

which fault, he was required to do penance at Conjeveram. The Jainas

spread through the country, and had a settlement near Conjeveram.

Sancaracharya came thither, and overcoming the Jainas in disputa-

tion re-established the Hindu religion, according to his own tenets.

There is still however a small town near, called Canchi of the Jainas.

Another existing evidence of the ancient prevalence of the Jaina system

at this place i§, that in the walls and edifices, built by Crishna rayer,

images of the Jaina system are wrought in with the other workmanship.

Brahma performed a great sacrifice at one of the sacred hills at Con-

jeveram
,
in the fire of which Vishnu, as Varada raja, was born

;
(being

the form of Vishnu worshipped in the Vaishnava fane at Conjeveram.)

The elephant of Vishnu gathering lotus-flowers from the tank, had its

legs bitten off by an alligator
; and Vishnu slew the alligator with his

chacra : (an event commemorated in processions by carrying round the

image of an elephant without legs.) Notice of the different vahanas

0r vehicles, used for the processions of the image of Vishnu, at the

great annual festival in the month of May.

Notice of the images within the Saiva fane ofEkambesvara.

The origin of the place is lost in the remoteness of very ancient time.

The image of Camacshi was originally of clay. Three towers and the

inner shrine were constructed by Trivambaca Rayalu. In one shrine

there is an emblem of Siva at which Rama (Chandra) performed

homage, in order to expiate the sin of killing the racshasas of the coun-

try. There is also an image of Perumal (Vishnu) to commemorate
the cure of Siva, (after swallowing poison with the amrita in the Cur-

ma avatara.) Brief mention of other images connected with similar

legends. A repetition of the fable connected with the mango-tree, men-
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tioned at the beginning. Some porches and shrines were built by Ten-
agara-pillai of Tanjore. Other notices of differentl ocalities of the

fane. The hall of a thousand pillars is built over the place where was

the pit in which Brahma performed his great sacrifice ; there is a sacred

pool in the midst. In the Barata Candam, or continent south of Mount
Himalaya there are one thousand and eight fanes ; of these one hundred

and eight are special, and of these latter twenty-eight are within the dis-

trict of Conjeverum. The names of these twenty-eight fanes are given.

Next is given a specification of sacred pools (tirt'has

)

connected with

the said fanes.

Notice of the Ammen-kovil, orfane ofthe local goddess.

The shrine was built by Vira deva maha raja. A tower was built

on the south side by Pallala Rayudu. To the west of the goddess’

shrine there is an image of Sancara'charya, also of Durvasa rishr.

There is a golden image of Camacshi, termed bangara (the golden).

An image of Santana Ganapati paid homage to by the childless, who
desire to have children : other minute details. Just before the spot, on

which the image of Camacshi is placed there is a chasm, hollow, or

cavern, in the earth. Sancaracharya is traditionally stated to have

concealed the image therein for greater safety
; and it is popularly re-

ported that the original Camacshi is still hidden therein.

Detail of worldly power.

The names of a few monarehs are given, coming down to the latter

rayers, and Gajapatis. Lengthened periods are ascribed to the earlier

rulers (gathered from the Puranas), but nothing is given that can add

to or correct other information, on these subjects.

Rulers at Conjeveram.

Buda-linga-paiya. Ali Murad Khan.

Julu puijar Khan (i. e. Davud Khan.

Zulfecar Khan.) Sadulla Khan.

Here the writer is more at home ; a notice is given of the events con-

nected with the Muhammadans of Vellore and Arcot, through the

wars in the Carnatic, and down to the settled rule of Muhammed Ali.

It is brief considering the multiplicity of the transactions
; but may have

its merit, as a testimony written from tradition, near the time and place

of the events recorded, and by a native, acquainted with native opinions.

Canchi Mahatmyam.

Another brief version of the legend noticed at the commencement.

That is to say Parvati shaded both eyes of Siva which produced dark-
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ness over the world, and troubled both gods and men. As a punish-

ment for this “ legerete” Parvati was sentenced to become Cali,

and then to go down to earth to do penance, which took place at Con-

jeveram. After acquiring merit by that penance, in which her form

included several rivers, Siva asked what gift she required, and the

reply was, that he would come and marry her at that place. To this

request he consented ; and, when he came, he was accompanied by

Brahma and Vishnu ; the former of whom performed a great sacrifice.

Sarasvati and Lacshmi were born from the eye of Parvati; and the

marriage between Brahma and Vishnu and their consorts was celebrat-

ed at the same time, as the marriage of Siva and Parvati. The place

hence acquired great celebrity. The rishis, who were present at the

ceremony, each one established an emblem of Siva bearing his own

name
;
and on the eight points of the compass, there are eight Durgas,

as guardians. There is also specially a fane of Bhuirava, a ferocious

form of Siva.

Remark .—Any information connected with Conjeveram acquires

importance from the celebrity of the place, and its great influence as a

metropolis of idolatry. The legend of Parvati shading the eyes of

Siva is pauranical

;

but I think it deserves special notice, though per-

haps not in this place. If I understand the import aright it designates

something differing from any eclipse : but I would wish to examine the

subject in connexion with other records before offering any opinion.

The circumstances concerning the Jainas tend to elucidate some parts

of the Chola pat yam, and it would seem as if Sancaracharya were

the Saiva teacher therein referred to. The antiquity of the structures

at Conjeveram cannot be great, since they are posterior to the time of

Sancaracharya ; but that the place had some little note under early

Chola kings, before the ascendancy of the Jainas, seems conjecturally

probable*.

This paper has been restored from small writing, and pale ink, to a

more permanent form.

Section 5 .—Account of the Setupatis orfeudatory chiefs at Ramnad.

This section was before restored in Vol. I., for reasons stated in the

accompanying abstract ther* given. See 1st Report. Art. B.

* The king of Kdnchipura is mentioned in the Samudragupta inscription

at Allahabad as Kanchiyaka Vishnu ,— that being the title of the race then ruling

there.—J. P.
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Booh, No. 49. Countermark 739.

Section 8 .—Account of the Vellug6twa.ru, descendants of the Vencata-

giri raja, with, an account of Vencata-giri in Te/ingana.

Stanza. The Velma race were born from the feet of Vishnu.

In the village of Anumanagal a son of Sheyuk Polu Reddi of the

tribe of Anumagantu, with his servants named Resan, when ploughing

a waste piece of land, discovered a hidden treasure and an aerial voice

was heard, telling the master (Shevi-reddi), that if he offered a human

sacrifice he might safely take possession of it. While in great doubt,

his servant Resan voluntarily offered to become the sacrifice, on con-

dition that the Reddi should engage on behalf of himself and of his

posterity, that he and they would take the cognomen of Resala, and

always marry the first wife from out of his (Resan’s) pariah tribe. To

these conditions the Reddi assented ; and, offering his servant in sacri-

fice to Bhairava, took possession of the treasure. At a subsequent

period while surveying his now very extensive fields, a storm came on,

and while he stood under a tree a thunderbolt descended close to him,

which he took up without fear, and then the hamadryad of the tree

appeared to him, and made him great promises for the future. Two of

his inferior workmen had taken refuge under the same tree, and unseen

by him, had seen and heard what passed ; the report of which they

carried to the village, where it was much talked of ; and at length

reached the ears of the Ganapati, or prince of the country, who sent

for Shevi-reddi, and after flattering distinction gave him certain ban-

ners, and ennobled him as feudal lord of a country producing a lac

annually. He also received the title of Pillala marri B6tala Ravu.

From the Betdla, or hamadryad, before mentioned he also, received

certain immunities of a super-human order.

2. He had three sons, named respectively Dama Natadu, Prasa-

ditya Nayadu, and Rddra Nayadu. Two were much distinguished.

Dama Nayadu, the eldest, by skill in the use of the sword, by great

advantages obtained over others, and the acquisition of wealth and ho-

nors. The second Prasaditya was an officer of authority under Ga-

napati Deva Rayalu ; and had a hand in the circumstances of the

succession after his death, whereby the royal authority at Ordganti

devolved on Pratapa Rudra.

3. The aforesaid Dama Nayadu was the head of his race. Two
of his many sons, by name Vennama Nayadu and Sabbi Nayadu,

were most distinguished-

4. Vennama Nayadu became head of the race. His son was Yik-

ada'cha Nayadu who, with his cousin, son of Sabbi Nayadu, were
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successful in their incursion against neighbouring places, extending to

Canchi, and to the Pandiya kings. The Mussulmans are also men-
tioned as beaten in defence of another chieftain. The son of Vennama
named Singama Natadd, became head of the race, and was slain

before the fort of Jalli palle.

5. His two sons Anupota Nayadu and Madah Nayadu assem-
bled a great force, and overcoming all enemies, carried their power to

an increased extent, adding to the fame of their race, and distinguish-

ing themselves by donations to the brahmins. An extravagant account

is given of the number of rajas conquered by them, the Chalukyas being

among the rest, and also the forces of the Gujerati raja. The two
chiefs Anupota and Madah divided the country into two parts, and
ruled in distinct towns, each one over his portion

; the first in Rajakunda
and the second in Devakondn.

6. The son of Ma'dhu named Peddu Veda Giri Nayadu, added to

former conquests, and acquired additional trophies.

7. Pedda Veda Girj Nayadu had two sons, named Rama Chan-
dra and Cumara Ma'dha Nayadu, who made some conquests.

8. The sons of Cumara Ma'dhu were Chjnna Veda Giri N.
and Lingama N. The father was slain by another chief, and Lingama
N. slew him in return, who also overcame some others.

9. Lingama Nayadu’s son was Purvapa Nayadu whose son was

Lingama Nayadu.

10. The race is carried forward, through a few other names.

] 1. Some strifes of neighbouring feudal lords.

12. Records assistance rendered to the rayer in suppressing some

opposers at Channapatnam.

13. Singama Nayadu was versed in learning.

14. Dimma Nayada is said to have conquered the Gujerat, Chola

and Pundiya rajas.

15. Dhurma Nayadu conveyed to his posterity the title of Ravu-

vctru.

16. The succession of the race is carried on down to 28 Vencatadri

Nayadu, who ruled at Vencata-giri, and in his time the name of the

Vencata-giri kingdom originated. The name of that place from books

and inscriptions is found to have been Kal mali, from the name of a

local goddess worshipped by a few cottagers. One named Gobari

Bukha raja had built a fort and resided there; he was driven away by

Vencaiadri who took possession, changed the name~of the Sacti, and

caused it to bear the name of Vencata-giri, from Vishnu worshipped at

Vencatu-challa ( Tripetty

)

,
distant four dmada or kadums (40 miles).
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His son was Rayapa Nayadu who succeeded to the government, 29

down to 31. Some other names down to Yasama Nayadu, and Sin-

gam a Nayadu, by whom a great battle was fought with other opposing

chiefs in a plain near Utra Melur, in which they gained a victory, Sal.

Sac. 1523, (reference to another book called Sasamalica, No. 8,) its

substance given here. (The scene was in the Tamil country, Madu

vantaca, being mentioned as near the place of combat.) The Muham-

madans were mingled up in the affair, in connection with Ginjee and

Vellore. Down to 34 many details are given, too complex for abstract-

ing, among which it appears that the Velligotivaru were driven, from

their native district by the Muhammadans, who took it into possession
;

that Vencata-giri was a part only of the Chandra-giri kingdom ; that

the Muhammadans acquired an ascendancy, and that certain cruelties

were attendant on Zulfekar Kha'n’s incursion into the Carnatic, that

Vencata-giri was assumed into possession bv them, but by solicita-

tions at the court of Golconda, a restitution of this and some other

districts was made, on condition of paying tribute. Certain grants as

made by persons holding privileges under Aurungzebe, are mentioned

in the manuscript as deduced from inscriptions, one of the dates is

1618 Sal. Sac. (A. D. 1696).

35. Some other names, and date of a grant by Pedda Yasama

Nayadu in S. S. 1620, with him the line of Veluugotivabu ceased,

and the race was transferred to adopted children.

36, 37. Some other details; an invasion of Muhammadans from

Arcot who plundered and burnt, and in the disturbance many records

perished; when the invasion had swept by Cumara Yasama Nayadu

again resumed possession.

38. Bangarv Yasama Nayadu (the present raja), his agent Sethu

Rayf.n went to Madras and procured an intervention of the Company’s

troops to confirm him in his authority. Details of Peddana and Su-

brahmanyan the agent of Bangaru Yasama Nayadu, leading to an

awful tragedy. Peddana had accused Subrahmanyan iu the Chiitur

court of firing a village, and Subrahmanyan told him that iu conse-

quence he would have him carried out by the legs dead, like a dog. In

prosecution of his design, he constructed a variety of annoyances, and

got up a suit in the zillah court; Peddana when summoned refused

to appear. When an attempt was made to seize and sell his house, he

forcibly ejected the officer of the court; in consequence a summons was

sent by the hands of a captain of sepoys with a company under his

command. Peddana not knowing the English customs, and from the

high spirit of the Velmavar, had prepared his house so as to have all
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the inmates killed, and the house set on fire. On the captain making

the demand of his appearance at the court to plead, he went inside and

shut the door, but losing heart to transact all the tragedy, it was ma-

naged in part by a servant. The result was the murder of all the inmates

Peddana included. The door was then thrown open. The officer

grieved went away, and left the disposing of the bodies with Bangaru

Yasama and Subrahmanyan
;
who, as they passed, spat on them, and

had them carried out heels uppermost as dogs are carried, and then not

buried, but merely covered with a little earth, exposed to beasts and

bh'ds. The Chittur court had an examination of the outdoor servants

but no guilt attached to them. The manuscript leaves off without any

mention of the death of Subrahmanyan which is otherwise known to

have since occurred by a cancer on his back slowly and with extreme

torture. Bangaru Yasama is said to be still alive,

Remark .—The preceding abstract is not much more than an index.

A translation of the entire manuscript may be made by me another

time. A notice of the manuscript is entered in the Des. Catal. Vol. I.

p. 306. It is more than usually correct as far as it goes, and will be

found in most of the leading points to harmonize with the foregoing

outline.

D. MAHRATTA.
1. A roll of country paper, without title, mark or number.

The contents of this roll consist of copies of three letters addressed

by Ragu Natha Yadava to Nana Faknis relative to a disputed suc-

cession to the throne at Poonah. In answer to communications from

Nana Farnis, (the minister of state,) his correspondent Ragonauth

gives him details of the strength and munitions of the subordinate rajas

and chiefs, the Nagpore raja, and the Guicovar, or raja of Gujerat ,

being among the number. Various details are added as to battles, and

connected circumstances. The letters are written in the midst of the

circumstances which they describe
; and might be of use to a historian

engaged in narrating the events of that particular period, comparatively

recent, but they are too minute, and local, to admit of abstract, which

besides does not appear needful, since a brief index pointing to the ex^

istence of such correspondence may here very well suffice.

The roll attracted attention from its decayed and injured condition.

A little trouble being sufficient to put it into a permanent form it was

restored ; for papers of such a sort may acquire an additional value

with time.

2. Another roll, a little larger in size was found on examination to

have been filled with statistical details, concerning the boundaries, pro-

3 t 2
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ducts, revenues, and similar matters, of the Peishwa’s dominions, of

which Poonah was the capital. But being torn, damaged, transposed

and in part lost, any attempt to restore it was given up ; and the loss

probably is not of any consequence.

3. Copy of an ancient record of the rulers of Chandra-giri.

Manuscript Book, No. 45. Countermark 735.

This book on examination proved to be an interesting (though very

brief) chronicle of the Yadava race, which formed one of the early

dynasties of rulers in this country.

The record is said to have been extracted from all the documents in

the fort of Crishna rayer, relative to the rayer dynasty.

The commencement of the Yadava dynasty is dated from Sal. Sac.

731, (A. D. 808-9,) beginning with Srirangha Yadava Rayala, and

the dynasty is continued downwards to the foundation of the fort, concern-

ing which there is a little, apparently fabulous, matter. The fort was

first called Deya Durgam, by Yadava Rayalu, in Sal. Sac. 929, (A. D.

1007-8.) At a latter period one of its rulers meditated an invasion of

Vijayanagara, but abandoned his intention on discovering the power

and resources of Crishna rayer. The conquests of the latter are brief-

ly alluded to ; and the circumstance of the Gnjapati prince, giving his

daughter to Crishna rayer to cement a treaty of peace with him, is men-

tioned. The date of Crishna rayer's death is fixed on the 8th of

Cartikrya month, Sal. Sac. 1452, (19th or 20th November, 1531.)

In all twenty-seven princes of the Yadava race ruled, during 339 years,

(an average of 12^ years to each.) The name of Deya Durga was

changed to Chandra-giri, by one of the race, for reasons specified. The

country came under Muhammadan rule in Sal. Sac. 1587, (A. D.

1665-6.) The names of these rulers are given : they governed, in all

during ninety-five years.

There follows a descriptive mention of the fanes, and other sacerdotal

buildings erected, or endowed, by the different rulers of this dynasty :

Tripetty being the principal one.

Remark .—This document claims a full translation. It possesses

considerable internal evidences of authenticity ; and its evidence in his-

tory is required. The book is damaged though to a less degree than

many in this collection. I have had it restored for the being better

preserved, pending its full translation.
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E. SANSKRIT.
Palm-lenf Book, No. 17. Grant'ha Character.

Copy ofan Inscription on copper of Sudd Siva Muhd rayer.

Recapitulation of the lunar race, down to Yayati ; of whose line

Isvara Rayen was born. Narasa R \yen,Timmaji Narasimma Rayen,

Vika Narasimma Rayen, Crishna Rayer, Achyuta Payer
; the two

latter were half brothers, sons of Vira Narasimma Rayer, by different

mothers
:
(here some letters are lost or left out, so that there is no

intelligible meaning ;) Sadaswa Rayen. In his time the inscription was

recorded, Sal. Sac. 1478, in the Nala year, in Morgana month, on Sun-

day, a new moon day, and eclipse. At which time, peculiarly adapted

to religious donations, certain lands and numerous villages were given

by the rayer, being then in the shrine of Vitalesvara Soami,“on the

banks of the Tungahliadra river, to Ramanujacharya at Sri Perambur,

the different villages and lands being in the neighbourhood of that place.

The usual sloca at the close is not given, a leaf perhaps being wanting.

Note.— It is doubtful whether the donation was to Ramanuja, in

his life time, or to a shrine first established by him
; the latter from

dates, and attendant circumstances, seems to be most probable.

Conclusion.

My report for the three months inclusive from the beginning of Octo-

ber to the end of December, 1837, here finishes. It may perhaps

appear, that the abstracts, herein given, offer results of considerable

importance. It is however superfluous to add any further observations

to those already given, at each step of the investigation.

Madras, December 3 Is#, 1837.

II.

—

Some account ofa visit to the plain ofKoh-i-Daman, the mining

district of Ghorband, and the puss of Hindu Kush, with a few
general observations respecting the structure and conformation of

the country from the Indus to Kabul. By P. B. Lord, M. B. in

Medical Charge of the Kabul Mission.

[Communicated by the Government of India.]

A parallel of latitude drawn through Kdlubagh, and west of the In-

dus would present a remarkable difference in the course of the mountain

chains as observed to its north, and south sides. In the latter direction

the Soliman and Kala ranges, the one of which may be looked on as a

continuation of the other, generally preserve an almost perfect parallelism

with the course of the Indus ;
while on the other side every range, and

they are numerous, from the Himalaya and Hindu Kush to the salt range
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inclusive are at right angles with the direction of the -stream. In other

words the genera lline of the former is north and south, of the latter

east and west. It is of the latter and the country they include that I

would at present more particularly speak.

In addition to the general course of the chains thus laid down, there

is another fact subordinate yet of no less importance towards determin-

ing the physical formation of this part of the country. When the two

mountain ranges have for some time preserved their parallel east and

west course, the northern is observed to deflect or send off a branch

towards the south, while a corresponding deflexion or ramification of the

southern chain comes to meet it, and the plain which otherwise would

have been one continued expanse from east to west is thus cut into a

number of valleys, the longitudinal axis of which however, is still in

general to be found in the same direction. If we conceive these valleys

to be few, spacious, and well marked towards the north, and south, while

in the central or Kohat region, they become small, numerous, and

crowded so as to resemble a tangled maze, or net work, w-e shall have a

just general conception of that tract of country west of the Indus, which

may be familiarly described as lying between Kabul and Kalabagh.

Unquestionable geological facts, such as the structure of igneous rocks,

poured out under strong pressure, the presence of fossil shells, &c. lead

me to the belief that several if not all of these valleys were at some

former time the receptacles of a series of inland lakes, and the nature of

the shells found (principally planorbes and paludinae), seems to indicate

that the waters of these lakes had been fresh. In this manner three

grand sheets of water separated by the mountain deflexions before alluded

to, would appear to have occupied the entire country from Kabul to

the Indus, and their basins may now be distinguished as the plains

which afford sites to the three cities of Kabul, Jalalabad, and Peshawar.

The drainage of these basins is most tranquilly carried on by the Kabul

river which runs along the northern edge of each, conveying their

united waters to the Indus ; but in former times when more energetic

means were necessary the mountain barriers burst and the shattered

fragments and rolled blocks, that now strew the Khaiber pass bear tes-

timony to its once having afforded exit to a mighty rush of waters, while

the Gidergulla (jackal’s neck) or long defile east of the plain of Pesha-

war clearly points out the further course of the torrent towards the

bed of the Indus, whence its passage to the ocean was easy, and natural.

While at Jamrad I had an opportunity of observing a fact which strong-

ly supports the idea I have ventured to propose for a well which the

Sikhs were employed in sinking within their new fort of Fatteh Garh
}
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and which had already proceeded to the depth of 180 feet, had altoge-

ther passed through rolled pebbles of slate and limestone, the consti-

tuents of the Khaiber range of hills. But the wells of Peshawar, gene-

rally twenty or thirty feet deep, never passed through any thing but

mud and clay strata. Now the fort I have mentioned is situated at the

very mouth of the Khaiber pass, and Peshawar is twelve or fourteen

miles distant towards the other extremity of the plain. If then this

plain were once the basin of a lake, into which a stream had poured

through the Khaiber pass, it is obvious that such a stream would at its

very entrance into the lake have deposited the rolled pebbles and

heavier matter with which it was charged, while the lighter mud and

clay would have floated on to a considerable distance
;

in other words,

-

the former would have dropped at Jumrad, the latter gone on to Pesha-

war, and this is precisely the fact*.

Connected with these three basins and joining that of Kabul almost

at a right angle from the north, is the plain of Koh-i-Damun \ the

mountain’s skirt), which stretches away to the very foot of Hindu Kush,

and gives exit at its northern end to four several routes]* by which

that chain may be passed. It is an extensive and fertile plain, bounded

on all sides by primitive hills, those to the north, east and south, being

chiefly of slate including all the gradations from clay to mica, and even

at times closely bordering upon gneiss ; while the ridge to the west

shows the bare granite, and it is at the base and along the windings of

this, that occur the vineyards, orchards and gardens of Shakar-darrct,

Istalif and Isterkhech so famed in the commentaries of the emperor

Baber.

The plain is about forty miles in length, with a mean breadth of per-

haps sixteen or eighteen. Mountain streams, pouring down from each

of the four passes I have mentioned, and bearing their names, unite

their waters in its centre, and afford facilities for irrigation which have

been by no means neglected ; the mulberry, the vine, the walnut, the

almond, with peaches, apricots, melons, and fields of cotton, tobacco, rice,

wheat, barley, juwari and other grains occur in the richest abundance.

Naturally anxious to visit a place of which we had heard so much,

and the praises of which the Afghans are never tired of reciting, we

*' No mere irruption of water from a mountain lake would have time to grind

down masses of rock into boulder, pebble, gravel and sand. These deposits are

rather attributed to very long continued action of ocean beaches, or mountain

detritus.—

E

d.

t From a point towards the centre of the plain (Dush-i-Bogram
) I found the

bearings of these four passes as under :
—

Panjtlwr pass, bearing N. Shahel, J 5 N. W. Parwan, 25 N. W. Ghorband, 50 N. W.
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availed ourselves of the first opportunity afforded by a slight inter-

mission in our business and started from Kabul about the middle of

October; Lieutenant Leech, and myself having the further intention

of proceeding to the top of Hindu Kush, he for the purpose of recon-

noitring the pass, and I to pick up any stones, plants, or animals that

might occur in the way.

Our first day’s march was sufficiently barren, being chiefly occupied

in passing over the low slaty ridge which separates the valley of Kabul

from that to which we were proceeding, but on the second morning

having gained the entrance of Shakar-darrri, our entire road was one

succession of gardens. The trees had already put on their beautiful

autumnal tint. The mountains exhibited the grandest varieties of light

and shade. Clouds still lingered amongst their inequalities and rested

here on a speedy cliff, there on a lengthened streak of snow which, deep

in a ravine, had resisted the whole force of the summer’s sun. The dead

nettle, the thistle, the dog-rose covered with hips, the may with its

glistering hair berries, the wdld mint, fennel, lavender, and a thousand

other well known plants perfumed the air or recalled our recollections

to our native land. The morning was calm, grey and autumnal. We
were filled with a tranquil pleasure.

Our tents were pitched at the entrance of theBagh-i-Shah, a garden

planted by Shah Taimur. We entered and found it spacious and

beautiful though in decay, many of the loftiest poplars (Chinars*) had

lately been cut down by orders of Muhammad Abkar Khan, but so

great was the abundance of shade, that their fall would scarcely have

been noticed had they not lain in our path. At the farther end was an

ascent which we climbed and from which the most glorious prospect of

vale and hill, sunshine and shade, mountain and rivulet, garden-and

woodland, burst on our view. There had formerly been a garden house

on this spot, and beneath we could perceive where the water dammed

in liad formed a lake, but the dam was destroyed, the lake was gone ; a

decayed tree had fallen across the bed of the rill which had formerly

supplied it, and its waters diverted from their course had spread them-

selves over the adjacent flats, and converted them into plashy swamps.

It stimck us as not a little singular that amidst so great a profusion

of vegetation animal life seemed all but totally extinct. A few

magpies, sparrows and pigeons with an occasional chikor ( Tetrao

rufus

)

were the sole representations of the winged tribes, as were a

small lizard, and a frog, of the reptiles. The greater number we were

told had emigrated for the winter towards the warmer regions of Jala-

* Platanus Orientalis.
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lubdd and Peshawar, and even some as the Kalang or Indian crane to

the plains of Hindustan. The thermometer in our tents at this time

ranged between 45° and 65° Fahr.

We lingered for three days amongst those delicious vales, passing

*lowly through Shakar-darra, Kd-darra and so on to Istalif, but the

snoyr began to fall rapidly on the higher hills, and it became evident

that our attempt on Hindu Kush, must be made immediately or

relinquished for the season. Without further delay, therefore we left

the skirts of the hills and marched to Charikar, a flourishing town

towards the northern extremity of the plain, where a few hours sufficed

to make the necessary preparations for our excursion.

The entrance of the Ghorband pass by which we meant to penetrate

was but four or five miles in a northwest direction from the town, but

though the foot of the mountains was thus near, the road through them

was no less than fifty miles in length before it led us to the top of the

pass over Hindu Kush, by which the great caravans from Tartary or

Turk istun annually arrive in Kabul. As the Uzbeks at the other

side of the pass are notorious slave- dealers, secrecy and dispatch were

alike advisable ;
accordingly on the morning of the 18th October, equip-

ped as Afghan horsemen and accompanied by four mounted attend-

ants, and a guide to whom alone we had entrusted our plans, we

marched from Charikar and halting an hour at noon to rest the horses,

succeeded by sunset in reaching Sherikui the last inhabited spot at

this side of the pass, from which however it was still distant eighteen

miles. In the course of this day’s journey we had first come on micace-

ous schist, dipping to the N. W. at an angle of about 45°, which soon

however increased until the strata became perfectly vertical. Gneiss

then succeeded, but soon gave way and the mica slate again came up

graduating insensibly into black slate, intersected by numerous thin

veins of quartz, and presenting in the neighbourhood of Sukht-i-chenar

a large, valuable though unwrought, iron mine, of the kind usually

denominated red sparry iron ore ! This graduation of the micaceous

into clay slate is well shown in some of the specimens I was enabled to

collect, and which with specimens of the different ores mentioned I

hope when an opportunity presents to have the honor of forwarding.

In the mica slate immediately over the entrance of the pass, and on

the very summit of the hill, occurs a vein of silver ore which how-

ever appeared to me so poor that it would scarce pay the expense of

working. I heard of a much richer vein in the pass of Panjabir
,

which was said to have been worked to a great extent in the time of

the Bhagatais, but this I had not one opportunity of seeing : during the

3 u
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inarch granite once or twice made its appearance, shooting up abruptly

through the slate. It was of a large open grain approaching nearly

the species termed graphic. Wherever the valleys opened advantage

had been taken of it for the purposes of cultivation, and we passed

several little green spots, containing mulberries, walnuts, fields of

barley, and a dwarf cotton, which, though in pod, did not exceed six or

eight inches in height. Next day the formation was extremely simple

and well defined. At first we had a mica slate in strata running nearly

east and west, and dipping at an angle of 75° a little to the west of

north. To this succeeded gneiss in irregular blocks, with contorted

laminae gradually changing into regular strata, the dip of which (in the

same direction as that of the mica slate), increased until they became

perfectly vertical, and then came up the granite, forming the last six

miles of the ascent, and shooting up above the pass in such precipitous

peaks that the snow which lay thick round their base could find no

resting place along the sides.

The road had risen so gradually that it was not until within 12 or

15 miles of the summit that we found the ascent becoming so rapid as

to cause the stream which occupied the bottom of the valley to cascade,

nor did we ourselves experience any considerable difficulty until we had

arrived within a mile of the pass. It then became very steep, and in

consequence of a partial thaw of the snow, very slippery and dangerous.

The horses fell and appeared much distressed. We were obliged to

dismount and proceed on foot, and in so doing we met the goods of a

Kafila which had reached the opposite side of the pass, but in conse-

quence of its slippery state had been unable to proceed. A fresh sup-

ply of beasts of burden had been collected on this (the south) side, and

were waiting below while the goods were being transported over the

summit on men’s shoulders. As this was on the 1 9th October it will

serve to give a fair idea of the early period at which this pass becomes

impracticable. We learned from the persons employed in collecting

toll that in ten days more at furthest it would be finally closed by the

snow, after which time no Kafila could venture. The reports of the na-

tives had informed us the persons ascending this pass were frequently

seized with giddiness, faintness, vomiting, and the other symptoms usu-

ally described as occurring at considerable elevations, and though we

ourselves experienced nothing of the kind, yet we see no reason to doubt

the general correctness of the story, as we estimated the total height

of the pass as little inferior to that of Mount Blanc. This is a point we

regret exceedingly we had not the means of determining in any precise

mode. A thermometer which we had brought with the intention of

ascertaining the boiling point of water on* the summit was unfortunately
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broken on our first day’s march, and a barometer was too cumbrous and

ostensible an object for persons wishing to avoid observation. How-

ever from calculations made by Lieut. Leech (to whose survey I refer

for all topographical details), respecting the rates of ascent at portions

of the road, we felt inclined to conclude that the total height could not

be less than 15,000 feet, and comparisons which I have subsequently

been able to make with other passes in the same range, the height of

which I ascertained, afford me assurance that this is by no means an

over-estimate.

We searched in vain on the top for the Kirm i barf or snow-worm,

the existence of which is confidentially affirmed by the natives who ac-

counted for our want of success by saying that fresh snow had fallen,

and that the worm was only to be found on that of last year. In that case

its existence at least on this pass must be extremely limited, as it would

be hard to name a month in which snow does not or may not fall here.

At the time of our visit the snow, which on the southern face extend-

ed in any quantity to a distance of not more than four or five miles, on

the northern, reached eighteen or twenty ; and at a subsequent period,

November 9th, when I made an attempt to go into Turkistdn by the

pass of Sir-Alang*, and met with no snow until within ten miles of

the summit, it actually on the northern face extended 60 miles or nearly

four days’ journey. This is a fact which forcibly arrested my attention

as the reverse is well known to be the case, in the Himalaya chain where

snow lies lower down on the southern face than on the northern, to an

extent corresponding with 4000 perpendicular descent. But the

Himdlaya and the Hindu Kush have the same aspect, the same general

direction, lie nearly in the same latitude, and in fact are little other than

integral parts of the same chain. The local circumstances however

connected with each are precisely reversed. The Himalaya has to the

north the elevated steppes of central Asia, and to the south the long

low plains of Hindustan. Hindu Kush, on the other hand, has to the

south the elevated plains of Kabul and Koh-i-Ddman between five or six

thousand feet above the level of the sea, while to the north stretch away

the depressed, sunken and swampy flats of Turkistdn ; Balkh, according

to Captain Burnes, being only 1800 feet, while Kunduz at which

I am now writing is by the boiling of the waterf not quite 500 above

the surface of the ocean.

* The upper district in the Parwan valley is called Alang

;

the mountain pass over

it Sir-Alang
; Sir simply meaning head or top.—Mr. Elphinstone writes it Sauleh

Oolong.

+ The mean of three thermometers which had been carefully boiled and registered

at the sea level.

3 u 2
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I should mention, that since commencing this report I have been

agreeably interrupted by an invitation in my professional capacity,

to the court of Meer Minad Bey, the chief of Kunduz , in acr

cepting which, anxious to explore a new route, I first in company

with Lieut. Wood, N. I. attempted the valley of Parwan and pass

of Sir-Alang, but being repelled by the depth of snow and a vio-

lent storm which came on just as we had reached the summit, we

were obliged to return and go by the road of Bdmian. In this way

I have been enabled considerably to extend my acquaintance with the

chain of Hindu Kush, and shall therefore venture one or two observa-

tions further respecting it. A core of granite, and resting on it a deep

bed of slate, are the prominent features in its structure. The direction

of those as well as of the chain itself is generally from east to west,

and as a consequence of this its largest and most open valleys will na-

turally lie in the same direction, while the steepest ascents will be met

with in proceeding from south to north. This a-priori induction is

perfectly confirmed by my experience. The pass of Hir-Alang and

the pass, as it is called par excellence, of Hindu Kush, are both met in

an attempt to proceed north, and the roads leading to each are for

wheeled carriages perfectly impassable, while the vale of Ghorband,

which runs east and west through the heart of the mountains for thirty

or forty miles, would admit of a coach being drawn the greater part of

the way ; and the Bomian road, which has in every part been traversed

by heavy guns, is so nearly in the same direction that Hujighat, the

point at which it turns the extremity of Hindu Kush, though 80 miles

in a direct line from Kabul, is accordiug to Lieut. Wood’s observations,

but ten miles north of the latitude of that city*.

The granite that forms the summit of the entire ridge is from the

pure whiteness of the felspar and the glossy blackness of the horn-

blende of a very beautiful appearance. A peculiarity was observable

in its structure wheire we first reached it, which I do not remember to

have seen before. The hornblende had become so collected in patches

through the rock that the whole looked as though it were a conglome-

rate containing dark-colored pebbles of a previous formation, nor was

it without a closer examination that I was able to satisfy myself as to

the real nature of the fact. These concretions were always of a sphe-

roidal form, varying in size from a diameter of two or three inches to a

foot and upwards, and evidently possessed of superior powers of resis-

tance ; for in cases where the mass of the rock had suffered from wea-

* See Lieut. Wood's survey for this and all other topographical details alluded to

on the Bdmiun and Sir-Alang roads.
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thering or been fractured by some external force, these were frequently

seen uninjured and protruding in rounded nodules beyond the general

surface. A similar fact, if I mistake not, has been noted by M. Brong-

niart as occurring in a granite of Corsica, and taken in connection with

Hall’s experiments on the fusion and subsequent refrigeration of basalt,

it forms a most interesting link in the chain of evidence which goes to

connect granite with rocks of undoubted igneous origin. This same

peculiarity of mineralogical structure was again remarked by me when

I came on what I thence conclude to be part of the same outbreak of

granite (though at a somewhat diminished elevation), between Agrabad

and Saighan on the road north of Bamian, and it is not a little re-

markable that it was here accompanied by an almost basaltic arrange-

ment of the rock. This is so evident that Captain Burnes in his for-

mer journey, viewing it merely with the eye of a traveller says, “ Clifts

of granite blackened by the elements rose up in dusky but majestic

columns not unlike basalt.” Next to the granite lies the great slate

formation I have mentioned, and which must be considered as including

gneiss, mica and clay-slate of numerous varieties, with chlorite and other

subordinate slates, as well as veins of carbonate of lime and quartz, the

latter sometimes attaining a thickness of two or three hundred yards,

though more frequently from a few inches to two or three or four feet.

Of all these the gneiss appears to occupy the inferior position though

this is by no means constant, on the contrary every possible alteration

may be found amongst them. The formation is of very great extent

reaching in length from Attok, where we first came on it, in the form

of black roofing slate, to the longitude of Bamian

,

100 miles west of

Kdbul. It probably extends much farther, but I speak only of what I

have seen.

Its mean breadth may be safely stated at between twenty and thirty

miles, at least three perfect sections which I have made of it were all

fully of that extent. It runs in the first instance north of the basin of

Peshawar , hard, blue, non-fossiliferous limestone*, which we had

traced upon it from Hasan Abdul, parting from it at the Gidergalla,

and going round to form the southern edge. It is then continued

north of the basins of Jalalabad and Kabul, sending down the twa

southerly deflexions or outlying ridges which mark their ancient mar-

gins, and which we traversed by the Khaibur pass, and that which leads

through Tiyen to Balkh, distances of thirty and twenty-five miles

respectively. A smaller slaty ridge separates KabulTrom the plain of

* The same Dr. Falconer informed me, which from its being so generally found

along the base of the Himalaya chain, is usually termed sub-Himalayan.
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Koh-i-D&man, and when you have arrived at the summit of this and

attempt to go north you again meet with this same slaty belt of thirty

miles in thickness, which must be traversed before you reach the granite

core of Hindu. Khsh In short to attempt a generalization more exten-

sive perhaps than I am strictly warranted in offering, though derived

from many sections in various directions, I would say, that an observer in

passing south, from the top of Hindu Kush, to the parallel of Kulabagh,

would see first a core of granite with coating of slate, as in the grand

mountain chain ; next a core of slate with a coating of limestone as at At-

tok and Khairabad ; then ancient hills of limestone, hard, blue, and non-

fossiliferous, as in the ridge between PeshAwnr and Kohat; then a core

of more modern limestone (fossiliferous) writh a coating of new red sand-

stone as in the hills south of Kohat, and then would find himself amongst

aluminous clay, sulphur, gypsum, bituminous shale and rock-salt which

occur near Lucid Ismael Khail and Teri, and are thence continued south

to the parallel I have mentioned terminating the groupe.

Respecting the slate I shall only add that north of the Kush it ap-

peared to be by no means of the same extent or importance. After

passing the granite I have mentioned at Saighan, I again came on it;

but it did not exceed four or five miles in breadth, and its place seemed

occupied by silicious sandstone and fossiliferous sandstones which here

are of immense depth ; as however I have rather turned than crossed

the ridge in my way to Turkistdn, 1 have not examined it at each side

and under similar circumstances.

Subordinate to the slate formation, limestone both primitive and se-

condary occurs. The former in vast cliffs overhangs the upper part of

the valley of Parwan, and exhibits numerous and large natural cavities, in

one of which the water of the valley is engulphed and does not re-appear

for a distance of twm miles. The general color of the limestone here

is of a light gray and striped, but masses of it which have fallen from

above and lie in the w'ater-course are often of a dazzling whiteness. I

cannot say I met with any of this same formation in my way up to the

pass of Hindu Kush, but an extensive limestone formation which I shall

have occasion to notice again, is to be found in the Ghorband valley

and affords a matrix in which occur ores of antimony, iron, and lead.

Still further west on the Bamian road near Jubrez, I again met with

this same limestone, grey and crystalline, in vertical strata, and running

east and west, aud I learned that immediately to our south in the hills

round Mulun it affords quarries of white marble, which it was further

said might be had along the back of the whole range west to Herat and

couth to Kandahar. At the former of these places it has been worked
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from time immemorial, but at Kabul its existence was unknown until

the days of the emperor Shah Jeha'n*, to whom it was disclosed by a

Herdti stone-cutter, when he was occupied in the pious task of erecting

a mausoleum to his great progenitor Baber. The marble for the

mosque and tomb of this structure which still exists, though sorely frayed

by time, was brought at immense expense from Delhi

;

but the marble

pavement, as well as the materials for the enclosure that surrounds the

whole, were in consequence of the Herati’s suggestion derived from the

quarries ofMidun. The marble is not equal to that of Delhi, but still has

a pure color, an open crystalline texture, and is commended by the

workmen as yielding readily to the chisel. From the unskilfulness of

the workmen employed in raising it, large slabs are with difficulty pro-

cured, and in consequence the price is high, four rupees being charged

for a slab, a guzf square, in its rough state at the quarry.

In this part of its course (near Jubrez), the limestone alternates with

mica and clay-slate, and a stratum of it again occurs a few miles fur-

ther,—one at Sir-cheshmeh. It is not more than a mile or a mile and a

half in breath ; but it suffices to give birth to the beautiful and abun-

dant spring from which the place derives its name ( Sir-i-cheshmeh
—

literally, fountain’s head), and which forms the true source of the Kabul

river. Twenty miles further on, between Gardun-i-Dewan and Gul-

gahni, limestone once more appeared in the form of a very thin vein,

about 150 feet in breadth, perfectly conformable with the strata of

slate which enclosed it : and here again it threw up a spring which,

however unlike the former, was deeply impregnated with iron saline

matter, and abundance of carbonic acid gas, that caused the whole to

effervesce as though it were boiling. This spring has many medical

virtues attributed to it by the natives, and is extensively used as a tonic,

particularly for impaired powers of digestion, to which I have no doubt

it proves serviceable. Its temperature was 51° Fahr. which probably

is somewhat below its natural standard, inasmuch as it was surrounded

at the time of observation with melting snow. The temperature of the

well of Sir-chashmeh, nearly in the same parallel of latitude, I had ascer-

tained two days before to be 54° 5', and another well also from lime-

stone near Agrabad, half a degree further north, I found to be 54°.

I would here remark that the temperature of wells, as generally

taken without reference to the formation in which they occur, must

needs be a most imperfect, indeed erroneous, method of approximating

* My informant said Homaivun, but as the inscription on the tomb shews it to

have been erected by Shah Jehan, 1 have transferred the story to him,

f About three feet English,
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to the mean temperature of the place, inasmuch as different rock for-

mations, like different metals, vary much in their power of conducting

heat. Thus, a well at Peshawar gave me a temperature of 64°, while

one at Attolc, almost under the same parallel of latitude and at the

same altitude above the sea, was as high as 78°, the thermometer at

sunrise in each case standing about 80°. But the well at Peshawar

was in loose clay, mixed with vegetable mould, a notoriously bad con-

ductor of heat, while that at Attuk was in hard black slate, which would

thus appear to have a very different quality. Again a well at Agrabad

in limestone, latitude 35° north, shewed a temperature of 54° Fahr.

while another in slate a few miles further north, stood at 48°, the al-

titude of both being nearly equal, and the thermometer at sunrise be-

low the freezing point ; so that in this instance also, the slate would

appear to have had superior powers of conduction. To pursue this,

however, would lead me too far from my present subject, besides it is

time I should come down from the top of the mountain, which we did,

though not until we had gratified our curiosity with many a longing

glance down the snow-clad vale that led towards Turkistan, and indulg-

ed our loyalty in a libation to the health of our youthful queen as the

first of her majesty’s subjects, indeed we may add of Europeans, who

had succeeded in surmounting this celebrated range.

We now turned our attention towards the vale of Ghorband, the

opening of which, distant about 14 miles from the plain, we had noticed

in our upward course, threading off to the south of west so as to stand

nearly at a right angle with the pass we had travelled, the general lie

of which was a little to the west of north. And nothing could be more

striking than the difference between the two valleys. The one narrow,

rocky, and uneven, with an average fall of 200 feet per mile, so that it

was impossible it should even have contained any other waters than

those of a rapid headlong torrent, while the other, that which we now

entered was wide, level, and fertile. The primitive rocks had retired

to a distance of from one to three miles, and within them was depo-

sited a secondary row of small rounded hills consisting of conglomerate

pebbles and clay, and horizontal strata of fine mud, such as could only

have been collected during a long series of years from the tranquil wa-

ters of a scarcely moving lake. Along such a formation we travelled

for about 15 miles, the hills I have described generally lying to the

south of the road, while the Ghorband river, of a respectable breadth

and not in all places fordable, run close along the edge of the slate

which descended in steep cliffs on our north. But on reaching Suja~

garh, the hitherto uniform tints of the mountain were seen to be varie-
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gated with red, green, and ashen grey, which on examination we found

to be produced by ochre, red, indurated clay, decaying green stone and

strata of volcanic ashes. These indications of ancient volcanic action, and

along with them, efflorescence and sheets of sulphate of lime, the deposits

of springs which had whitened large tracts on the side of the range, ex-

tended along westward, as we continued our course to Chandi,—the vol-

canic indications being generally at an inconsiderate elevation, and in

most instances capped by conglomerate or beds of clay to a depth of

50-200 feet. The valley we were told, stretched away west and south-

west, until it nearly reached to Bamian; but the upper end of it

was inhabited by the Shaik Ali, a lawless tribe of Huzarahs who
acknowledge no ruler, and rob every one that comes within their grasp,

so that for a long series of years, the road has been closed to the

traveller and the merchant.

We were therefore obliged to terminate our researches at Chandi,

but it gave me no little pleasure, on a subsequent journey, to recognize

the very same volcanic indication with basalt, and anzodaloid superad-

ed, in the vale of Lohuk

,

which is distant about 40 miles southwest of

the point where we were now turned back, and to be able to trace these

indications through Topclie up to Bamian itself, and finally to iden-

tify by its mineralogical characters, as well as by its geological connec-

tions, the conglomerate in which the caves of Bamian are scooped,

and its gigantic idols carved, with the conglomerate in the vale of

Ghorband, in which we now proceeded to examine a more extensive

and more useful excavation. This was a lead mine which had been

worked in the time of the Chagatais, but which, from the ignorance of

the Afghans or the troubles which have so constantly beset them, has been

totally neglected, insomuch that the inhabitants of the neighbourhood were

perfectly unaware of its nature, and viewed it with a sort of superstitious

reverence, as a relic of some mysterious folk of former times. They
even made some difficulties about shewing us the entrance, and when
they understood our intention of going in, earnestly attempted to dis-

suade us ; a few agreed to accompany us as torch-bearers, though the

greater part shook their heads at their rashness. Having obtained a good
supply of oil, and taken a compass that we might be sure of our way
back again, we commenced our under-ground exploration at the auspi-

cious hour of noon, on the 22nd October, 1837.

The mine is known by the name of Feringal*, is situated at the

* In an ingenious paper on the site of Alexandria ad Caucasum, I observe Mr.
Masson wishes to appropriate this as the cave of Prometheus. I am sorry to

deprive him of it, especially for so ignoble a purpose as to convert it into a lead

3 x
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upper part of the district of Churde, about thirty miles from the entrance

of the valley of Ghoi bond, and on the side of a hill facing the east, at

an elevation of about 250 feet above its base. The hill is composed

beneath of quartz rocks, above conglomerate, and between both is a

thin, schistose layer, which, as well as the quartz, appears to dip awray

rapidly to the west. The excavation is entirely made through the con-

glomerate, and descends to the depth of one hundred feet perpendicular

before it reaches the ore, which is a galena or sulphuret of lead ex-

tremely rich and valuable. The galleries have been run and shafts

sunk, with a degree of skill that does no little credit to the engineering

knowledge of the age ; but I am yet at a loss to understand what could

have induced them to sink a mine on the spot they have chosen, as

there is not the slightest external indication that I could perceive of the

presence of mineral in the hill ; nor was it until they had mined to 100

feet perpendicular descent and an actual distance of more than half an

English mile that they came on the ore. Perhaps had I been able to

get to the back of the hill I might have found the mineral cropping out

there, still if that was the case, why was the excavation not made at

that side ? One thing is evident that the works were commenced on

knowledge and principle, not on blind chance ; for on arriving at cham-

ber No. 1, a regular shaft, two feet square, and eleven feet deep had

been sunk, and not finding the ore, they continued their gallery about

forty yards, further to chamber No. 2, where the ore actually exists.

Now at a first attempt (for there was no previous shaft sunk), to reach

so very near their object as six or eight feet, which was the total dif-

ference in level between the bottom of the shaft and chamber No. 2,

shewed an acquaintance with the lie of the mineral and the level at

which they had arrived that could scarcely be exceeded in the present

day. By the kindness of my friend and fellow-traveller, Lieut Leech,

I am enabled to annex a plan of the works and view of one of the

chambers, which will at once afford a clear explanation of the whole,

and save the necessity of entering into further details*.

The galleries w ere in some places so low that wre were obliged to crawl

on all fours, and this, added to the heat and smoke of the torches and

the quantities of dust wrhich we knocked in our progress, rendered our

task not a little fatiguing, and at times almost threatened us with suffo-

cation. The dryness of the mine was so perfect that putrefaction

mines, but eu revanche, I can offer him the cave of Talagcd, (mentioned in a sub-

sequent part of this paper,) which being1 a natural excavation will probably suit him
better. Major Wilford is for having the cave of Prometheus at Auk-Serai, to

which 1 know of but one objection, that there is no cave there.

* This will be forwarded hereafter, not having come to hand.
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seemed almost at a stand still. One of the human skulls which we

found, had the scalp and hair attached to it, in a good state of preser-

vation, and a porcupine which lay at the bottom of the shaft, though

evidently long dead, was almost entire.

The only living animal in the excavation was a bat, (Rhinolophus,)

which I have preserved ; but the quills and other spoils of porcupines,

with a great heap of their dung shewed this to have been a favorite

resting place with them for many generations. The remains of oxen

and sheep which occurred, had probably been taken down for the pur-

pose of feeding its human inhabitants in former times, and this was

rendered still more likely, from the circumstance of the horns having

been sawn off the heads of the rams ; such a practice obtaining even to

the present day, the object being to place on some rustic shrine (zearut),

to which they are considered an appropriate offering. Half-burnt blocks

of timber were in some of the large chambers, but we did not succeed

in finding tools of any sort.

From the number of galleries we had to examine on our passage

downward, before ascertaining the right road, we were more than two

hours in reaching the one, but our return only occupied 20 minutes.

We did not reach the extreme limit of the excavation, as the fear of

our oil being exhausted compelled us to limit our researches. The

total time we remained under ground was a little short of 3 hours.

We returned to the external world at 5 minutes before 3 of p. m. and

found nearly the whole population of the neighbourhood assembled to

witness our resurrection. We retraced our steps the same evening to

Kinchak, immediately at the back of which is a mountain, from which

antimony is procured in abundance. The formation is black slate,

and the ore is on the surface, so that it requires no further description.

Murdar sungan, ore of lead, I have not ascertained of what nature,

and my specimens are at Kabul while I am writing at Kunduz
, occurred

in the valley under Kinchak, and was also to be found on our way to

Hindu Kush, under the village of K shim. The ore is crystallized,

and is generally picked up in lumps at the bottom of the valley, being

distinguished as I was told, by its property of drying with great rapidi-

ty, so that the usual time of gathering it is after a shower of rain when

all the other stones are wet. The mine of it is not known, but certain-

ly must be very near, as these lumps are got in great abundance, and are

said by the natives to be brought down by the stream, the source of

which is, at most, but 3 or 4 miles distant.

At Kinchak and generally through this district, the slate was found

reposing on quartz rock, which in other parts of the range seldom ap-

3x2
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peared. The slate was in many places black and crumbling, (a variety

described by MacCullack,) and looked as if altered by fire.

In a limestone hill, west of Fuligird, occurs another mine of antimo-

ny like the former on the surface, and on our way to visit this, we
unexpectedly hit on a very magnificent natural cavern, which we ex-

plored (having sent back for torches), to the distance of three or four

hundred yards ; but without finding bones or indeed any thing to reward

us, except the sight of some very large and transparent stalactites. The
cavern was situated almost on the summit of the hill, 2000 feet above

the Ghorbund valley, which with its river now lessened to a silver thread,

and its gardens of apricots, mulberries, and almonds, in their autumnal

livery, looking as though they had been painted on the lofty and per-

fectly barren mountains, which every where towered above them, had a

singularly beautiful and almost magical appearance.

This hill is based on quartz rock, between which and its limestone

cap intervenes a bed of decaying mica slate about 500 feet in thickness.

This has a gentle dip (it)
0

) towards the southwest, and the limestone,

which is grey, and crystalline, lies conformably on it. The mouth of

the cavern is marked by a wild almond tree which grows over it, and

seems to spring from the bare rock. There is a second opening about

100 feet lower down, but the rock is so precipitous that this can only

be approached through the cavern. Iron ore occurs so abundantly-

through the entire range that I have thought it unnecessary to particu.

larize its localities. The richest I have seen is the black iron ore near

the pass of Hnjeeghuk, where it forms entire hills by itself; but from the

difficulty of carriage and total want of fuel its value must be consider-

bly diminished.

Copper is not to be found in the parts which I have visited, all the

specimens brought to me were from the neighbourhood of Bajour north

of Peshawar. They were principally malachite and peacock ore,

and seemed rich in metal.

I heard of the existence of lapis lazuli in the vicinity of Fuligard

and sent a man to search for it in the direction indicated, but he return-

ed unsuccessful.

Zinc in the form of its effloresced white sulphate, known here by the

name of zdk, occurs generally through the volcanic region I have de-

scribed, as do also sulphur, sal-ammoniac, ochre, and nitre. There is a

salt spring at Nimakan , which lies between Ghorband and Kairshana ;

but salt for domestic purposes is generally' brought from near Balkh.

The influence of petrifying springs has been extensive in this district

;

some of them are still at work, others closed up by their own deposits.
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In the neighbourhood of Lohuk they were particularly abundant, and in

one place, the beds cut through by a torrent shewed a thickness of 50

feet, the individual layers not exceeding 1 to 3 inches.

On our way back through the plain of Koh-i-Ddman we paid a visit

to Reg-rowan (the flowing sand), which has long been an object of

wonder, and veneration to the natives. It is simply a bed of loose

sand on the slope of a hill, which if set in motion by any cause, as by

the wind or by a man, rolling down from the top, produces lengthened

sonorous vibrations not unlike those of the string of a bass-viol. The

fact is mentioned by Baber who compares the noise to that of drums

or nagarehs, and a corresponding fact has been noticed as occurring at

Jubbul Tor on the shore of the Red Sea. On my way into Kabul I

noticed two other similar though smaller collections of sand on project-

ing hills, and in all cases these projections faced the south. The sand

is such as would proceed from the disintegration of granite consisting

chiefly of quartz and hornblende, but there is no rock of the kind near-

er than the opposite side of the plain. A west or southwest wind

would certainly have no difficulty in transporting it this distance, and if

so brought it would naturally collect on the projections I have men-

tioned, which are at right angles with the general lie of the hill-range

here, and form so many rocks or corners. I am hardly as yet justified

in making any inference respecting the frequency of such winds, but I

may state the simple fact that on referring to my register for the 20

days, I spent in Kabul, September 20th to October 10th, I find that

during 14 days of them, these winds prevailed.

We returned over the Dusht i Baghram which antiquarians seem to

have fixed on as the site of Alexandria ad Caucasum. The num-

ber of coins found here principally Grecian and Cufic, is immense.

Mr. Masson last year procured no less than 35,000 ; and during a halt

of a few hours, two children employed by Lieutenant Wood picked up

from 20 to 30.

On my arrival at Kabul I had the gratification to find a message

awaiting me from Sheer Muhammad Minad Bey, requesting my pro-

fessional attendance on his brother who has long suffered from an eye

complaint.

The consequence is that I am now with Captain Burnes 1

" permission

passing the winter in Kunduz, while Lieutenant Wood, who accompa-

nied me, is on his way to investigate the source of the Oxus.
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IIT .—Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky
, the Balochhy and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies of the Baraky, the Pashi, the

Laghmani, the Cashgari, the Peerhat, and the Deer dialects. By
Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

Grammar of the Brahuiky Language.

This language is spoken throughout the Khknship of Khaldt, the

boundary line of which may be drawn through Harrand, Shall, Kokak
and Kech, and the district called Garamsel

;

the handwriting is Per-

sian, as well as the letters of the alphabet with the exception of a

peculiar l something near the Devanagan ZS, and a t pronounced with

a strong emission of the breath from the roof of the mouth. The
Brahuees say that their original country is Halab {Aleppo), and that a

great number emigrated to Balochistdn, about 20 generations ago,

under a chief of the name of Kambar, from whom there arose the

tribe called Kambrdnees, now the first in consequence, and in which

the Khanship is made hereditary.

Alphabet.

The system of Romanizing adopted is that now generally followed,

formed on the Italian pronunciation of the vowels. Besides the Nagari
consonant the Brahuiky makes use of the Arabic

£ and ^ and in using

that character the l is sometimes pronounced like the last n in the French
non, or the Sanskrit anuswara. The cerebrals are marked by a dot under
them.

Gender.

There is no termination to express the gender in this language
;
but a

separate word narrangd is prefixed for the masculine and madagha for the
feminine, as narrangd chulc, a male bird, madagha chulc, a female bird, and
these are only used in order more particularly to define the object, which
is never at first mentioned but in the common gender.

Declension of Nouns.

As I consider the word case to mean state, I can no more allow the

words “ of a horse” to be the case or state of the word “ horse” than I

would consider one and twopence to be the case or state of a shilling.

There is I think accordingly only one case in English,which is the original

;

and only two in Hindustani, ghord the original or nominative, and ghore

the inflected state prepared for the addition of the post positions*.

There is only one case for nouns in Brahuiky, which is the original or

nominative as hull, a horse.

A noun is joined to another to form one compound idea in the following

ways.

To denote possession na is introduced between the two words as hulind

hurra, a horse’s colt.

* The author we think mixes up the notion of grammatical case with inflection.

The casus or accident in which the noun or name of a thing may be placed quoad
other things, as whether it be the agent, the instrument, the object, the possessor,

or the deprived, may be as legitimately expressed by prepositions or postpositions as

by inflections. We do not however feel at liberty to alter the text.

—

Ed.
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To denote abstraction dn is introduced as viatan asit, one from two and
hulian ditar, blood from the horse ;

ustat dud, wishes from the heart.

To denote donation ne ore is added as ddde yete, give to him.
To make a noun the instrument of a circumstance ene is added, as zagh-

mene, with a sword, from zoghm, a sword ; latene, with a stick, from lat,

a stick.

To make a noun the cause of a circumstance an is added, as tapdn from
a wound, the original case being tap, a wound.
To denote inclusion ti is added to the noun, as Sharti, in the city,

from shar, a city ;jangati Icuskuue, died in battle, from jang battle.

Position is denoted by adding at to the noun, as da Kasarat duzare,

there is a thief on that road, from kasar , a road, speaking of a road as a

whole, or by adding ai as Kasarui piru araghase, there is an old man on
the road, in the limited sense.

To denote approach or direction ai is added to the noun, as I' Haidra-

badai Icawd, I will go to Hydrabad*.
Superposition is denoted by the addition of a, as hull d, on the horse;

kata tikhakh
,
put on the bed.

Companionship is denoted by the addition of to, to the inflected case of
the pronouns, as neto bafar, I will not go with thee, from ni, thou.

Number.

There are some words that remain the same in both numbers, and either

the verb must point out to which they belong, or an adjective of quantity ;

for instance hull is the Brahuiky for a horse, and horses can only be ex-
pressed by the addition of such a word as the adjective many, as “ baz
hull,” many horses ; or by such a verb as are neighing, tawar her, as, the
horses are neighing, hull tawar leer ; the horse is neighing, hull tawdr
kek.

But to conform to old established usage and as the word hull is said

by some to have a plural,! subjoin the word, declined through all its cases.

Nom.
Gen.
Bat. & Ace.

Abl.

Singular

huli

hulina
huline

hulian

Plural.

hulilc.

hulita

halite

hulityan

Declension of a Compound Noun.

Sharanga narina... a good man.
Singular.

Nom. sharanga narina ,

Gen. sharanga narinana
Bat. & Acc. sharanga narinaie
Abl. sharanga narinaghan

Plural.

sharanga narinaghak
sbaranga narinaghata
sharanga narinaghate
sharanga narinaghatiyan

* Whatever name may be given to them, the Brahuiki inflections are evidently
nearer to the Sanskrit than those of most modern dialects

; and this militates
against the derivation of the tribe from Aleppo. Compare the following:—

Sanskrit.
Nominative S. ah P. ah
Instrumentive ena
Objective aya (ne for nouns in i)

Ablative at (changeable to an &c.)
Genitive nah (for nouns in i)

Locative e, i, or tah
The accusative or second case alone seems wanting, being supplied by the dative

or, properly, objective case. The plural cannot so easily be traced unless we suppose
bh to be changed to t.—Ed.

Brahuiki.
. a P. a
ene
ai (huline from huli.)

dn and dt

nd as huli, liulind

at ti
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Comparison.

There are no regular affixes for comparison, but the force of the degree*
may be expressed in the following manner.

Dajuwan e that is good.
Da juwanosite that is better.

Da kuiau juwanosite that is better than all.

Da edan junan e. this is better than that.

Da kul meettyan doulatmand e. He is richer than all the Meers.

Pronouns.

Of the first Personal Pronoun.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. I I nan we
Gen. Kana my nana ours

Dot. Kane m« nane us

'Abl. Kenyan from me nanyan from us

Second Personal Pronoun.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ni thou niim ye

Gen. Na thy numa yours

Bat. Ne thee nume you

Abl. Nyan from thee nuni) an from you

Third Personal Pronoun ; proximate-demonstrative verbal,

dad this, Sans. tat.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Da this dafk these

Gen. Dana of this dafta of these

Bat. Dade to this dafte to these

Abl. Dadan from this daftvan from these

Third Personal Pronoun.
,

remote, remote, od.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Od or o that ofk those

Gen. Ona of that ofta of those

Bat. Ode to that ofte to those

Abl. Odan from that oftvua from those

Third Personal Pronoun, remote ed.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. E or ed that efk those

Gen. Ena of that efta of those

Acc. & Bat. Ede to that efte to those

Abl. Edan from that eftyan rom those

Reciprocal Pronoun.
Tenat, self.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Tenat self

Gen. Tena of self The same.

Bat. Tene to self

Abl. Tenvan from self

Tenpaten, among themselves, (apas men.)

Interrogatives to animate beings.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Der who
Gen. Dinna whose The same.

Bat. Dere whom ni der us, who art thou ?

Abl. Derail from whom num derrure, nho are you?
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To inanimate objects.

Singular.

Ant what
Ara of which

Relative pronoun.
Ara whichever

Correlative pronoun.
Haino that one or the same.
Ara ida ki juvan, e kane hamo darkar e

Which thing soever is good, that 1 require.

Pronominal Adjectives.

Amro, what sort, as, o amro bandagh ase, what sort of man is that S

handunos i ut handunos ode, as I am so is he ; nek rupaiye akhadr are,

how many rupees are about you ;
akhadr lei ni tes nnmo khadr, t halev,

I will take as many as you will give ;
dohlco zebou zaif as khanat bazar,

ti, such a beautiful woman I saw in the bazar; ki wall wahna zaif as asak
handanos asak ki lalana phiuit, oli ! such a woman the image of a rose.

Days of the week.

Juma Friday Shishambe Tuesday
Awal i hafta Saturday Char shambe Wedriesday

Yek shambe Sunday Panj shambe Thursday
Du shambe Monday

Cardinal Numbers.
One asit Twenty hist

Two irat Twenty-one bist o yak
Three musit Twenty-two bist o do
Four char Twenty-three bist o sai

Five panj Twenty-four bist o char
Six shash Twenty-five bist o panj
Seven haft Twenty-six bist o shash
Eight hasht Twenty-seven bist o haft
Nine nuh T wenty-eight bist o hasht
Ten dah Twenty-nine bist o null
Eleven yazda Thirty see
Twelve duazda Forty chil

Thirteen senzda Fifty panj ah
Fourteen chanda Sixty shasht
Fifteen panzda Seventy haftad
Sixteen shouzda Eighty ashtad
Seventeen havda Ninety navad
Eighteen hazda Hundred Sad
Nineteen nozda

Ordinals. Fractions.
Awal first Miskhali a quarter rupee
Elo second Nem half
JVlustimiko third Shashai three quarters
Charmiko fourth Panjpa one and a quarter
Panjmiko fifth (lit. five quarters)

Conjugation of the verb substantive.
Present tense.

Singular. Plural.
1st person 1 asitut I am alone Nan asitun We are one
2nd „ Ni asitus Thou art alone Num asiture We are one
3rd ,, Od asite He is alone Dafk asitur They are one

This is rather an example of the auxiliary verb, asit signifying1

one.
3 Y
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Singular

Present tense of the verb substantive.

Plural.

I' a ret I am Nan aren We are

Ni ares Thou art Num areri You are

Od are He is Dafk arer They are

\st Imperfect.

I asnt I was Nan asnn We were

Ni asus Thou wast Num asure You were

Od asak He was Dafk asur They were

2nd Imperfect.

T masasut I was being Nan masasun We were being

Ni masasus Thou wast being Num masasure You were being

Od masas He was being. Dafk masasu They were being

Perfect.

I
' masunut I had been Nan masunun We had been

Ni masunus Thou hadst been Num masunure You had been

Od mas He had been Dafk masunu They had been

Future tense present.

I marev T will now be Nan maren We will now he

Ni mares Thou wilt now be Num mareri You will now be

Od marek He will now be Dafk tnarer They will now be

Future tense literal.

I' marot I will hereafter be Nan maron We will hereafter be
Ni maros Thou wilst hereafter he Num nurnxle You will hereafter b
Od maroi He will hereafter be Dafk maror They will hereafter b

Imperative.

Ni mares Be thou Num marere Be you
Od mare Let him be Dafk maror Let them be

Subjunctive mood.

Preceded bv agar if.

I' masut If I might be Nan masun If we might be
Ni tnasus If thou mightest be Num masude If you might be
Od masuk If he might be Dafk masur If they might be

Conjugation of the Verb To Ask.

Infinitive or verbal substantive, harrafing.

I' harraffiva I ask Nan harrafon
Ni harraffisa Thou askest Num harrafore
Od harraffik He asks Dafk harrafor

1st Imperfect.

I' harraffenut I asked Nar. harraffenun
Ni harraflenus

r

I'hou askedst Num harraffenure
Od harraffene He asked Dafk harraffenur

2nd Imperfect.

I'harraffeta I was asking Nan harraffena
N harraffesa Thou wast asking Num harraffere
Od karraffek He was asking Ofk liarraffera

Perfect.

I harrafesasut I had asked Nan harrafesasun
Ni harrafesasus Thou hadst asked Num harrafesasure You had asked
Od luirrafesas He had asked Dafk harrafesasu They will ask

We ask
You ask
They ask

We asked
You asked
They asked

We were asking
You were asking
They were asking

We had asked
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V harrafot

Ni harrafos

Od harrafo,i

Harraf

I' harrafut

Ni harrafus

Od harrafuk

I' harrafiv

Ni harrafos

Od harrafoi

Future Tense.

I will ask Nan harrafenun
Thou wilt ask Num harrafonure
He will ask Dafk harrafend

Imperative.

Ask thou Harrafbo

Subjunctive.

Preceded by agar if

If I might ask Nan harrafuna
If thou mightest ask Num harrafude
If he might ask Dafk harrafur

We will ask
You will ask
They will ask

Ask you

We might ask
You might ask
They might ask

Compound Future.

I shall have asked Nan harafina We shall have asked
Thou shalt have asked Num harrafere You shall have asked
He shall have asked Dafk harrafenure They shall have asked

Adverbs.

Amh, to-day ; pagi, to-morrow
;
palme, day after to-morrow ; kude,

day after that ;
kiidramds, day after that ; daro, yesterday ; mulkhudu

,

day before yesterday ;
kumulkhudit,, day before that ; kudir mulkhudu

day before that
;
ewadat, formerly; manjan, midday; digar (tire pare)

afternoon; nem shaf, midnight; awal kopas, the first pahar
;

irdt mi
kopas, the second pahar ; mustami kopas, third pahar

;
chdrme kopas,

fourth pahar.

Dasa now Arade where Chi wakt when
Guda after JTftudk on this side Hand on yes

Dade here Araka whence A ha no
Ede there Burza above Mat forsake

Peshan out Shef below Awal at first

Fahti in Jagai instead Zu quickly

Mur beyond Harde every day Bega in the evening
Harrank as far as Iska as far as Asi asi wakt, sometimes
Madana late Pada again Mada slowly

Must! near Arangi wherever Hamengi there

Char man on all sides Moni opposite Rasta paran on the

kundi
Chapa on the left Bas enough Ha mon

right side

even so

paran

Ham
side

also Parsie instead Baghair besides

Guda but Pahnad1 succes- Handoan even so

Mdjibat

Beera

according
to

mei’ely

pahna- sively

dati

Knear, Baghar
as kanek, near me

Conjunctions.

without

Oo, and; lekin, but
;

ki, that ; ede hi nak, go there; ede himp, do not

go there ;
parak, speak

;
pap, do not speak.

Interjections .

Ade, holla ! armdn, what a pity !

3 Y 2
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Vocabulary.

• [June,

Kasar road Mon black
Huch camel AAisun red
Kuchak a dog Piwn white
ATAaras an ox AAariun blue
Beesh an ass Samo bottle green
Pishi a cat Pdshkun yellow
Ira^A bread Hanen sweet
Dir water Kliaren sour
Tufak musket Be salt

Zaghm sword Turund salt, adj.

Ispar shield Nyari breakfast
Kus coat Basun heat
Shalw&r breeches Sehhk shade

Khe ri waistband Daspak handkerchief
Mochdi shoes Dey sun

Top hat Istar star

Du hand Nokh new moon
Nath foot Tubi full moon
Khun eye Billa bow
Bamus nose Sum arrow
Ba lip Math billy goat
Duvi tongue Ura house

Khaff ear Detik east

Katumb head Sharo good
Pishkou hair Gando bad
Risli beard Chuk bird

Barot mustachoes Kh»kho crow
Baj back Gunjishk sparrow

Mon face Dandan tooth

Kopa shoulder Or finger

Suroch elbow Kat a bedstead

Pun knee Da^Aar ground
Zif nail Kont carpet

Pid belly Moz boot

A'Aad bosom Be(ii a boat

Pas pudendum M ash mountain
Rotink entrails Pat stick

Kalakh cheek Khkkhar fire

Mar son Tanab rope

Masid daughter Bai grass

Arwat wife DarakAt a tree

Eelum brother Alu a fruit

Bav father Zardalu a fruit

Id sister Shaftalu a fruit

Lumma mother Hinar a fruit

Tat paternal aunt Sdf apple

Balia father’s mother Tut a mulberry
Ilia father’s brother Shahtut ditto

Zaif woman Sinjit a fruit

A"Aall stone Nar^Aoonch a fruit

Sandabe table Ispedar a fruit

Kahar angry Kaman chol pellit

jfAwash glad Ahingar ironsmith

jfAarma wolf Zargar goldsmith

Khalegha chitta MoUt milk

Rastar lion Avdast excrement
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Khasi butter Qudh clothes

Jfdaresh ghee Nuth flour

GAala grain Gwazee diversion

Pirish cheend Much fist

Shal cloak Daskalla glove

Bunga a ring Men mud
Gwand long Muru hare

MurgAun broad Dag/jar kid
Hurr deep Sor lamb
Darich door KhM ram
Kapas cotton Dragh false

Kas blanket Junub south

Drasam goat’s hair Bingun hunger
Sil leather Rast true

Taho wind Kutba west
Kaskun dead

Bavani
Jumuk
Durr
Phulo
Touk
Tawiz

Mis
Brinj

Ahin
Foldd
Surf
Shorali

Gokudt
Pilpil

Pil

-KViolim

Sa
Brinj

Su
Bedir
Zad chobah
Khazm
Khachal
Kootabh
Moochnak
Litik

Tas

Ornaments of Women.

forehead ornament Chandan har
large gold ring Daswand
large silver ring . Bdhink
nose ring Padink
necklace Chalav
charm Khyal

large necklace
bracelet

bangles
anklets
ring

mole or beauty spot

Metals and implements.

copper
brass

iron

steel

lead

saltpetre

sulphur
pepper
elephant
wheat
jav

rice

flesh

stew
haldee
a deer

a mule
hindevana
tweezers

sail

small round pan

Tal plate

Kudina hammer
Kadsan wooden basin

Joghin mortai-

fiT/ial pestle

Klvit

Trees on the Mountains.
Birudi

Apuds Magdumba
Qwan Peepal
Shishar Kasood

Kotor
Trees.

Bundi
Shampashtir Gidpit
Drishe Maimouk
Adchin Manguli
Bootav

Ratal
The grasses are

Kashum
Hawe Gorkav
Pootar Gwasht

Hinak go

Barak come
Toollak sit

Verbs.

Bathmarak get up
JfAachak sleep

Bashkabota awake
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Verbs transitive.

Kunnkh eat Chatteho lick

Dir kunakh drink Gatalbo bite

Jang karrak quarrel Gulam kar suck
TiM place Chatetabo sow
Tor karak weigh Langar kabo plough
Harf hin take away JTAulibo fear
JTAalbo beat Sama kes guess
Harf bot bear away Zindma live

Khnla* karak finish Ndsa grind
Halltak take Kaha die
Harribo rip up Halmak run
Hal bo hatbo bring Hagh weep
Tawar kabo call Harrabit throw away
Shair AAalt sing Jletakai let go
Ilati kai send iTAalt play (tune)
Hubbo look MaAAebo play (games)
TTAafto listen Shukdr kashe whistle
Hify learn Jakha cough
Pburka fill Hicban sneeze
Mauzil mas stay Tufka spit

PiraAA break piltibo shampoo
Harribo tear Thadbo cut
Shola pour out Tolkd halt weigh
£ty give Hisab kabo count
Halmaka flee MaAAebo laugh
Dirte khalt wet Ilebo leave
Lill wash .ZfAaribo scratch

SwSr mark mount Mdsbkbo rub
Buz halbo kiss Redetabo roll

Nathe murif kick Rad kes forget

Giri nety tie Shorn kar begin
Gum kes lose BashAA yety distribute

Qaer.a mala loosen Padai yety give back
rejoiceBareme hamp load Kwasb mar

M ugh sew Wedhkar besiege

Hef lift up Wrush kar assault

TiAAta put down A rath kabo stop
Shevma stoop Musun kar unset

Dir kar melt Tamma fell down
.STAalbo kill Basbmo get up
Tdgh bafak recline Burza kar open
Talan kabo spread Tafbo shut
Chatetabo scatter Refbo deceive

Dir chatetabo sprinkle Tonda kes sell

Rasebo arrive Halbo buy
Soqa kar wrap Chiring wander
Kad AAalbo dig Baram kar marry
Kahr kabo bury

swim
float

Tholif shave
Tar AAalbo

Neshtar AAalbo
Rai kar, (rawana

kar) dispatch

Tubi AAalbo duck Basibo boil

Dbadbo land Sajji kar roast

Beriai swar raa bo embark Bis fry
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Phrases and Dialogues.

quick succession and together by both parties meet-Greetings made in

ing.

Khwai basus

Dur Mus
Mak neduraMo
Eelumk, nedura Mo
Kabil nedura Me
Shahar nedura Me
Yar hamrah nedura khe
Shar dura khus
Dura Mairati lius

Dura khajoadus
Shukar ki basus

Shukar ki nana urati basus

Ne ^T/iuda hes
Haidrawadna kasar ara kani
Ara bare barane
Kane nishan etabo

E Haidrawadae kawa
O Kareme i hech kaparot
Agar num pare numa khataran
kareme kev

Da shaharti nane kukud dut amoi
Da shaharna pin der e

Da shaharti sarkarni malyat
akhadr, e

Da shaharna malyat hist panch
hazari salna nano

Hi aut Mom aseus
Ee baz panth karinut dan dangaer
nut

Huliya swar masut dam datwat
Ne marare
Ne masadare
Baz salamarek paida masuni
Duazda salnai paida masuni
Mirana baz lashkar are

Da hulina baha aMase
Eelum panj sadat souda karenut tena

hull e

Jwan karenus ki sonda karenus baz
masuni

Hulia cliist kar swar marak
Sai mares kasaratduz baz are phulor

ne
Da kasarat dun are ee dir kimif

Barisa ki kan
Bafar neto
Bariva ee tune
Kane rusMat yeti kav
Rupina ber baz tisa

ATAivaja tabare
Baz tyesa da bertyani
Panj sark tev

You are well come
Well and happy ?

Are your sons well ?

Your brothers are they ?

Your family are well ?

Your city all well ?

Your friends and companions all well?
Are you well and happy ?

The same
Ditto
Thank (God) you have come
Thanks that you come to my house
God has conducted you here
Which is the road to Hydrabad ?

What is it
‘ barabar' to ?

Point it out to me
I will go to Hyderabad
I will not do such a thing

If you tell me for your sake I will

do the thing

Shall I get a fowl in that village ?

What is the name of that town
In that city how much is the govern-
ment share ?

The produce of that town is 2500
a year

What caste are you of?
I have made a long march and am

tired

I was on horseback and am not tired

Have you a son ?

Have you a daughter?
Has she been born many years ?

She was born twelve years ago
Is the army of the Ameers great ?

What is the price of this horse ?

Brother, I have sold the horse for

five hundred
You have done well in selling it,

it is a large sum
Mount quickly

Take care, there are many thieves in

the road, they will rob you
Are there w'ells in that road that I

may drink water?
Are you going or how ?

1 will not go with you
I will go with you
Give me leave I will go
Many bers for a rupee
It is enough
What’s the price of these bers ?

I will give five sarks
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Hum aidane mubarak mare iman Brother, a pleasant eed to you, may
salamat mare or huje you be happy

Na, aid mubarak mare And a happy eed to you
Dade dah rupe, i yete Give him ten rupees
Asi monu paisas ti farata I will not give a monu
Antai tifes atarr.agar ua bavna malar) Why wont you give, will it be out of

ida as kaik

Obandag/t nara hina

ObandagrA jangti kaskune
Dade aiuu mir benifene /cAalat

I' Hydrabade ATAananut
I' Hydrabade /c/rautanut

Kh alt halkuni pidati kana
Ainu basuni

Ainu ya/rAi

G/ialagrAka puskunu
Aba puskun afas

Da ghd\nyhkk wadern a o

your father’s property, that you
refuse to give ?

That man run away
That man was killed in battle

To-day the meer presented him with

a dress of honor
1 have seen Hyderabad
I have not seen Hyderabad
I have a stomach ache

To-day is hot

To-day is cold

This food is fresh
,

No it is not fresh

This food is of many days

Aha baAAtawar ira tue da ghklaghkk No I reaped it two months ago you
harfenut ba/fAtawar baAAtawar

Da id a ase khisunu This article is of gold

Hum arajagana feAisun ase Brother of what country is the gold ?

Mekura.ua AAisun ase, ya Candarna Is it Mekran gold, or is it of Canda-
ite har ?

I'lum eta ATAuda chou oe arete jwan Brother, God knows that but it is

osit

Da rupaina gitla ase

Katume palif bo sholbo

Kana bute jod karene sahel

Nabisht kabo da kaghazate
Gudate sil

Piun kata

Shaharti rasenga ArAairat

Peshan hina gum marak

Brahuina hite hich tipra

Rupeiye halltak

Sogou karak
Tehanto (pan sail) sikhakh

Hulian shef mar
Bishhai swar marak huli reshe

AT/mlisa kaneyan cburokne kar

Daryav /cAarab masune, dir ta kutane

machit masune
Da na saile karak
Kane karem ure man sail kapana

I' /c/twari baz kftananut

Chiriighe lagaf

Chh'kglie kasif

Daryav wahesa liinak mulkate abad

karak gharibata ofk khush marer

good
This is a silver article

Wash and shave my head

The gentleman has drawn my pic-

ture

Write on this paper

Wash the clothes

Bleach them
I arrived safe at the village

Get out, do away with yourself,

fellow

I don’t understand a word of Bra-

huiky
Take the money
Hold fast

Keep them to yourself

Get down from the horse

Get on a donkey, the horse has a

raw
You fear me so, that you have wet

yourself

The river is spoilt, the water has

gone out, it has become shallow

Look at the fun

1 am busy, I can’t look

I have seen great trouble

Light the candle

Put the candle out

River ! flow on and make the coun-

try fertile that the poor may be

happy
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Baz sal zind mares
Mathusalam hasht sad sal zindmas
quda kask

Pir dase i palasut

Gudati kand helbo de, ai

I' Hydrabadte iratu masunut
Iratu Hydrabad ti aut karinus

Brahuina boli harfet dasa Braliui

masut
Da shaharte jwdno gudh paida maroi

I' kodi as viat halev

Dev frAorasanai kharid kanin ki

Tu asika hukmat Khudana na nak
duk jod maror

Ainu khed karenene
Da tutak iratu angud bisir

I' Sehwaniska kav pirana zyaratae

bedina mehnat akkadr,e

O.hite i bingasut

Da pulle gand kashe
Od ichana
Saheb kane kula kalkune
Pushad karene
Kukudatine jhale nana ghalaghkte

kungo
Ira rupei kanean Mwaya
Uoma Ratine shola balun basunu

A Brahuiky Song.

Gori marev o maru o lal

Netu barev o chunaka jawart

Pas bafes o maru o lal

Tes tifes o chunaka warna
Bamba,e salip o gul i lalah

Randi Mano i,ne o chunaka warna
Tena karo i^ne o gul i susan.

2nd.

Oh zabu nane dir yety
Na dik hanenu nane dir yet

y

Godi gidana nane dir yety

Nadik phudenu nane dir yety

3 z

May you live many years

Mathusalem lived for 800 years,then
died

The rain has fallen I have got wet
Put my clothes in the sun
I was two months in Hyderabad
What did you do for two months

at Hyderabad
I have learnt the Brahuiky language
and now I am a Brahui

Is there any good cloth produced in

that village ?

I will take a score

I take them to Khorasan to sell

In a month by the blessing of God
your hands and feet will be well

To-day you are perspiring

That mulberry will ripen in two
months

I will go to Sehwan to pay my devo-
tions to Peer, what is the hire of
a boat ?

I have heard that circumstance
Smell that flower

He sneezed
Sir, I have a cold

My nose is running
Catch that bird it has eaten all my

grain

He asked me for two rupees
Cut your hair, it has grown long

Translation.

He.
I will move as a censer round thee,

my precious little ruby !

She.

I will come with thee, oh fair and
loved youth 1

He.
You say yes, but perhaps you won't

come, my precious little ruby ;

Now you will give, now you won’t
give, oh beautiful young maid.

Don’t stand on the terrace, my bright
tulip.

The old bawd will see you, oh beau-
tiful young maid 1

She will make you hers,0 lovely lily!

2nd.
Oh zabu ! give me a little water.
Water from those hands must be

sweet

;

Give me a little water, O mistress of
(thy slave’s) house, give me a
little water,

Waterfrom those hands must be cool.

Give me a little water.
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Story in Brahuihy.

Char banda^A hinar hamra masu

;

asisargar, asitrakan, asi darzi, asi

fakir: da ka gidd darer hinar huk-

mat JfAudana hinar sahra seti hinar-

muhibo AAofanajaga seti, sham tama-

ta. Hesur pat dir KhaJchnre lagafer

iragh biser kungor tusurmaslatkarer

tenpaten sala kaning juwane daefe

paspani AAabardari kaning juwane

kul parer juwan toukal JfAudana

awal ko war dinai trakan pare

kanai parer juwan ilunk awal ko

war na,e tulltak nan harmusit AAa-

china zangar pare na war purav mas

kane bashkes pare juwan nimkhach-

bo,trakandamastus tugh hallt Dange

henge hura hamode bundas tamasas

dusha^Aa teshei hawalamas zaif as

jod bare lianda patan ona war purav

mas o AAacha baskare zargare zargar

bashmas tus madanai mone hadsa

ade zaif ase dade tiAAoke durust

kare dakana hamrana kareme kasha

tena ture kasha zarana tukaras tama

karem kaning te saat jod kare touk

phulo daswana banhi padink sha</Aa

zaife wasat juwan mas o kliacha

bashkare darzi,e darzi damns tus

mone ha4sa zaife AAana patua butas

khana saat zewar tu kasha tena ture

tama gudh mo^Aangati kus gudh

paijama kul gida e ta bar hal kare

odkhacha bashkare faAAire. FaAAir

bashmastus mone hadsa zaife ZrAana

pare ya khudawanda da amro juwano

zaif ase wali arman ki patase du,a

kai-e khuda ya tena khuda ina bar-

katat da zaife sa yeti onadawa ami

mas zaife sah tama roshan mas ham-

vakt bashmasu harkas pare zaif kn-

Four men set out in company, one
a carpenter, one a goldsmith, one
a tailor, and one a fakeer

;
they

took with them some things and
started. By the order of God they
arrived at a desert place, a place of
great fear. Evening set in, they
brought firewood, they put water
on the fire, they cooked food, eat it,

and as they were sitting had a con-
sultation among themselves and a-

greed, that it was a good thing to

adopt some plan, and that it was a

good thing there to set a watch and
be on their guard. They all said well,

by God's permission whose shall be
the first watch. The carpenter said

mine. They all replied, Well, bro-

ther; your’s is the first watch, be
seated, we three will go to sleep ;

the goldsmith said, when your watch
is finished, awake me ; he said well,

do you go to sleep. The carpenter
is awake and seated, reclines his

head, looks here and there, a log is

lying by, he takes it into hand and
begins to carve it. In fact he made
a woman out of it, his watch was fi-

nished, and he went to sleep, having
awoke the goldsmith. The gold-

smith awoke and seated himself, and
slowly turning round his head, ex-

claims holla, here is a woman placed

here, I conjecture this is the work
of my companion : he took out his

workbag and a piece of gold, and
began to work ;

he made such orna-

ments, as necklace, earrings, brace-

lets, bangles, anklets and put them
on the figure which looked very well,

he then went to sleep having awoke
the tailor. The tailor awakes, 19

seated and turning his head, saw
the woman, saw that it was a wooden
statue covered with jewels, he took

out his working bag and stitched

the following articles of dress : a pet-

ticoat, a veil, a pair of drawers, all

which being completed he went to

sleep having awoke the fakeer. The
fakeer awakes, seats himself, turns

his head, and sees the woman,
and says Oh ! God ;

what a beauti-

ful woman this is, what a pity she is
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nai trakan pare zaif ka na,e i, tra-

shanut zargar pare zaif kanai sahtak

kanou darzi pare Bi pikungonus zaif

kanai guda kanou ja na,ita fakhir

pare zaif kanai i dua karenut kana

duwae Mudakabulkarene gudd zaife

sahtamane harchar Malko kutar jang

karer harchar duye sa/r/it karer zaif

wati asit tapare fcAarwokan kasar

seai tulin Musalman as bare nana

shara eke parer juwan Kharwokan

Rai masur basu kasarai warnas barek

warnai /cdanar tawar karer khudana

pinat sali nana sharai kar warna

salis pare babo kul hinar gap karer

warna pare zaif arade zaifna duty

halko warnai nishan tisu warna zaife

kftana tawar kare shukar ke nume

khuda hes da kana arwate da /fftadar

sale hinane kana maras zaifto ma-

sune zaif rasenga mare kana etbo

da hairan masd jang karer parer

kftarwokan kotwalai sharna nana

sharai ke parer juwan rai mabokan

kotwalai pad shana nana sharai ke

hinar kotwale kAanar parer kotwal

nana daharx panjna sharai karak

pare pabo kul gap karer pare zaif

arade parer dade kotwal zaife Mutna

pare numa awate hanangira kucha-

kak kuste yank da kana ilumna

arwate hinak filan pirana ziyarat

kana ilume kasifenure zaif rasenga

ilumna Mtone yetbo dalcul hairan

masu kotwal daft Malk pare mohta-

mibo kustizauk devanume padsha-

gha.e numa pida te harre daft moh-

sha^/«adare padsha is kotwal arz kare

saheb kurban marev kana ilum hinak

pirna ziyarat-ae da sha/f/ts.ak kana

ilume kasafenu zaife dai-enu ainu

of wood
; I pray thee, Oh God, in the

p>ower of thy Godhead that you will

put life into this woman. His pray-

er was accepted, and life was given
to the woman. It became light and
the fellow travellers awoke. Every
one said the woman is mine. The
carpenter said the woman is mine,
I carved her. The goldsmith said

the woman is mine, those are my
jewels. The tailor said, you dirty-

mouthed rascal the woman is mine,
the clothes belong absolutely to me.
The fakeer said the woman is mine,
I prayed to God, and God heard my
prayers and gave life to the woman.
They all four began to fight and to

lay hands on the woman. One of

them said, let us go, and sit on the
highway, someMussalmanmay come,
he will deeide our quarrel

; they said

well, let us go. They started and
seated themselves on the road, a
young man was coming along, they
saw him, and called out for God’s
sake, stop and settle our dispute.

The young man stopped and told

them to say on
;
they all went and

made nothing but noise. He said,

where is the woman. They touched
the woman with their hands and
pointed her out to the young man
who saw the woman, and exclaimed,

thank God that he has brought you ;

this is my wife, many years ago, she
went away and my son was with my
wife, she has arrived now, where is

my son. They all were astounded,
and began to quarrel. Then said

they, let us go to the Kotwal of the

city, he will do us justice. They said

well, let us go, the Kotwal of the
city will do us justice. They went
and saw the Kotwal, and said, pray
Kotwal do us five men justice. He
said say on, they did nothing but
make a noise, he said, where is the
woman—they said here. The Kot-
wal saw the woman, and said, you
dog cuckolds, this is my brother’s

wife. They went to the shrine of a
certain saint

;
you have killed my

brother, the woman has arrived, now
bring my brother’s corpse. They
were all confounded, the Kotwal
beat them all, and said, go on you

3 z 2
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tusasut bazarati da lashkare Manat

basu kane,ai nana sharai Kazak

zaife Mand durust karet da kanai

ilumnd arwate he sunut ta sharaghai

aaAeb dafta pide harre padslia pare

zaif arade zaife nishantisu padslia

zaife Mana pare kuste zank Muram,

saMak date kana chokari,e kilit zui e

dd Madr jdwd hir darene kana niale

etabo dakul hairdn masu pare dabo

kulana pide harrabo efta pidate

harar zaife baram kare padsha.

rascals, I will take you before the
king, and rip up your bellies. They
all went on before : the Kotwal
thus supplicated the king: Sire, I

will now sacrifice myself ; my bro-

ther went to make offerings at the
shrine of a certain saint ; these peo-
ple have killed my brother and tak-
en his wife. To-day I was sitting

in the bazar and saw this mol), who
came before me to decide their dis-

pute. 1 saw the woman and recog-
nized her as -my brother’s wife

; I

have brought them before your ma-
jesty, now rip up all their bellies.

The king asked where is the woman.
They pointed her out, and when the
king saw her, he said, you impudent
scoundrels, this is my slave girl, the
keeper of my keys. She has taken
away an immense quantity of jewels,
now deliver up my property. They
were all confounded, fie said, take
them away, and rip up all their bel-

lies. They were ripped up; the king
took the woman to wife.

2nd.

Asas aragftas pddsha i, u shar seti

hukmat Muddna ode maras mas-

marnatena pinekare Mulld Mansur,

marta haft sal mas bawalumata kas-

ko o hina kazina muzur mas huli-

na baidirana hukmat khudana aside

Kazi odai ghu samas ode Malk mar

odan peshanmas Kazi pare peshan

mafa binan kaos mar pare e be akul

A/iuda razake meharbani aute onapas

i namuzur hich mafara mar peshan

mas shaharan dare hina kasarase,at

toukal, e Mudana kare hina gida

dare hina kasarai piruarag hase KAa-

na pdre I'na hamrot piranga pare

bar ilum kana Mante, ai bakikan hi"

nar pirangana shaharti piranga od

tena mehmman kare piranga araghe

masidas asak masidas zebou ast nan-

ke gidarenga detama, masidna ruh

marto, laga bawai tena pare kane

There was a man in the city of
the royal residence, who by the
decree of God had a son whom he
named Mulla Mansur. The boy was
seven years of age when his father

and mother died ; he went and en-
gaged himself to serve the Kazi as

horsekeeper. By the decree of God
one day the Kazi got angry and
beat him, the boy left the house ; the
Kazi said, my boy don’t go out,

you will die of hunger. The boy
said, oh fool, God is kind and merci-
ful, don’t say so, I will not do you a

single service. The boy went out of

the city and took what he had with
him to the road. By the permission
of God he went along with what he
had. He saw an old man on the
road, and asked may I come with

you, the old man said, come my dear
by my eyes, let us go. They went
to the city of the old man who him-
self entertained the boy. The old

man had a daughter who was very
beautiful, the night passed away and
it became day. The girl’s heart be-

came fixed on the bay, she said to
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handadto baram yete agar tifesa 1

tene kasifeva bawat hairan mas baba

ni hosh karak Hana wada marak

pare toube nouzbillakana aregh are-

ham handad afak ham haudad bawat

bewasmas pena farzand alavta tena

ustati pare toukal Hudana dasftarana

hitase hak nikana dafta barame kare

dade man waHtgidarenga aside war-

11a pare tena arwate da sa kan tena

mulkai pare rai makan rai masu

basu tenasharti alumat kul sha,arat

bingasu Mulla Mansurna zabro arwa-

tase kazi bandage rai kare Mulla

Mansurna arwatae kanto yari karak

Kazina hite Mulla Mansur tena

arwato karesas don kane Halkune

kazi zaifa pare Hantiyat kazi,e

salam kes pabegai baralc kana Man-

tiyai kazi na bandagft hina padsha

sifate bingas zaifna bandagfte tena

rai kare padsha zaifag/iae kanto yari

kai'ak bandag/t hina zaife padshana

salami this zaif pare mubarak mare

padshae salam kis adz bandagi pat

nanak kana Hank begai bares zaif

rusMat kare hina padshae pdre saheb

begai kdreme na karemut bilkul kds

padsha Hush mas wazir sifate binga

6as zaifna tena chokari,e rai kare

zaif ghae kanto yari karak chokari

hina pare zaife zaif pare mubarak

mare wazir na nak kana Hauk

begai bares zaif rusMat kare rai mas

hina wazire pare sahebne mubarak

mare kareme na karenut bilkul kas

begae wazir Hush mas wakil bin-

gasas sifate zaifnit wakil tena cho-

kari,e rai kare, zaif ghae kanto yare

karak chokari hina pare zaif pare

mubarak mare kana Hantiai pa be-

gai bares chokari hina wakile muba-

her father, give me in marriage to

him, if you will not, I will kill my-
self. Her father was astounded, and
said, my dear, consider yourself,

behave as a modest girl, she said,

Toube Nouzbilla, this shall be my
husband, he or no one. The father

was at his wits’ end for she was his

only child. He said in his own mind,
by the permission of God, it is writ-

ten in the book of law make proper
marriage. He then married the two.

Some time had past away
; one day

the man said to his wife, let us go
to my country. She answered, well

let us set out, they set out and came
to his city. The whole people of the
village heard that Mulla Mansur
has got a pretty wife, the Kazi
started his slave off to Mulla Man-
sur’s wife (saying) “ make my
acquaintance" (the whole story of
the Kazi Mulla Mansur had be-
fore told to his w ife how the Kazi
beat him) : she said by my eyes
give the Kazi my salam and tell

him to come this evening: the Ka-
zi’s slave went away. The king
had heard the woman’s praises, and
dispatched his slave to her, to ask
“make my acquaintance:” the slave

went and gave the king’s salam ;

the woman said long may he live,

give the king my salam and obedi-
ence

;
tell him I have his feet on my

eyesand tell him to come in the even-
ing. She dispatched the man who
went to the king and said, Sire, this

evening I have done the thing, you
shall positively go. The king was
delighted. The Wazir had heard
the praises of the woman and dis-

patched his slave girl to her to ask
“make my friendship;” the girl went
and gave the message : she replied,

may he live long ; his feet are on my
eyes ; come this evening. The woman
dispatched the girl, who went to the
Wazir and said exaltation to you
Sir, I have performed the business,

you may certainly go this evening.
The Wazir was delighted. The
Wakil had heard the woman’s praises

and sent his slave girl to say
“make friendship with me;” the
girl went and delivered the message.
The woman said may he be exalted.
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rak kadi this saheb kareine na kare-

uut bi!gai kas wakil Mash mas zaifa

tena araghe pare da hitate kule pare

arit pare na aMtyare amake sujyeg-

ne liamon karak pare hurkana tama-

she begai ni baua,e Mach sail karak

hukmat Mudana sham tama arit

hina bana,e Maclia zaifa hes loias

bet kare dir sha^Aa tahtita baet

halk Kazi fash kare salam this zaifa

walaik kare pare ha AAairat kazi

saheb ne Khuda hatare ba tulltak

kazi tus sad rupaie kasha tena das-

pakan tis zaife, zaif rupai,te daka

tavvar mas padshana kazi hairan mas

zaif pare kazi AAairat kazi pare

padsha bas pare AAatar jama kar da

gude ben enas AAalai tullt mach glial

nusaIch padsha bare kai guda naware

kazi hina nusAAalai tus padsha fash

kare salam alaik zaif pare walaikum

salam, bakave Khuda hatre kane

bashkes padsha pare parwa afak das

pakan tena ira hazar rupai malar

zaifna mona^Aan tikha zaif rupaiite

daka padsha pare kan AAachin aish

ash rat ken zaif pare saheb da AAadr

brinj bet karenut saheb ba AAoas

noshjan ke nana se balo padsha pare

juwan tavvar mas wazirna padsha

pare wazir bas pare saheb 1' kav

peshan hurev odere zaif peshan mas

wazire AAana pare baAAairat wazir

saheb wazir pare yar kharkan ura-

ghke pare padsha tusne urati pare

ant-sala,e pare AAatir jama kar ne

deva urati wazir pare amaridaros

zaif pare sabr karak i urate kav

barev zaif hina gwalas harafi peshan

hes wazire pare dati pelia wazir

liiua peha ona bae chika tafe gwalai

gires dare urati padsha pare o antase

by my eyes tell him to come this

evening. The girl went away and
said, may you be exalted, Sir, I have
done your business ; you may go in

the evening. The Wakil was de-
lighted. The wife told the whole of
this to her husband, who said you
are your own mistress in the affair,

do what you think proper. She said,

look at my sport, in the evening do
you go, and lie down on the terrace
and look on, by the order of God,
evening set in, the husband went
and lied down on the terrace. The
woman brought in a pitcher, filled it

with water, and .covered it. The
Kazi approaches and says salam,

the woman replies walaik, are you
well, Kazi Saheb. God has brought
you here, be seated. The Kazi
sits down, and takes out a hundred
rupees from his handkerchief, and
gives to the woman. The woman
ties them up. Noise was heard of

the king approaching. The Kazv was
astounded : she said, well Kazi, are

you well. The Kazi said, the king

has come ; she said never mind, cover

yourself with this veil, sit down at

this handmill, and grind a little

grain ; when the king goes the next

will be your turn. The Kazi goes and
seats himself at the handmill. The
king approaches and sayssalam alaik,

ttie woman replies walaikum salam.

God has brought you, and given you
to me

;
the king says, never mind.

He takes out two thousand rupees

from his handkerchief and put them
before the woman, she secures the

money. The king said now let us

go and recline and amuse ourselves;

she said, Sir, I have prepared a little

rice be pleased to eat, it will refresh

you, the night is not far advanced.

The king said very well. There
was a noise of the Wazir’s approach,

the king said the Wazir is come ;

she said Sir, I will go out and see

him, the woman went out and saw

the Wazir and said, are you well

’Wazir Saheb. The Wazir said, my
love let us go into the house

;
she

said, the king is sitting in the house:

he asks, what is our plan, she said,

let your mind be at rest, I will take

you in doors. The Waz r said take
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zaif pare da pAalou machy mas tawar

mas wakilna padslia pare wakil bas

zaif pare sabr karak kav liuriwata

dere. Zaif peshan mas wakile AAana

salam this baAAairat yar jani vvakil

pare AAar lean urati pare baAAtawar

padslia basune urati tusane pare ant

sala,e, zaif pare AAatar jamsi kar na

lcarame kev dadoe halltak tena pun-

dutine karah e dagina kergrAan char

padah marak paron dagina gosalai

zaif darwaze tafe kulf kare hina

banai AAacha tena arigh to padshd

malas mas tawar kare chokr. kane

dir yeti kazi batir jald kare Aftalk

AAalas chokariyan kazi mone hadsa

pare kazi saheb us pare, ho,o pare

bashmarak kazi bashmas bas 7rAa AAa-

rai tus pare padsha saheb autkhabar

e pare khabar handade AAanisa nachaj

ghalogha kne amaro, zaife banan shef

mas avaghe tena hes urate pehar

padsha.e salam thisu dana afale o

kazina ne afale, e wazir na ne

afale, e wakilnane afal e padsha pare

wazir arade wakil arade, zaif pare,

bashmarak nishan tevne padsha bash-

mas zaif pare givalana bae malabo

wazire kashar padsha pare wazir

haifene wazir pare na afal juwan,e

kana gand,e zaif pare AAar wokan

peshan, kul peshan masu hinar dagi-

na rahae padsha pare wakil arade

zaif pare saheb dade do punduti eta

padsha pare kana luma
;
os idus kane

salame kul tena id karera ta harkas

tena uragh.ae hinar. Da basu tena

urati AAachar hukmatkhudanachand

waAAt ginarenga Mulla Mansure ma.

ras mas marta haft sal mas darer

tulli ferta AAwananga,e kazi his aside

mas zaif mare tena pare akh undene

salam kes mar hina ede pare aAAun

me quickly. The woman said, wait,

I will go into the house, and come
again: she went and brought out a
basket, she says to the Wazir, get
into this, the Wazeer gets in, she
closes the mouth and drags him into

the house. The king says, what is

that, she says, it is some grain: a noise

took place of the Wakil’s approach.

The king said the Wakil is come,
the woman said stop, I will go out

and see who it is : the woman went
out and saw the Wakil and made him
a salam, are you quite well my love?

The Wakil said let us go into the

house; she said, you wretch, the king
is there seated in the house: he said,

what is our plan; the woman said

let your mind be at rest, 1 will do
your business, make yourself a tail

with this spoon and go on all fours,

in the cowhouse, they will take you
for a calf. The woman shut the door

and locked it, she went upon the

terrace and lied down with her hus-

band. The king became thirsty and
called out, here girl give me some
water, the Kazi grinds faster than

ever. “ Here, you girl, I’ll throw a

stone at you.” The Kazee turned
round his head. The king said, are

you the Kazi. He said, yes: he
said, sit up. The Kazi gets up and
comes and sits near the fire, and
then asks, pray sire, what is the

news: he said this is the news that

you see, let me see what grain you
were grinding : the woman comes
down from the terrace with her hus-
band, they both saluted the king,

and said, this is your plight, your
majesty, this is the Kazi’s plight,

this is the Wakil’s, this is the Wa-
zir’s. The king said, where is the
Wazir, and where is the Wakil:
the woman said be seated, I will

shew you: the king sits down, the
woman said, open the mouth of the
basket: they took out the Wazir.
The king said, Wazir, how are you ;

the Wazir said your majesty’s con-
dition is pleasant, mine is unplea-

sant, the woman said, let us go out-

side, they all went out to the cow-
house

;
the king said where is th®

Wakil, the woman said here he is

Sir, with a spoon for his tail. The
king said I respect you as my mother
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saheb lumkana ne salam karek kai

pare lumna ne nutak kutanu mar

pare saheb tipara kazi tena ustati

thaka AAwasb mas kazi tena choka-

ri,e rai kare zaifa^Aa,e cbokari hina

saUme this zaif parebegai bares bil_

kul chokari hadsenga bas kazi,e pare

kazi AAwash mas zaif tena araghe

pare begai safilati /cAachak cbidingas

duty tena karak ara waAAtai Kazi

bas chidinge cliandefis araAAt pare

jwdn sham tama kazi bas sad rupai

this pare bashkan ZrAachin chidingna

tawdr mas kazi hairan mas zaif pare

kana aregh bas kana moil mohn mas

kazi pare kash e gudatine sunduAA

ti AAach kazi AAacha ariAAt bas urati

tus sunduAAe kulf karer AAachar

mullana bangai zaif bashmas tama

pitingati hamsa,e ghak kul muchma-

su aut ho^Aang ase zaif pare kana

aragh hinane kana lum ghasta shah-

rai lum kana kaskune lashgt hesuni

kul tama ho^Aangti alam hinar kabr

sthanai hinar kabre taiyar karer

basur lash a,e harfer darer kilite

fcAwayar mudde kashen zaif pare

kilit afak i tena lumai kasbe para

padsha kilit e khxraya hallk kulfe

malar kazi,e AAanar kazi,e mochide

man Ahalk kuste zan behaya da aut

afal as kuramsak arwat ga^ida pes-

hama sunduAAan arwat ga,ida hina

gumarak alam liarkas hinar tena

nratiyai.

or my sister, and I take my leave.

They all called her their sister and
every one went to his own house,

they went into their own house and
slept. By the order of God some-
time had elapsed and Mulla Mansur
had a son, the son was seven years

old, they sent and seated him in a
reading school under the Kazi. One
day the woman told her son to give
her salam to the K&zi ;

the boy
went and said my mother has sent

you her salam. The Kazi said is

your mother’s flour finished, the

boy said I don’t understand, the
Kazi reflected in his own mind and
was delighted : he dispatched his

slave girl to the woman, she went
and gave the salam : the woman said

by all means come this evening. The
girl went back to the Kazi and told

him, he was delighted. The wife said

to her husband, this evening lie

down on the balcony and have some
bells in your hand, when the Kazi
comes shake the bells, the husband
said very well. Evening set in, the
Kazi came took out a hundred
rupees, and said come now let us

sleep, the bells began to sound, the
Kazi was confounded, the woman
said my husband has come, he will

make my face black, the Kazi said

I will take off my clothes and lie

down in this box ;
the Kazi lies

down, the husband oomes into the

house, sits down and locks the box,

they go to sleep. At the call to

prayers the woman awakes and be-

gins to wail ; all the neighbours

assemble to ask the cause of the

weeping, the woman said my hus-
band went into a neighbouring vil-

lage where my mother had died, and
has brought her corpse, in a box ;

they all began to mourn and cry.

Some went to the burying place and
prepared a grave, and some to bring

the coffin, they carry it away and
asked for the key, that they might
take out the corpse : the woman said

there is no key, I will not have my
mother taken out, the king demand-
ed the key, they took it and opened
the box, they saw the Kazi, you
rascally lewd knave, see the plight

you are in, you donkey cuckold

come out of the box, said the king :

every one went to his own house.
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IV .— Translation of Inscription in the Society's museum. Continued

from vol. VI. p. 887.

Brahmeswara Inscription, from Cuttack.

Besides the two slabs of stone identified last year as belonging to the

Bhuvanesivara temples, in Cuttack, and consequently returned to the

brahmans after perusal, there was a third broken into two pieces, which

Mr. Kittoe pointed outas being in the same character and from the

same locality. Before returning this he kindly took for me a very ex-

act impression, whence I have copied the reduced facsimile in Plate

XXIV.
Although, as will be seen, the slab was in a state of considerable muti-

lation, yet from the inscription being in verse, my pandit, Kamalakan-
ta Vidyalankara, has been able by study of the context to fill up all

the gaps, with, as he says, hardly a possibility of error, and indeed where

the outline of the letters is preserved I have found his restoration quite

conformable. The translation has been effected by Sa'roda'prasad

under his explanation, but I have not leisure to read it over with Ka-

MALAKa'nTA.

Mr. Stirling says* that “ no information whatever is afforded by

the Orissa chronicles of the origin of the princes called the Kesari

vamsa; the founder of the new dynasty in A. D. 473 was Jajati

(Yayati) Kesari, a warlike and energetic prince, but who he was or

whence he came we are not apprized. He soon cleared his dominions

of the Yavanas, who then retired to their own country.”

Perhaps the present inscription may in some measure remove this

obscurity. It commences with the conquest of Udhra or Orissa by

Janamajeya the king of Telinga. It is possible thatfhis alludes to the

prince of that name in the Pauranic lists, but the locality of his domini-

on, and the names of his immediate successors are wholly different from

those of the Magadha line, and their history is circumstantially told as

of events transpired not long antecedent to the Kesari dynasty of Oris-

sa. His son was Dirgharava, and from thev latter was born Apavara,
who died without issue. The kingdom was then overrun by invaders

from foreign countries,—(perhaps the same designated as Yavanas in

Stirling’s Chronicles),—when Vichittravira another descendant of

Janamejaya reigning in a neighbouring kingdom, possessed himself

of Orissa. His son was named Abiiimanyu'
; his again Chandihara

;

and from the latter descended Udyota ka Kesari, whose mother Kola-
vati erected the temple to Siva as Brahmeswara. The date of the

4 a

* As. Res. XV. 265.
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inscription is expressed only in terms of the reign, but from the style

of the Devanagari, it may be confidently affirmed to be later than the

epoch fixed for Lalat lndra hesari (617 A. D). Udyotaka Kesari
must then be one of the 32 unrecorded princes who succeeded him in

the Kesari line previous to the establishment of the Gangavamsa family

on the Cuttack throne.

The figure 3, it may be remarked, closely resembles the aucient form

of this numeral
; the 8 is nearly of the modern shape.

The stone was, as stated above, returned to Bhubaneswar ; but Mr.
Kittoe did not find as he anticipated any resulting cordiality or good-

will among the priesthood of the place ; on the contrary they brought

him a long list of purloined idols, and impetuously urged him to procure

their return as he had done that of the inscriptions !

Transcript of the above Inscription, (PI. XXIV.)

cTTct
I IritFRwfn

rT«r»r ^prrTCW£praf<rs f^r^r ^UctTr^r y ? y^ ^ »

^ f^TTTT I

frwr *r- iir < 11 r ii

*TT^cWf?P WrfTTW3^: I
^T^r^cR^^^fT-cT^nft TTfT

TT^TT ^13T?T$T -JT?nf?I5a-TR^ y ^ 11

Cv ©v

^T^T^skfflT^;: I S^TcnftfrT-

^l^TT || 8 ||

crlWclT'ErcH^T^r^TT ^rf^H^TT^TTT^K: yyj

crfwr jht

^:t|i ^T^f^dTcftH^srfti:

^t^cr y i ii
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cTcW^ft ^WWTO TOST WEP fWT TO^lfiT fafer^T

efteTOr W^T^^TfiT^:
|

TOT*. ^cP ^t^Jjfr^TTW^^TTfcT: tMt.VWI' STcP ||
^ ||

32^T?TT^f^'f ^T

frorq^irw i

A ^ °\

3T%il^Tf^cTqT^W^Tra: ^TO*ftTO^ :
II
^

II

ctto^t ^T7rf^r<ro i ^ttottot 1

*ft TOT^: FfTOT ^TO^T^fhcT^: iiETCt II £_ ||

wTWtsTfVrcsr irf?wcfiTfe«r f^rf^i ii^frifi ^i1 ^st^tra

fTO^TOSTfft m f?f»rW | ^TTT#lf^35tq^^irfcl^?T^rvr
£ >> C\

^T*TO=^TUl : fTOITTO^rcrfe^T fTO^^ipft cT n\ t
II

cT^TcTT f^TITT^TO ^ffcTT ^T^TOcft ^IT^T^T ^?T^r ^f}TOTT

**TTO *n^tf^f | TOT: ^TTfTW^’iTOTOTTOn

f*pd|TO WTH: ifTTTfaw $ tWT^^fcf
|| ^ ||

^^TF^TTO TOcTTOfcP ^TTOJTfwTO mTOT*%T?nT
A >1

Wf^TOTOTlfTOT^^-' |
fST^cft^

TOTTOTTTOci: il^TTOT cTTO ^TtlfTO W[H

|| ||

%^lirT^R^TOH^fTTftTO^faf^TTOWTO^f^lHJ

TOT^t^T^^ I
3T1?Tf^: ^^^ff«riTTOT

wr -Jr fM *r wro^ fro h^ u

I mTOT^ t%^'^^^fTOcT^^T’£r^t$TW^T^: *T^T

7TTO TO^iT^nf%
|| \2 U

W^rfcrwtVcTT^W^t’TOT^I f^: ^^rTOfrof^Tn:
i G\

4 A 2
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X3 *TT:
| ^IJTTPn'TT^

*375TTO ^rreTOT
|| ^ ||

irr^fM^g^T^: I cn^nJt’gTsiHari^W^t g>? ^W^cTf

^}P ^TT^tTW. ^f^TCi^rreffW ^RD^T
II II

^r»nT^^fT^T fTO^Tf*T»Rir XTSCR^T xTJ >4 >4

3RTrTJ ^ffT3T3T^f?:^T cTTC^

Tre[f%: '|
||

^TT^T cl^gfel f^T^^TW ^cT ^T^iT gfc ^

^nttOTS: |

Translation.

1. The moon, perfect in his digits, (full) born with Sm from the

midst of Kshira Samudrd (the sea of milk) when churned by the Mandara
mountain whirling with the chief of the serpents used as a rope by Bram-
ha', Upenpra, (Vishnu,) Maheswara, Indra and Bali;— enlightens the

three regions with his swollen beams and nectars !

2. In his line was born raja Janamejaya, who was of moon-like fame,

master of the world, incomparable, destroyer of his enemies, and the owner
of Telinga ; and who drew to himself the fortune (Lakshmi) of the raja of

Udhra who was killed by his Icuntu (a weapon) while their antagonist's

elephants were overcome with fatigue fighting with their tusks.

3. He (Janamejaya) was a celebrated emperor, master of the king-
dom of seven limbs*, of wonderful understanding in power and morals, cha-

ritable, most virtuous, a hero, and like raja Yaya'ti an ornament of the
earth ; and who deprived the lovely wives of his inimical rajas of their
pride of lovely tressest ; and whose law ful deeds and conduct remained un-
changeable from his childhood.

4. After him his son Dirgharava became rfcja, who was a great ka’pa

tree, the very crown-jewel of princes, modest, of boundless spirit, stea

diness, riches, gravity, depth of knowledge, wise in producing prosperity

* The limbs of government, or as we say * sinews of war’—horses, elephants,

fighting men, pandits, merchauts, &c. See allusion to the same in the Burmese hell

juscription, page 294.

f The Hindu women are forbidden by the shastras to beautify their hair after

the death of their husbauds.
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and three sort9 of power* and successt, a hero, and destroyer of his

enemies, and who had qualities like that of a Maharuthu (a warrior

fighting in a car) and whose fame is celebrated.

5. From him was born the powerful raja named Apava'ra as the se-

sond Parasurama, who suppressed his enemies by his invincible hand as

with a thunderbolt, and became great through the merits of poets, and

whose spirit was warm like the sun in midday.

6. When he, the best of rajas, departed unto heaven without issue and

all his kingdom was laid waste by various warriors, how long a time passed

away in various ways, when the elephant-powered hero (Vichitravira)

was in a different country, ( Telinga .)

7. Vichitravira (who was another descendant of Janamejaya, and

celebrated every where on the earth as a wonderful hero), was placed in his

place. From him was born bis fortunate son Abhimanyu, and from him was

born Chandihara who was powerful and spirited like him (his father).

He was made king by all his ministers.

8. He reigned impartially, cherishing all his servants, ministers, people,

those who sought refuge, kinsmen and desired friends, and made both his

kingdoms indisputable
;
who was the cause of delight of all the earth, and

whose lily-like feet were enlightened by the splendour of the head-jewels

of many prostrate rajas.

9. From him arose Udyotaka Kesari, like the sun from the eastern

mountain, illuminating the earth and heaven by his lustre, radiant as the

sun and moon beams ;
who was rich and the crown-jewel of the circle of

earth defended by its four oceans ; and who was a conqueror of earth, like

Ma'ndha'ta, Prithu, and Bharata.

10. Who having defeated the whole force of his enemy, the Sinhala,

Choda and Gaura (countries) as it were in child-play, and with well-armed

warriors and a number of elephants in battles conquered the whole earth,

causing numberless rajas to bow down their heads
;
who was victorious and

who made the tortoise oppressed with the weight of the earth sink down
by the heavy march of his bright army, containing an akshauhini%.

11. His mother, named Kola'vatI, was a daughter of the solar and the

chief queen of the lunar line ; whose fame is a number of flags above the

earth, and like the whirl wind ascending up, and like a hand going up with

exertion as if to destroy the spots of the moon.

12. By that Kola'vati' was caused to be erected this" cloud-touching

temple with four beautiful halls, of four other gods, which is like a tree

without branches in interrupting the speed of the sun’s car (ray?) like a

crown over this earth and the king of fame, of Bramheswara, who destroys

the sins of worshippers, and gives salvation to those who touch (his image)

at Ekamra the holy place.

* Powers derived from magnanimity, exertion, and private advice.

+ The successes of gaining land, gold, and friends.

I An army consisting of 189,350 foot, 65,510 horse, 21,370 chariots, and 21,370

elephants.
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13. Whom (Siva) the holy Bramha', lord of the three legions, having

bathed his emblem, Meru, the golden spot situated in the centre of the

mountain Lohaloka, the seven oceans and islands, with the water of Ganga

is worshipping day and night. This is the very Siva Bramheswara.

14,. This temple shines above, adorning all the firmament; like the

summit of a mountain, or the evening lamp of the assembly of the youthful

goddesses ; from it all the regions have been lighted up by the lustre of

the rays issuing from the golden halasa (pinnacle) shining on its summit.

15. By her (Koi.a'vati) were given some beautiful women to him (Siva)

who had eyes like that of the fickle khvfjama (wagtail) and who were

bright like the sparkling and immovable lightnings of the sky by the ex-

quisite beauty of their limbs, adorned with gemmy ornaments, of lovely

heavy-swollen bosoms, piercing through the eyes of men, like the beam of

their own eye.

1

6

. Puuushottama Bn atta, the best of poets indited this eulogy, which

spreads the white fame of the rajas of the lunar line; who was learned in

the vedas, grammar, political science, poetry, logic, &c. &c. and, like

Brahma, of true, pure and humble understanding, and (born) of an inno-

cent family.

17. So long as the earth with its mount tins, forests, and seas, the sun

and moon which are the two eyes of the three regions and the Aultonapa.

di (the north polar star) which is above the earth, shall endure, so loDg

may this eulogy exist as nectar in the mouth of every one.

On the 3rd of the light half of Pha/guna of the Samvat 18, of the vic-

torious reign of raja TJdyotaka Kesari Deva who was most rich, king of

kings, a raja of the lunar line and lord of Kalingn.

V.

—

More Dunams from, the Sanchi tope near Bhilsa, taken in impres-

sion, by Capt, T. S. Burt, Engineers. Translated by Jas. Prinsep.

Capt. Burt has gleaned all that Capt. Smith, of the same corps of

Engineers had left undone at the Buddhist monument of Sanchi de-

scribed in my last volume. His facsimiles were presented to the Society

two months ago, but I have been too much occupied with more impor-

tant documents to take them in hand, as nothing could be expected

from them but a continuation of the catalogue of donors to the building.

Nevertheless every word in the old character is worthy of preservation :

it helps to restore the lost dialect,—it proves the constancy or other-

wise of the orthography :—the style of names and titles. Upon looking

back at mv former readings I perceive very numerous errors which I

could now readily correct, but it is hardly worth while, as the Pali

scholar will at once discover them, and others will not care for trifling
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grammatical niceties. As all of them arc read through their analogy

to Sanskrit words it is probable that my pandit may still err in appre-

hending some of the equivalents, especially of the adjectives.

It is a rather singular fact that, while none of Captain Smith’s da-

nams mentioned the city of Ujein, the majority of the present list have

the initial word Ujeniya, ‘ of Ujein.' This I suppose must have pro-

ceeded from the former officer having taken his specimens chiefly from

one side of the tope, while Capt. Burt naturally undertook the opposite

side, as previously unexplored
;
and the good people of Ujein may have

liked to see their names as much together as possible.

There can be no doubt (as Capt. Burt writes) that the object re-

corded by each was the gift of a stone or pillar of the enclosure, or of

the money to pay for its erection ; and we know that the habits of the

Buddhist priesthood who live by alms, would lead them to the houses

of rich devotees in the flourishing city of Ujein, and the well endowed

monasteries and convents of the neighbourhood, to raise funds for the

work they had in hand, which was perhaps merely to make the enclo-

sure
;
for the stupa itself, as we have seen by the published extract from

the Mahdvansa, was erected at the expense of the local raja, under the

circular mandate of the emperor Asoka.

I have introduced the whole of these fresh inscriptions from

Sanchi in Plate XXIII. on a reduced scale ; numbering them in con-

tinuation from the former plate.

It is unnecessary to repeat them in type,—I therefore confine my-

self to a transcript of each in Roman characters.

No. 22. Ayachudasa antevasmo Balamitasa dunam thabho.

N “ This pillar is the gifc of Balamitra, the well-tonsured pupil.”

Or Aya chuda may mean also, “ having a fine jewel orna-

ment,” fixed on the tuft of hair left when a child undergoes the

ceremony of tonsure; thabho or thambho for pillar. See the

Carli cave inscription in the last volume, page 1044.

No. 23. Aya chudasa, dhama kathaka,

antevdsino Bala mita.sa ddnam.

“ The gift of Balamitra the well-tonsured pupil, readerof dhamma.”

This is perhaps the same party, more advanced in his studies.

Nos. 24 and 25. Vasuliye ddnam. “ The gift of Vasuli.”

There are several bearing the same name, some written Vasulaye,

an uncertainty naturally produced by the attempt to render without

compound letters the Sanskrit genitive x

No. 26. Sethino patikamakalikdndm ddnam.

“ The gift of the serving women of the nobility.”
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Sethi (Sanskrit SreshtiJ, means also the head of a corporation.

No. 27. Yasiliye ddnam, “—the gift of Yasili.”

No. 28. Ujeniya phakiliyanam ddnam,

“ The gift of subscribers of Ujein''

The ndm is omitted in the lithograph by mistake ; the word is taken

from the Sanskrit “ of subscriptions.”

No. 29. Ujeniya dhamagilino ddnam.

“ The gift of Dhamagiri of Ujein."

No. 30. Mulagirino ddnam lakhakasa.

“The gift of Mulagiri (the root-hill of religion) the millionaire”

or perhaps the protector, may be more suitable.

No. 31. Ujeniya chlieta matu ddnam.

“ The gift of the Kshatra's mother of Ujein."

No. 32. Uje(ni)yd tapansiyano isimatasa ddnam.
“ The gift of the body of rishis, performing their austerities in Ujein."

In Sanskrit

No. 33. Ujeniya saphineyukdnam isikasa ddnam.

“ The gift of the morality students of Ujein to the rishis”—(reading

savineyuka—and isikasa for isikdya.')

No. 34. Ujeniya tipe(n)dudatasa padavatdydchhaya dataya dd-

nam.
“ The gift of Upendradatta of Ujein, for a perpetual charity to

the itinerants :

No. 35. Ujeniya tapansiydnam punsdnam jaya ddnam.

“ The victory-gift of the people performing austerities of Ujein."

No. 36. Arahiniya Sihaya ddnam.
“ The gift of arahini (or Samarahinp) Sinhu.”

No. 37. Ujeniya gi(ri)siyanam punsdnamjaya ddnam.

“ The victory-gift of the men residing on the hills of Ujein."

No. 38. Ogireyakasa satigutasa ddnam .

“ The gift of Satyagupta the Agarwala,"—(or the son of Ugra,)

whence

No. 39. Usakidaya bhichhuniye ddnam.

“ The gift of Usakridd the priestess.”

means “ who plays in the morning.”

No. 40. Akilaye deviye ahimatumara..

“ The (gift) of Akila devi mother of Ahi ”

No. 41. Asvadeviye Bahadata matu ddnam.

“ The gift of Asva Devi the mother of Rahadatta."
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No. 42. Yakhiya bhichuniye vedisa ddnam.
“ The gift of Yakhi the priestess and traveller.”

Vedisa for ^sr'Sjjr: from foreigner.

No. 43 danaya bhichhuniyd ddnam.
“ The gift of dani the priestess.”

No. 44. Davigirimayasa setliino

tiyo ndgaya ddnam.
“ The gift of Davigirimaya the sethi for the (che) tiya tree.”

No. 45. Hidatdye sada dinadhe jivdya ddnam , in Sanskrit,

“ A gift for those living here (for distribution of food) at midday for

ever.

No. 46. This inscription is in too mutilated a state to be restored en-

. -i j _ -i

tirely, but from the commencement of the third line ^ T A n
1

T _L

n b irb >K’ bhakhatibhikhundbhi khamavase data : it may be con-

cluded that some provision was made by “ a charitable and religiously

disposed person for hungry priests” fVrcRTi -and this is confirmed

by the two nearly perfect lines at the foot. ;—
Sasijald petaviye ichhahime (idi)si : sampesimate chilathitike siyati.

“ It is also my desire that camphorated (cool?) water should be given

to drink
;
may this excellent purpose endure for ever”—reading for

sampesimate,

No. 47. This fragment is cut on three sides of a square pillar.

Danda ndgilalasa pavinahdtinam ddnathambho.

“ This pillar is the gift of the illustrious family of Danda Nagirala."

No. 48. Is scribbling of a much later period in the Tibetan Nagari

E]j E]j gaga and is only mentioned because it was included in Captain

Burt’s series of the Bhilsa ddnams.

Postscript. By the Royal Asiatic Society’s Quarterly Journal, No.

VIII. just arrived, I perceive that Col. Sykes’ collection of cave inscrip-

tions has been published without interpretation, and that there are

three or four long ones not included among those with which that gen-

tleman favored me in November last. As I have reason to suppose

that the same are now under investigation at Bombay by the Rev. Dr.

Wilson, from fresh and accurate facsimiles, it will be prudent to

await the result of his labours for the less perfect specimens ; but I

cannot refrain from inserting here the 4th of the list to shew how

readily it may be interpreted through the Pali language.

This inscription is stated to be cut in a continuous line round the

three sides of a chamber, immediately under the ceiling, in the rock ex-

4 B
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cavations at Naneh ghat, where there are other chambers formerly

covered with inscriptions, in which however the decomposition of the

rock from moisture has occasioned great obliterations. In this there

are but eight or ten deficient letters. Supplying the two that are want-

ing at the commencement conjecturally, the whole will run thus :

tffjL D'81 1-8-
f
3 rbl-8- rb+rbl* All» il* d*!»

1 fXl'D-8 AA'l'i A1-AJ+ C-J1'18A L1L D I Al-

l-8- + tfl A II A > rbfrbli V JL18 + iA Air («)

rJ-J-J- - _ _
? (!) JL JLJ-+ JL r+?+ 8 Tr/ (a l°ng interval without any letters),

81H 0 A_l+JLf t8"T Irtrbr t8"Trbi A'lrT D’Tlii r

A-rb'OJLA rbU-e 81 HI I OA 81' H ? H1-8-TI'^Q A

10 i>riir in c-j ltia'-i (5) irr ui-f
n i

blTll A-8 - (remainder of the line obliterated).

The some in Roman characters.

(Ari) yadhammasa namo ! Indasa namo ! sakesanam vasudevanam,

clianda suriyanam, dhammavatanam vatanam va lokapalanam, yama va-

runa audheravanam namo ! kumaravarasa-vedi-siri sarano, rayasimuka

sa va vahe divinaya nikaya rake (sha)kumare bha(ti)

Maharathi tu nakayiko kumaro liakusara kumaro sava vaharodhana

bheritam sampayuto sapato aso asarathagaminam a (so) asamoroyano

batiyo, tha dakhiniyonam*s asarapala ghara yutam ra pu ro

rapinakaha panarona kigamo

The above will be better understood by Sanskrit scholars if turned

literatim into the more classical dialect

:

(for TO: TO:

jztmr (or TO«ra) TOTO^rirTOjiTO:

(?) fj^TO fsr^TT^r 5CT#Jrf

»?T (frl) TOPCfa f^TT: f TOPifOT

tot toat ^rq^r ^rr?qT;^rr^rr5rT^:

Translation.

Glory to the supreme Dharma (or virtue) !— glory to Indra ! To

the lords of Sakra (?) the vasudevas, to the sun and moon, to the sanc-

tified by dharma and venerated (saints)—to the lokapalas (upholders of

the world)—to Yama, Varuna, and the spirits of the air, glory !

He whose refuge is the prosperity of the throne of an excellent
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prince,—who is the supporter of ? the abode of hea-

venly morality,—the young prince Rakesa, is illustrious (?).

He of the mig-hty chariot, (the great warrior) the prince Tunakayi-

ko, the prince Hakusaro, who rambles every where for pleasure, pro-

claimed by kettledrums as the fortunate, he is finely clad, he is the fear-

less leader, who is unequalled by any who go by horse and chariot, skill-

ed in archery and nonpareil, connected with the house of Amara Pal a :

(the rest unintelligible).

Here we find after a regular Buddhistic invocation, the commence-

ment of an eulogy on one or perhaps on two princes of unknown names,

who probably caused the chamber to be excavated.—Until we have a

facsimile, and a careful re-examination of the blank spaces nothing more

can, I fear, be made of the fragment.

VI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the Ith July, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President in the chair.

The Rev. Solomon C-esar Malan, Professor of Bishop’s College was

unanimously elected a member of the Society.

Mr. Edwards, C. S. proposed by Mr. W. K. Ewart, seconded by the

Secretary.

Major William Gregory, Bengal Army, proposed by Dr. Spry, second-

ed by the Secretary.

The Secretary submitted a new steel-engraved heading for the Society’s

diplomas and correspondence ; executed from a sketch sent home by him-

self,—improved on by Professor Wilson and Mr. W. Saunders in England.

He suggested that a new form of diploma should be engraved on the

plate in lieu of the present simple letter of announcement, to be signed by

the President of the night and by the Secretary.

The form was adopted for M. Malan’s diploma.

Baboo Ram Comul Sen, Treasurer, submitted the two following queries

in regard to the contributions of members :

1. Whether members absent at the Cape or at sea, are subject to the

usual quarterly subscription ?

2. Whether members returned from Europe are to be considered as

subscribing members without any reference or intimation ?

With regard to the first query, it was determined, as had been generally the

practice, that during absence from India a member is exempt from payment
;
but

that on his return to the country his subscription recommences from the first ensu-

ing quarter, unless he intimates his desire to retire from the Society. As the rules

do not clearly define these points it was determined that they should undergo

general revision by the Committee of papers.

4 B 2
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Correspondence.

The Right Honorable C. W. W. Wynn acknowledged by letter, his

election as an honorary member*’.

Professor Othmar Frank returned thanks for Sanskrit books presented

to him, and offered in return two treatises lately published by himself.

One on an Indian monument in which Siva and Vishnu are coupled as Uarihara,
the other on four idols in the museum of the king of Bavaria, one of which is the
Kandek Eao of Moor’s Pantheon. (The books have not arrived.)

A letter from M. E. Burnouf, Sec. As. Soc. Paris, 1st November, 1837,

announced that the gold medal, struck in honor of Mr. B. H. Hodgson, by

the As. Soc. had been entrusted to M. Dubois de Jancigny who was about

to proceed to India overland.

M. Dubois’s determination is understood to have been changed—but the medal
may be expected by some early French ship.

A letter from the Inland Steam Navigation Company solicited various

information regarding the rivers of Bengal.

A letter was read from M. St. Hubert Theroulde thanking the mem-
bers for the attention he had received, for admission to their meetings and

library, and other facilities for his studies.

In the instructions he had received from the Institut Royal and the Paris Asiatic
Society as to the route he should pursue, he had been referred to tbe residents in the
country to point out to him the best mode of carrying the objects of his journey into
execution—lie hoped that the Society would therefore still favor him with its

counsel and advice. He was about to proceed straight to Lahore, there to commence
his researches.

The Secretary alluding to tbe particular introductions brought out by M. The-
roulde from Professor Wilson, Major Troyer, and the Asiatic Society of
Paris, proposed as the most effectual way of rendering him assistance and local ad-
vice.

That a circular be addressed to members residing in tbe interior of

India staling the objects of M. Theroulde’s journey and recommending

this eminent Sanskrit scholar, to their attention and hospitality. Also, that

a Sanskrit address to the pandits of Benares and elsewhere should be

placed in his hands ;

—

These two documents were accordingly delivered to M. Theroulde by
the President, with best wishes for the success of his researches.

The Society’s account current was submitted by the Government agents

exhibiting 15,000 rupees invested in four per cents, and a cash balance

of interest Rs. 900, which had been transferred to the Treasurer’s open

account.

The account of the English agents was also received for 1837—shewing
a balance in hand of £ 32.

£l00 had been advanced to complete tbe payment for the Wilson bust ; but as it

had been agreed that this was not to be a charge on the Society’s public funds, it

was determined to renew the private subscription and make up the sum deficient
(rupees 700) on the former subscription. A paper was circulated and the greater
part of the money at once raised.

* It is somewhat curious that neither this gentleman nor Sir G. Staunton allude
to the cause nor the manner of their elecliou in the most remote degree !—Ed.
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Oriental Publications.

The Secretary read the following letter from Government, with its seve-

ral enclosures, in reply to the Society’s memorial of the 2nd September,

1835.

To James Prinsf.p, Esq.

Sir, Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

With reference to your letter to this department dated the 21st September 1835,
and to the reply dated the 30th of the same month, I am directed by the Honorable
the Deputy Governor of Bengal to transmit for the information of the Society the
accompanying copy of a letter No. 8, of 1838, from the Honorable the Court of
Directors in the public department, dated the 2Sth March and of its enclosures ; and
to state that the sum of 500 Company’s rupees per month has, from the 18th of
June, the date of the receipt of the despatch, been placed at the disposal of the
Asiatic Society for employment in the manner indicated by the Honorable Court.
The amount will be made payable monthly from the General Treasury on the bills

of the Secretary of the Society, countersigned by the President, and duly audited,
and at the close of each year an account must be rendered, shewing the manner
in which the amount has been expended.

I am, &c.

H. T. Prinsep,
Fort William, the 20th June, 1838. Secretary to the Government of Bengal.

Public Department. No. 8, of 1833.
Our Governor of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal.

Para. 1 . We now reply to your letter in this department dated the 30th Sep.
tember, No. 28, of 1835, in which you forward a memorial from the Asiatic Society
of Calcutta, soliciting some pecuniary aid in the expense of publishing standard
and useful works in Oriental Literature, that Society having undertaken to complete
various works which remained unfinished when the system for the promotion of
native education in Bengal was altered.

2. The Society have not applied for any specific sum, but we have received from
their agent in Europe, Professor H. H. Wilson two letters (copies of which are
herewith forwarded) in which he states that “ 500 rupees a month will probably
suffice in addition to the Society’s own funds and the returns which may be expected
from the sale of the books.”

3. Although the works formerly published may not always have been selected in

the most judicious manner, we are still of opinion that the publication of oriental

works, and works on instruction in the eastern languages, should not be abandoned
;

we therefore authorize you to devote a sum not exceeding five hundred rupees a month
to the preparation and publication of such works, either through the medium of the
Asiatic Society, or any equally appropriate channel, and we shall expect an annual
return of the works published and ten copies of each book for distribution in this

country.
We also desire that twenty copies of all the works which have been or which may

be hereafter published by the Committee of Public Instruction, except the Fatawa
Alemgiri, of which forty copies have been received, be forwarded to us by the first

convenient opportunity.
We are, &c. (Signed,)

J. R. Carnac.J. L. Lushington, H. Lindsay, R. Miles, Jno. Master-
mann, John Cotton, P. Vans Agnevv, J. Petty Muspratt, H. Shank,
Russell Ellice, Henry Willock, John G. Ravenshaw, George Lyall.
London, 28th March, 1838.

To J. C. Melvill, Esq.

Financial Secretary to the Honorable the Court of Directors.

Sir,
I have to request that you will submit to the Honorable the Court of Directors

the following representation which I beg most respectfully to lay before them on
the subject of the discontinuance of the assistance hitherto given by their Bengal
Government to the publication of works in the languages of the east.

2. In thus offering myself to the notice of the Honorable Court, I trust I may
be allowed to plead in excuse the situation which I hold as Professor of one of the

principal languages affected by the measure ; my intimate relations when in India

with learned natives, my office as agent in Europe of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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the appointment I filled for several years in Calcutta of Junior Member and Secre-
tary of the Committee of Public Instruction, the devotion I still feel to the service
of the Company, and the deep interest with which I must ever regard all that affects
the happiness and welfare of the people of India, and the credit and prosperity of
their rulers.

3. by an order of the Tlengal Government dated the 7th March 1835, different
works in Arabic and Sanskrit, some original and some translations from English,
which were in course of publication by the Committee of Public Instruction, under
the previously obtained sanction of the government have been abruptly stopped, al-
though some of them were on the eve of completion. The labour and expense, be-
stowed on them would therefore have been entirely thrown away if the Asiatic Society
of llengal had uot undertaken at their own cost to finish the printing, of the books
thathad been commenced, as well as to proceed, should their means admit, with others
of a similar description. Such works as had previou-ly been printed either wholly*
or in part, by the Education Committee being transferred to the Society. The Society
at the same time solicited the government for a pecuniary grant in aid of their own
limiud resources, and this application not having been complied with, they have
memorialized the Honorable the Court of Directors to the same effect. The memo-
rial is 1 piesume under the consideration of the Court.

4. In this arrangement I beg to observe that the Indian Government and the
Asiatic Society have proceeded upon the notion that the publications in question are
connected with the encouragement of Oriental Literature alone, whilst in fact they
were undertaken not so much for the general promotion of oriental studies as in

subservience to the advancement of native education. They were designed for class-

books and prize-books for the native colleges ami schools, aud were therefore strict-

ly within the province of the Education Committee. The character in which they
are to be contemplated is however immaterial, and as long as they are recognized as

deserving the patronage of the government, it is possible that that patronage may
be conveniently exercised through the instrumentality of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal.

5. It must be quite unnecessary for me, I apprehend, to advocate the claims of

Oriental Literature to the protection of the Honorable Court. Considered merely
as an object of intellectual research which their connexion with the east so pe-

culiarly enables them to favor, they would have disappointed the natural expecta-

tions of all Europe if they had displayed less liberality than that which they have

always shewn in fostering oriental study. Independently of this consideration the

government of British India has a positive duty to discharge in facilitating the ac-

quirement by its servants of the knowledge indispensable to the due performance of

their functions in India, and it has an obvious interest in gratifying its native sub-

jects by patronizing that literature which is a part of their national existence, and
which is to them now as it has been for ages, an object of admiration and reverence.

fi. The liberalitv, wisdom and policy, and I may add the justice of encouraging
native literaturein India, must however, I apprehend, be too obvious for me to occupy

the time and attention of the Honorable Court in endeavouring to substantiate

them. Even the government of India in reply to the address of the Asiatic Society

acknowledges the advantage of applying larger sums than are already so applied to

the supi ort of native literature, aud grounds its non-compliance with the Society’s

request on the financial difficulty which limits within narrow bounds the aid to

be so afforded.”

7. Con-idering then the principle as recognized, and that it is admitted that

Oiientnl Literature deserves the special encouragement of the British Government
of India, it only remains to be inquired why those funds which have hitherto been

avi.ilnhle for so desirable a purpose should now be withheld. The order of govern-

ment of the 7th March puts a stop to the printing of oriental books in order that

the funds >o app'ied should be thenceforth employed exclusively “ in imparting to

the native population a knowledge of English Literature and Science through the

medium of the English language.” However important the end proposed, its ex-

clusiveness is wholly incompatible with the patronage of native talent, with-the

public d-tl ration- ot the government of Bengal, with the acts of former governments

uudtr the sanction of the home authoiities, and with the express iuteution of the

British Legislature in authorizing the appropriation of a part of the Indian Revenue
to the encuuragemeut of the literature aud learned natives of the country.

* This is a mistake
;
the unfinished books only were made over, so that there are

two depdts of oriental works, an inconvenience which might now be remedied with

advantage, by placing the whole together.
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8. That effective and judicious instruction in the English language and in Euro-
pean Science in India is an object of the first importance, formed both tire theory
and the practice of the Education Committee during the whole period in which I was
a member of it, and the present rage for its still wider diffusion is nothing more than
the indiscreet prosecution of the principle and plans of tire committee to extreme
and precipitate consequences. The former committee however anxious to promote
a well grounded conversancy with English, did not hold it consistent with jus-

tice to alienate for this object, grauts that had been made to native institutions

for very different purposes, nor did they think it equitable or generous to exclude
literary natives from all share whatever of that subsequent bounty which was at

least in part awarded “ for the revival of native literature and the encouragement

of learned natives." But above all, the committee being convinced that no real and
permanent impression could be effected on the minds and feelings of the natives of
India without their own consent and co-operation, they endeavoured to secure both
in whatever measures they adopted for the improvement of the people ;

and in all

their innovations, and they originated many, they were careful to maintain a spirit

of eonsiderateness and conciliation. By this line of conduct they new-modelled the
course of study in the native colleges, and introduced English classes and establish-

ed and extended English schools without exciting the slightest indication of jea-

lousy, dissatisfaction or alarm. It was reserved for their successors to arouse the
augry remonstrances of the Muhammadans of Calcutta, and to excite the deep
though less audibly uttered apprehensions of the Hindus.

9. Whilst then the judicious extension of English instruction unquestionably
merits the encouragement of the government of India, it may well be doubted, if it

is judicious or just to encourage it exclusively aud at the expense of native insti-

tutions and native literature. It may be matter of regret that funds sufficiently

ample for both objects are not available, but it cannot be equitable or politic to

withdraw all support from the older and more strictly national purpose in favour of
one of recent date and foreign introduction, especially when there is no urgent ne-
cessity for such an alternative. Under the arrangements hitherto adopted both
interests were consulted and yet improvement was rapidly progressive, it is very
doubtful if the advance that may he made under the change of system will bear any
proportion to that which was effected under the first committee of public instruc-

tion. No evidence of acceleration has yet been offered. On the contrary, it is certain

that the native institutions are languishing under discountenance and neglect, and
although the number of English students may possibly have increased, the scale of
their attainments has been very much depressed.

10. Under these circumstances then I beg to submit to the wisdom of the Hono-
rable Court the expedience of reverting to the principles and practice of the early

Education Committee subject to such modifications only as are unavoidable or desi-

rable. In this case the specific endowments of the Madressa, of the Sanskrit Col-
leges of Calcutta and Benares and of the mixed colleges of Agra aud Delhi, will be
held sacred, and will be exclusively appropriated to education in the native languages
and literature. The expense of the English classes which have been attached to

them will be defrayed from other sources, and the cost of books in the oriental lan-

guages with which they have been hitherto supplied from the general fund may then
be provided for out of the funds with which they are severally endowed. They will

thus contribute to the support of the native press which will be an article of expen-
diture strictly within the scope of their foundation. To divert their funds to other
purposes than those for which they were expressly bestowed, or for English tuition,

is likely to produce more evil than good. The command of a few thousand rupees
obtained by what the natives will consider an act of spoliation will work no advan-
tage equivalent to the mischief of creating a distrust in the durability of public en-

dowments,—in the inviolability of British faith.

11. As the management of the Oriental Press may not be unfitly exercised by
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and as the Education Committee may be conveniently

relieved of the labour, the transfer of this business the Honorable Court may per-

haps see reason to confirm
;
but I am satisfied that they will not consider it expe-

dient to leave the fulfilment of an useful public service to the unassisted resources

of a Society depending upon private and fluctuating contributions. The application

of the Society will therefore, I venture to hope, receive the favorable consideration

of the Honorable Court
;
and pecuniary aid be authorized if it be not of an extent or

nature incompatible with the state of the public finances. I have no authority to

suggest any specific amount
;
and the Society will no doubt be thankful for whatever

aid the court may be pleased to sanction
;
hut, judging from the average expenditure

of past years, about 6000 rupees a year, or 500 rupees a month, will probably suffice

in addition to the Society’s own funds, and the returns which may be expected from
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the sale of the books, to print by degrees many of the most approved works in the
classical and vernacular languages of India, and to remunerate learned natives for
their services as authors aud editors. It canuot I think be regarded as unreason-
able to expect that this small sum may be deducted from the annual grant of a lac

of rupees, since it cannot be denied that the act of parliament contemplated in part
if not wholly a provision for the encouragement of learned natives and the revival

of native literature, terms that can by no possible construction be interpreted as
applicable to the introduction of English alone. The trifling abstraction of the sum
I have suggested will be thought by all impartial persons much less than native
literature, strictly so called, is legally entitled to, but it may be accepted as adequate
to the specific purpose for which it is required, and it will satisfy the natives that
their interests have not been altogether despised. With regard to the annual ap-
propriation also the deduction will be more nominal than real. Under the former
management of the funds of the committee the lac of rupees was never wholly ex-

pended, and an accumulation took place which when I left India placed an additional

20,000 rupees per annum at the committee’s disposal. This can scarcely have been
since appropriated or expended, and a fund should therefore exist from which 6000
rupees a year can be disbursed and yet a lac of rupees and more may be annually
laid out upon English tuition if such a disbursement for that purpose be considered
expedient.

12. With regard to translations and compilations from English in the native lan-

guages, these are so obviously and intimately connected with the actual progress of

education, that they will be best left under the superintendence of the Education
Committee. If transferred to the charge of the Society however, the expense should

be borne by the general fund according to the circumstances of the rules and the
resolutions of the Education Committee.

13. There is but one other point upon which I beg briefly to trouble the Court ;

the scholarships of the native colleges which have been prospectively abolished by
the Government order of the 7th of March. If the native endowments are not

alienated the chief object of the abolition of the scholarships the diversion of the

money, so applied hitherto, to the future extension of English education will no
longer be a plea for such a measure—a measure that is a virtual abolition of all

native institutions. I can assure the Honorable Court that this question of stipen-

diary allowances to native students in the government semiuaries was very fully

discussed by the members of the committee of public instruction upon its first for-

mation, and that they were generally opposed to the principle of paying young men
to induce them to accept of gratuitous education. When examined in all its bearings

however and with reference to the extreme poverty of the literary classes, the dis-

tance from which many of the students came, the desirableness of attracting students

from the country to the seats of Government, and their utter want of means
of maintaining themselves when away from home, the principles and practice

of all the native Governments which invariably combined subsistence and edu-

cation, and the prejudices of the people, which attach discredit to all but elee-

mosynary instruction, the committee came to the determination that it was in-

dispensable in the present condition of society in India to continue stipendiary allow-

ances to the scholars at the public institutions ;
at the same time they limited such

allowances to an amount merely adequate to provide for the necessary wants of the

student, and they endeavoured to encourage the resort of students who would dis-

pense with the provision. A reference to the rolls of the several native Colleges

will shew that the stipends are very moderate and that there are a number of

students who receive no pay. The reports of the college committees will also shew
what is the real character of these unpaid students, and that from the extreme irregu-

larity of their attendance they reap from it but little benefit : greater punctuality

cannot be enforced by any penalty short of dismissal and that it is an award which

cannot iu common charity be hastily pronounced ;
the scholars cannot attend, because

they must live
;
part of their time is taken up in obtaining subsistence from the

liberality of their countrymen, or in plain words in begging—a practice ill calculated

to elevate their moral or intellectual character, but one which is the chief resource

of poor scholars in the east, as it was some centuries ago in Europe. As most of

these unpaid scholars also attend in the hope of succeeding to vacant scholarships,

if the latter were abolished the former would soon disappear. However reasonable

therefore the principle of separating maintenauce from education it is certainly in-

capable of being applied to practice in India. The government has been obliged to

admit this in the new medical institution, and has granted stipends to the students

which are no doubt much more considerable than those which are allowed to the

pupils of the Madressa aud Sanskrit College. I apprehend too that the scholar-

ships of the Hindi or Anglo-Indian College held by the native students of the Eng-
lish language will be continued, as they most unquestionably ought to be, and the
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native inference will be that partiality, not principle, has dictated the difference. But
the general principle of this case is rigidly enforced no where assuredly not in this
country, where at its Universities of Oxford and Cambridge numerous endowments
of scholarships and exhibitions enable young men to follow a course of study which
would else be beyond their attainment. Why are the native youth of British India to
be denied a similar provision ? They must be ill acquainted with the country who say
that they do not need it, and why should talent be precluded from the chance of dis-
tinction because its professor is poor in India alone and under a British adminis-
tration ? I must therefore in the name of the youth of India, Muhammadan or Hin-
du, most earnestly entreat the court to withhold their sanction from a measure which
proposes if not a doubtful yet a very scanty good, which will inflict a severe blow
upon the prospects of the rising generation, and will be viewed as ungenerous and
unjust by the most respectable and influential classes of the people of India.

I have, &c.

(Signed) H. IT. Wilson,
Oxford, 5th March, 1836.

Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford
and Agent in Europe for the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

To J. C. Melvill, Esq.

Sir,

In the early part of last year, I had the honor to address the Hon’ble the Court of
Directors on the subject and in support of a memorialwhich should have reached
them about the same time from the Asiatic Society of Bengal. As no reply has been
yet received by the Society I beg permission respectfully to recal the correspon-
dence to the recollection of the court, and to express my hope that the memorial of
the Asiatic Society may receive their favorable consideration.

The object of the Society’s application was to solicit the sanction of the Honora-
ble Court to the grant by the Bengal Government of some pecuniary aid in the
expense of publishing standard and useful works in Oriental literature. It will be
in the recollection of the Court that upon a change of the members of the Commit-
tee of Public Instruction in 1834-35 the Government of Bengal was induced by their

representations to resolve that the encouragement formerly granted to native litera-

ture should be withdrawn at once, and the funds employed upon that object be
appropriated exclusively to instruction in English. Consequent upon this resolution

the printiug of several works in Arabic and Sanskrit original or translations and of

which some were nearly completed, was relinquished, and would in their unfinished

state have been worthless, if the Society had not interposed and undertaken their

completion, expressing, at the same time, a hope that with reference to the limited

funds at their disposal they would be aided with some assistance by the Government.
With such aid they proposed not only to finish the books which had been commenced
but to proceed with the work and print from time to time the most celebrated com-
positions in the literature of India. The government in reply admitted the desira-

bleness of the proposal, but pleaded the state of the finances as a reason for declin-

ing to comply with the request. The Society consequently appealed to the liberality

of the Honorable Court, proceeding in the meanwhile at their own risk and cost

with the task which they had undertaken.

The considerations which should induce an enlightened government like that of

British Iudia to encourage to a reasonable extent the literature of the East, and
preserve it by means of the press from decay have always been fully appreciated by

the Court. It is unnecessary therefore to urge them upon its attention. I would

only beg permission to observe, that in the communications which have taken place

with the Asiatic Societies of Bengal and Great Britain on this subject, it has been

mixed up with a question on which it is to be feared an irreconcileable diversity of

opinion prevails,—the course that should be followed in the education of the people

of India. There is however no very intimate connexion between the two, and the

publication of the most esteemed writings of the east for the use as much of Euro-

peans as Asiatics need not in any way interfere with the widest possible dissemi-

nation of the Euglish language in India. The duty being transferred to the Asiatic

Society will not embarrass the operations of the Committee, and the amount of the

pecuniary aid which would enable the Society to proceed with its publications would

be too inconsiderable to be a sensible diversion of funds that would be else appro-

priable to the charge of public education. 1 should hope therefore, that the ques-

tion of encouragement to the printing of Standard Oriental works to an extent

compatible witlfa due regard to public economy will be considered as not necessarily

4 c
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involved in that of native education, an'd will be thought entitled, on its own grounds
to the attention of the Honorable Court.

I have, &c.
(Signed) H. H. Wilson,

Agent in Englandfor the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
London, 26lh November, 1387.
The President congratulated the Society on the success of their application to the

Court, which was evidently attributable to the strong appeals, especially the second,
.from their agent Professor Wilson. He regretted that in the first address to the Court
Prof. Wilson had mixed up the two questions of education and of Oriental Literature
which the Society had purposely kept distinct. He was totally at variance with the
Professor’s arguments in the first, and could even contradict many of his assump-
tions, but he was glad to see that the impediments to the Court’s compliance with
the memorial, evidently caused by his mixture of two questions, had been skilfully

removed by his second letter : he thought Professor Wilson had done great service

to the Society, and he concluded by voting, and it was by acclamation

Resolved, that the thanks of the Asiatic Society be offered to Professor

Wilson for having used his best exertions for obtaining a grant from the

British Indian Government for the publication of oriental works and

works of instruction in the eastern languages through the medium of the

Asiatic Society.

The Secretary regretted also on one account that Dr. Wilson’s second letter had
not been the first sent in, as in that case the boon might have come at least a vear
earlier, whereas now it might be doubtful whether it could be properly applied to the
debt which had accumulated in the interim. He had, as stipulated at first with the
Society, conducted the oriental printing as a separate account, and was in advance
from his own funds 2000 rupees, and the fourth volume of the Mahfibharata which
was nearly completed would put him 4000 more out of pocket. Upon this explana-
tion it was

Proposed by Sir Edward Ryan, seconded by the Lord Bishop, and

carried nem. con.

That the Secretary be authorized to address the Society’s acknowledg-

ments to Government for the monthly sum which, under the Honorable

Court’s sanction, had been placed at its disposal for oriental publications,

and to explain what had been done pending the application home, expressing

a hope, with reference to the excess of expenditure incurred, that the date

of the grant (left open by the Court’s dispatch) may be fixed so as to pro-

vide arrears to meet the Secretary’s outlay, or to permit the grant in

prospective to be applied, partially or wholly in the first instance, to clear

off the debt.

Read a letter from Mr. Muir, proposing to transfer the 1000 rupees

Jatelv offered through the School Book Society, as a premium for an

essay on the advantages of science, to the Asiatic Society in order to pro-

mote the publication of the Sdrira Vidya, a Sanskrit tranlation of Hooper’s

Anatomist’s Vade Mecum, by Madhu Su'dana Gupta.

The Secretary explained that this was one of the unfinished works transferred to

the Society ;
that the author on completion of the translation received 1000 for the

manuscript from the committee as previously agreed, he had the option of giving a

fair copy, or printing ; the pandit preferred the latter, and two-half sheets had been
printed off at the time of the,suspension order. Findiug so much had to be done in re-

writing the manuscript which was yet in a crude state, he had abandoned all thoughts
of completing this work, much as it would contribute to a knowledge of that most
useful science, the structure of the human frame, among the native medical practi-

tioners who are all over the country instructed in Sanskrit alone. On this inquiry

however from Mr. Muir (audit was not the only one) regarding the progress and
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chance of completing the work, he had had some conversation with the author,
who had expressed his readiness to revise and edit if, with additions from late

works, such as Quin’s Anatomy and the Dublin Dissector with which lie had be-
come acquainted at the Medical College. He strongly advised the publication of
the plates also from Paxton’s or Quin’s work. Supposing the work to contain
600 pages, the cost of printing the text may be rupees 3000 ; and the plates in

wood cuts, say, 1000 ;
and the time occupied in passing through the press would not

fall short of two years. The author would prefer a remuneration for correcting the
press say at eight annas a page, to receiving a portion of the printed edition. llut

the whole expense of the work would not much exceed 4000 rupees, out of which
Mr. Muir’s donation would cover one-fourth.

Professor O’Shaughnessy objected to the selection of this Vade Mecum for

translation, as greatly inferior to other works for teaching the rudiments of anatomy
to the natives,—and after some discussion it was

Resolved, that the question of publishing a Sanskrit edition of Hooper’s

Vade Mecum be referred to Drs. Wallich, O’Shaughnessy, Evans,

Spry and Egerton, as a Committee, with liberty to add to their number.

The Secretary mentioned other works which he proposed to undertake

on the strength of the Government grant, but it was agreed that the list

should in the first instance pass through the Committee of papers, to

whom was also referred a proposition by Mr. Curnin, whether it would

not lie expedient with the 500 rupees per mensem for the Society to

establish an oriental press of its own.

Read a letter from Messrs. W. Thacker and Co., forwarding a speci-

men of a translation of the Alif Leila, by Mr. H. Torrens, C. S. and

soliciting the same degree of patronage as had been accorded
i
in 1836, to

the Arabic text.

The first volume of translation, with notes, would be published in the course of

August next, and one volume of the Asiatic text was also ready for issue—the price

of the English volume would be eight rupees. With reference to the strong hope
expressed in the former reply from Government that the Society would be able to

provide for the translation of the Macan manuscript by a competent scholar of the

presidency, (see vol. V. page 753) it was

—

Resolved, that the specimens be submitted to Government, with the

Society’s confident anticipation that Mr. Torrens’ translation would merit

the patronage pledged in the reply of Mr. Secretary Prinsep, dated 2nd

Nov. 1836.

Library.

The following books were presented :

By Raja Ra'dha'ka'nta Deva,—the fourth volume of his Sanskrit Lexicon, the

Shabda Kalpa Druma.
By Mr. Caldecott, Astronomer to the raja of Travancore,—the Trevandrum

Almanac for 1838, an astronomical epheineris compiled and printed at his observatory.

The Madias Journal of Literature and Science,—by Dr. Cole, Editor.

India Review and Journal of Foreign Science and Arts, Edited by Frederick
Corbyn, Esq. Vols. I. II. Calcutta, 1837-38,

—

by the Editor.

Capt. Jenkins presented some school-books, the first fruits of the Missionary

Press at Sadiya in Assam.
The Meteorological Register for May,—by the Surveyor General.

The following were received from Europe.

An Essay on the Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, &c, by J. F. Royle, London,

1837,

—

from the Author.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, No, 8,

December, 1837,

—

presented by the Royal Asiatic Society.

4 c 2
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Transactions of the Geological Society of Loudon, Second Series, Vol. V. part I.
1838, and Proceedings, Vol. II. 1837-38, Nos. 52, 53,— by the Geological Society.

The following from the booksellers.

Prichards’ Researches iuto the Physical History of Mankind, 3rd Edition,
Vols. I. II. London, 1836-37.

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopa:dia, Biography of Eminent British Statesmen, Vol. IV.
Natural History, Animals in Menageries, Vol. I.

Statistical Committee.

Dr. Duncan Stewart, acquainted the Society that he had resigned the

Secretarial duties, papers and library of the Statistical Committee into

the hands of Dr. Spry.

Since the death of Sir B. Malkin aud the departure of Mr. Walters the Com-
mittee hud been witkouc a president, and the number of members was reduced to
eight. No papers were yet in a state for presentation, but Dr. Spry hoped to
have some iuteiestiug documents tabulated in a few months— Dr. Stewart's con-
tingent bill, rupees 234, was passed.

Antiquities.

A letter from H. Torrens, Esq., Officiating Secretary to Government,
announced that orders had been given for the conveyance to the Society’s

Museum of the inscribed portion of the mutilated Delhi Lot.

Captain T. S. Burt’s beautiful facsimiles (or ectypes) of the Feroz

lat, and Delhi iron pillar, were exhibited.

[We shall take an early opportunity of mentioning the corrections they produce in
former readings.]

A letter from Lieut. Postans to the Secretary on his reaching Girnar,

confirmed the conjectures of the latter as to the reading of the name next

to that of Ptolemy in the fourteenth edict,—which was clearly Antigono

(for Antigonus) and the next name Mago (not Magd).

Lieut. Postans was searching for the fragment of rock, containing the rest of this

inscription, which had evidently been blastecfoff to mend a neighbouring pavement !

his labours of copying were nearly completed when he was summoned as interpreter

on a distant court martial. There still remains enough of inquiry, planning and
exploring to occupy this zealous young officer during a second visit in the approach-
ing cold season, which he hopes to be permitted to accomplish.

Physical Department.
Tidal Observations.

The following letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, was read, forwarding

a dispatch from the Honorable Court of Directors on the subject of the

Tides in the Indian Ocean.
To J. Prinsep, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed by the Honorable the President in Council to transmit to you the

accompanying copy of a letter No. 1, of 1838, from the Honorable the Court of

Directors in the public department, dated 24th January, with its enclosures, and to

inquire what particular stations the managers of the Asiatic Society would deem
most expedient at which to make the observations indicated in this correspondence,

and whether there is any particular form or period that occurs at which to make the

observations with most advantage. His Honor in Council will also feel obliged if

the Asiatic Society can intimate to the Government any persons with whom they

are in correspondence on scientific subjects, through w'hom to make the desired ob-

servations.
I am, &c.

H. T. Prinsep,
Secretary to the Government of India.

Council Chamber, the 20th June, 1838.
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Public Department. No. ], of 1838.
Our Governor General of India in Council.

Para. I. We forward to you copy of a memorandum by the Rev. W. Whewell
a Vice-President of the Royal Society, from which it appears that great service may
be rendered to science by means of tide observations upon the several coasts of the
East Indies, and that the knowledge thus obtained would be at the same time a
valuable acquisition for the purposes of hydrography and navigation.

2. We transmit in the packet proper forms and instructions for registering the
tide observations, and we direct that you issue the necessary orders to the local
authorities in India to conduct the observations in accordance with such memoran-
dum and instructions, and to transmit the result periodically to us.

We are, &c.
(Signed),

J. R. Carnac, J. L. Lushington, H. Lindsay, Jno. Masteuman, Rd.
Jenkins, John Loch, C. Mills, John Cotton, P. Vans Agnew, J. Petty
Muspuatt, H. Shank, John G. Ravenshaw, H. St. G. Tucker.
London, the 24 th January, 1838.

Memorandum respecting Tide Observations. By the Rev. W. Whewell, Cambridge.

A great service might be rendered to science by means of Tide Observations made
by order of the East India Company upon coasts of their territory, and the know-
ledge thus obtained would be at the same time a valuable acquisition for the pur-
poses of hydrography and navigation.

There are no good observations of the tides of the Indian Coasts, so far as I am
aware, with the exception of about a year’s observations made at Singapore by or-

der of the directors, which turned out of extraordinary value and interest*. If the

tides were observed for a fortnight at a series of points along the coast, we should
be able to trace the progress of the tide-wave in those parts of the ocean, and if ob-
servations for a longer period were made at places where there is a marine establish-

ment, good tide tables might be calculated, and other important theoretical and
practical results obtained.

Instructions and forms for registering such observations may be had by applica-

tion to the Hydrographer at the admiralty if desired.

London, December 22nd, 1837.

Second Memorandum.
The tide observations which the Court of Directors has resolved on instituting

will not only serve the beneficial purpose of ascertaining the Tide establishments
along the coast of India upon a consistent basis with each other, but will also give
the most important assistance to those philosophers who are now engaged in the
investigation of the theory of the tides.

For the former purpose it will be sufficient if for three or four months simultane-
ously, in as many places as may be practicable, a register be kept of the times of

high and low water by day and night, and of the heights as shewn upon a staff to

which the tides rise and fall. The only difficulty in these observations will be the
selection of proper places as much as possible sheltered from the external swell of
the sea, and to which convenient access may be had at all times for the observer.

And, secondly, the accuracy of the watches or clocks employed, which should be
duly adjusted to mean time. For the latter and higher purpose, it would be desira-

ble to have a tide guage constructed and if possible, upon a self-registering princi-

ple. The waters should be admitted only through small holes in the bottom of the

tube or trunk so as to resist the action of the swell, and yet so as not to be choked
by weeds or mud, and the tube should be fixed precisely perpendicular. The float,

of cork or hollow copper, should move without friction, and the rod should be so

varnished as to prevent any change in its specific gravity for imbibing the water.

Any ingenious workman will fiud it easy to make this rod carry up and down two
small sliding pieces, which shall retain their maximum and minimum positions and
thus register the rise and fall.

In fixing this machine it will be of little consequence where the nominal zero is

placed, provided its precise level is referred to some known and permanent point on
the shore, with which subsequent observations can be compared. The heights how-
ever are of secondary importance, the principal object required being the exact

periods or times of high and low water, and therefore great attention should be paid

to ascertaining the rate of the clock or watch, for which purpose a small transit iu-

* These are printed in the As. Res. vol xix.
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strumeut should be erected or equal altitudes of the sun should be daily observed
and the equation of time carefully applied.

A groundplan of the adjacent shore should accompany the register, shewing its

place. And as the times and heights of the tides are much influenced by the prevail-

ing winds and weather, a table containing a brief method of expressing them is

hereto annexed, also a blank form shewing the mode in which the observations
should be registered, and it is strongly recommended that they should be entered the
moment they are made, so as to avoid any reliance on the memory.

For the more elaborate observations, a few stations will be sufficient, and proba-
bly the following places will afford eligible spots for planting the guaees.
Some port in the Gulf of Cutch :—Bombay :—some port near Cape Comorin :

—

some port near the head of the Bay of Bengal :—some port on the Coast of Ata :

—

Prince of Wales Island :— Singapore :—Macao. And it would also be very desirable

to have a station in the Red Sea, and another in the Gulf of Persiu. These Regis-
ters should be continued for at least fifteen months, w’hereas 3 or 4 months will be
a sufficient period for the slighter observations first described, but then their places

cannot be too much multiplied, and perhaps it would be advisable to repeat them
during the opposite monsoon.

(Signed) F. B.

2nd February, 1833.

FORM OF OBSERVATIONS.

Register of Tides, observed at in the month of 183

d High Water. Low Water.
0)

til Wind. Turn of Stream-*
s»

CD
Time— Height,

h. m. h. m.
Time— Height,
li. m. h. m.

£
ce

os

Direction— Force. Flood—Ebb.
h. m. h. m.

Figures to denote the Force of the Wind.

Calm.
Light air, Or just sufficient to give steerage way.

Light breeze, 1 Or, that in which a well f 1 to 2 knots.

|
conditioned man of war

|

Gentle breeze ) with all sail set, and -j 3 to 4 knots.

|
clean full, would go in I

[ 5 to 6 knots,

f Royals, &c.

6 Strong breeze, 1
Single-reefed topsails and

topgallant sails.

Moderate breeze,

Fresh breeze,. . .

, j smooth water from,

1

&c.
Triple-reefed topsails, &c.
Close-reefed topsails and

courses.

7 Moderate gale, |
Or, that to which she

) could justcarry inchase ( Double-reefed topsails, jib,

I

full and by,

J

10 Whole gale, Or, that writh which she could scarcely bear close-

reefed main-topsail and reefed foresail.

11 Storm , .. Or, that which would reduce her to storm-staysails.

12 Hurricane, Or, that which no canvas could withstand.

If the above mode of expression were adopted, the state of the wind might be

regularly marked, every hour, in a narrow column on the log-board.

Letters to denote the state of the Weather,

b—Blue sky ;
whether with clear or hazy atmosphere,

e—Cloudy ; but detached opening clouds.

d— Drizzling rain.

f—Foggy/ thick fog.

g—Gloomy dark weather.

* By the turn of the stream is not meant the turn of the inshore tide, but the turn

of the flood and ebb streams, when off shore or in the anchoring roads. This may

be perceived from the tending of the vessels at anchor or their buoys in ca;m wea-

ther. If there are neither vessels nor buoys, a small substitute might easily be

secured in a proper place for the purpose.

-f If several persons have been employed, put their initials in this column, and the

names at length in next page.
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fi — Hail.

I— Lightning.

m—Misty hazy atmosphere.
o—Overcast

;
the whole sky being covered with an impervious cloud.

p—Passing temporary showers.

q— Squally.

r—Rain, continued rain,

s—Snow.
t—Thunder.
u—Ugly threatening appearance of the weather.

v—Visibility of distant objects, whether the sky be cloudy or not.

to—Wet dew.
A dot under any letter, indicates an extraordinary degree.

By the combination of these letters, all the ordinary phenomena of the weather
may be recorded with facility and brevity. Examples: bcm, blue sky, with detached

opening clouds, and ahazy atmosphere ;
gV, gloomy dark weather, but distant objects

remarkably visihle
; q. p d 1 t, very hard squalls, with passing showers of drizzle, and

accompanied by lightning with very heavy thunder.

F. B.

The Secretary explained that he had in June last, in communication with Lord
Auckland as Patron of the Society, addressed a circular to members and to public

authoiities on the coasts of India , Ceylon, Mauritius, Java, &c., to which returns

were now daily arriving. The following report-progress contained all the informa-

tion he was yet able to offer.

“ Lieut. Siddons, Engineers, immediately undertook to make the observations at

Chittagong for July and October, (both of which were printed in the Journal.)

Those for January, which he had intended also to take in the Teli Naaf, he discon-

tinued on finding that Mr. Elson the Harbour Master had been directed to do the

same thing by the Marine Board, and that officer possessed naturally the means of
doing it more effectually than himself.

He reported that “ there are no individuals resident on the coast between Chitta-

gong and Akyab, capable of taking observations now that the custom house choki
has been done away with at Coxe’s bazar, near lidmoo."
From Ramri and Akydb, no return has been yet received, but Lieut, Phayre and

Lieut. Martin of the Engineers, will if opportunity is afforded, collect the requisite

information at these important points.

From Maulmain (as stated at the last meeting), Mr. Commissioner Blundell
has returned observations of the tides near Amherst Town taken by Captain Corbin
from the 8th to the 15th of November, 3837, and a second seiies from the 26th of

December to the 1st February, 1838. Also a register kept by Captain McLeod,
off the wharf at hlergui, from the 3rd October to the 2nd November, 183", and from
the 15th January to the 1st February : and a second series taken on King's Island in

a more open situation from the 31st December to the 1st February.
All of the latter are forwarded both as observed and as corrected for time

;
for

the principal difficulty consists in the providing native observers with the means of

taking the time correctly. Captain McLeod devoted one watch to the object,

noting its errors from time to time by his own regulated timepiece.

Mr. W. T. Lewis of Malacca, wrote :
‘ I shall have much pleasure in attending

to your wishes regarding the observations of the tides, but as I should like to do
it properly I must have a little more time to attend to it

;
my living in the country

is not convenient for it but I propose to arrange matters so as to have it done
correctly.”

From Singapore, Capt. Scott wrote me his views in considerable detail. One year’s

observations at this port were published in the Society’s Researches : they are alluded

to in Professor Whewell’s note, as very valuable.
Capt. Scott had also forwarded on my letter to Batavia, whence I received a polite

reply from the Secretary to the Literary Society, who stated that the circular would
be translated into Dutch, and printed for circulation to competent observers all

round the coast of Java. Meantime he forwarded a series of observations made in

Batavia roads during the years 1835 and 1836.

Pursuing now the coast of India proper, Mr. C. B. Greenlaw, Secretary of the

Marine Board has placed in my hands a very complete series of daily observations

for 1834 kept at Balasore and at its seaward point Bulramghurry by the late master
attendant Mr. Alfred Bond.

In July, 1837, the Marine Board directed Mr. Smith in charge of the light-house

at False Point to keep a register of the tides
;
which has now been placed at my dis-
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posal ; it commences with the 15th July', and is brought up to the end of March,
1838.

At Madras the circular were sent by Dr. Bannister to the proper quarters, and
Mr. Taylor the astronomer was consulted on the subject. It was also reprinted
in Dr. Cole’s Journal. There was stated to be “ a very serious difficulty in taking
observations of the sort with precision in such a surf as that off Madras without going
to considerable expense. Other points of the coast at the entrance of large rivers
might afford more facilities, and the master attendant, Capt. Dalrymple, would
take advantage of these should this be the case, for he felt a great interest in the
business.”
From Pondicherry

, I received through M. Bedier, a scheme of operations plan-
ned by the marine superintendent of that port to obtain results that might be suited
to the rigid investigation of the tidal wave theory, but the expense of conducting
them on such a scale was so large that the Governor of Pondicherry fortunately made
a reference before sanctioning their commencement. In reply I expressed my opinion
that simpler and cheaper means would suffice to obtain the general facts of the time
of the ebb and flow, and of high and low water, even if it were impossible to mea-
sure the rise and fall with great accuracy. 1 have hitherto no further information
from this quarter.

By Sir R. W. Horton, Governor of Ceylon the investigation was taken up vigo-
rously, and I have just received from the Honorable Mr. Anstruther Colonial
Secretary, the following returns :

—
Trincomalee registers kept by the master attendant for January, April, July, and

October, 1836, and from the 24th November to the 2nd December, 1834, the greatest
known tide at that place.

At Jaffna, Putlam, and Colombo, attempts had hitherto failed, but the master at-

tendant Mr. J. Stewart at the latter place had constructed a reservoir in the new
wharf which he expected would give satisfactory results. This was realized in March,
April, May, 1638, for which a table is sent.

From Galle, Mr. Twynam, master attendant, furnished a continuous register

from I6th October. 1837, to 15th April, 1838.

At Manor, Mr. Webster reported his inability to make the requisite observations.

From Bombay, Mr. Wathen, the chief secretary to Government replied on the

11th July : that he had, “ done the needful with your circulars and will send some
up to Captain Henwell and ^officers of the Indian Navy in the Persian Gulf, as

also to the Red !?ea. Sir Charles Malcolm bad taken possession of some, in

order to carry the object into more complete effect.

At the Mauritius, M. Jules Desjardins informed me that registers of the

tides had been regularly taken, and transmitted home direct to Professor Whewell.
From Bourbon, M. Bedier kindly undertook to procure observations and 1 have

no doubt I shall receive them in due time.

The year being not yet concluded it is too soon to expect returns from distant

stations, but I have little doubt that the object has been takeu up zealously in many
places on the coast of India besides those I have mentioned, and that the results

will soon he flowing in. Meanwhile I propose printing the present letter from the

Honorable Court with its enclosures, and the form of register, and circulating them
to the same parties as were before addressed, adding China and Manilla (as we have

now a member at the latter place) to the list. It may be also desirable to obtain the

leave of Government to authorize each party undertaking the job at the principal

points to spend as far as some specific sum, say 100 rupees, in the preparation of

guages, &c. and the wages of an observer.”

Resolved, that the above report be communicated to Government, and

the further measures recommended for adoption.

Geology.

Specimens of coal from various sites near the Indus, discovered through

Captain Burnes’ emissaries were deposited by the Secretary, together

with the report of the Coal Committee.
Also, specimens of the rich mine of bituminous coal, lately discovered

by Dr. Hf.lfer, in the Tenasserim province, and a copy of his report.

And the copper pyrites of Keniaon sent down for examination by Captain

Drummond.
An account of the geology of the vale of Koh-i-Daman, anil the Hindu

Kush mountains by Dr. Lord attached to Captain Burnes Mission, was

communicated by Government.

[This interesting paper is printed in the present number.]
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Natural History Museum.
Twenty-five highly preserved and well mounted specimens of birds

from the Cape of Good Hope, were presented by Mr. McFarlan, on the
part of Mr. J. F. Cathcart, C. S.

Such as had been identified by the Curator were as follows

:

Crested Grebe

—

Podiceps Cristatus, 2 sp.
Brahmuny Duck

—

Tadorna Rutila.
Purple Porphyrio

—

Porphyrio Erythropus,
White-eared Bustard

—

Otis Afra.
Common Snipe

—

Gallinago Media.
Painted Snipe

—

Rhynchcea Capensis, male and female.
Collared Turtle Dove

—

Turtur Risorius, male and female.
Ditto ditto, var. or male and female immature birds.

White fronted ground Dove

—

Peristera Larvata.
African Teal ?

—

Fuligula Nyroca ? an obscure species.
Common Teal—Querquedula Crecca, var.
Common Curlew

—

Numenius Arquatus, identical with a specimen in the museum
from China.

Accipiter ?

—

Toormootee of the natives.
Grouse

—

Lagopus.
Turnix Hemipodius pugnax ?

Noisy Francolin

—

Francolinus Clamatus, male and female.
Cape Francolin

—

Francolinus Capensis, male and female.
African Francolin

—

Francolinus Africanus, or Pearled Partridge.
? Francolin—Francolinus ?

Two skins of the blue-bellied Lorikeet, Trichoglossus Swainsonii or Aus-
tralian Lory from New Holland, presented by W. Cracroft, Esq.

Only one has been stuffed and mounted for the museum, the other being in too
mutilated a state to admit of being preserved.

An adult female of the Moschus Javanicus or Napu musk deer (Raf-
fles), known to English residents by the common appellation of “ Mouse
Deer,” presented by J. Bell, Esq.

It was sent in a recent state, (the animal having been dead only a few hours,)
with a request from Mr. Bell that it might be preserved and set up far the Society’s
museum, which has accordingly been done.

This singular little animal agrees in some respects with the true musks, but as it

again differs from them in other very essential particulars it might more properly be
formed into a sub-division; the discrepancies observable being sufficient in them-
selves to warrant a separation from the genus Moschus to which it is now referred.

The dried and inflated stomach of the above Deer.

The principal object of this preparation is to show on a small scale, the form and
arrangement of the compound or complicated stomach of one of the divisions of the
Ruminantia, and also the large capacity of the organ, compared to the diminutive
size of the animal.

A collection of rare and elegant fishes, from off Judda, presented by
Captain Hill, of the Ernaad.

Major Gregory, presented a specimen of caterpillar from Sydney, which
had the appearance of being impaled on a twig.

The following account in the Entomological Society’s Proceedings for December,
1837, may perhaps apply to the same insect.
“ Mr. Evans exhibited a drawing and -figure of the New Zealand caterpillar,

infested by a slender fungus nearly six inches long, and which is much sought after

in that island, not only as a natural curiosity, but on account of the effects result-

ing from it like cantharides when taken internally.’’

A note from Dr. Pearson explained an easy method of cleaning skele-

tons, lately resorted to by himself in the case of a camel.

Finding the wooden case in which he bad placed the bones to soak very leaky, he
sunk it in the Gumti river, with proper cordage to secure it :—when taken up after

a time the bones were found perfectly cleaned.
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